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Electronics Principles 5.0
BASED ELFCTRONrS COURSE
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
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Alternatively, use those from any standard
electronics text book to see the results as
frequency response curves, calculations,
logic states, voltages and currents etc.

Graphics presentation has been enhanced and speeded -up with
new menus and indexing which enables a quicker access and
more informative description of the extended range of five hundred
and sixty electronics and mathematics topics.
The PIC16C84 microcontroller hardware and instruction set has been
introduced and brought to life through colourful interactive graphics
where you can study the architecture of this device by changing the
data values to simulate all of the registers, direct/indirect addressing,
program/data memory and input/output port configuration. Along
with those analogue to digital functions of the PIC16C71 . If you

would like to learn more about the principles of these popular
microcontrollers then it could not be made easier.
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EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.

Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoftdemon.co.uk
*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
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World's fastest PC -based 16 -bit A/D
system runs at 10 msps

Listed key features of the device include, among others:
- True 16 -bit analogue to digital conversion
- Up to 10 msps sampling
- tip to 8 Mega -samples on on -board memory
- Multiple record mode for optimising the on -board memory
- Free GageScope 'scope emulating software
- drivers in DOS, QNX, Windows 31, '95 and NT
- Support for LabView, HP VEE, LabWindows CV1 and MATLAB
Numbered among the typical applications listed are infra -red
imaging, radar, lightning testing. cellular communications, ultrasonic
testing. vibration analysis, laser diode characterisation, etc.
For further information contact Bob Giblett, Strategic Test and
measurement Systems Ltd., 11 Ashton Road, Wokingham, RG41
1HL. Tel 0118 979 5950 fax 0118 979 5951 email
BobG@strattest.co.uk

Strategic Test has brought out the CompuScope 1016 PC compatible ISA bus card, the world's first and fastest 16 -bit ND
system capable of sampling at speed of 10msps on one channel
with a bandwidth of 5 MHz, while maintaining an 85 -dB spurious free dynamic range (SFDR). No other product on the market, say
the makers, including stand-alone scopes. VXI or VME cards. can
digitise analogue signals at 10MHz with a 16 -bit resolution.
At the sampling rate of the 1016 is faster than the ISA bus can
handle, the ND data is stored in on -board memory, which can
hold up to 8 million samples, to be read by a PC later. The multiple
record mode allows "stacking" of data from successive triggers.
This mode is ideal for high Pulse Repeat Frequency (PRF) systems
in which data cannot be downloaded to the PC's memory in
between triggers.
Compuscope comes a standard with the award -winning
GageScope software which enables users to operate the card like
an oscilloscope without writing a line of programming code. Users
can store, analyse and print their data and convert is to an ascii
format for export to spreadsheets and mathematical software
packages.
Software drivers are available for all popular operating system
and are supplied with sample programs demonstrating use.
Sample programs are provided in source code. CompuScope
does not need a GPIB or IEEE 488 interface to transfer data to the
IBM PC environment. The on -board memory is mapped into the
80x86 processor's memory map. Data can be transferred from
CompuScope 1016 to the PC extended memory at up to 500
ksps on a Pentium system using software drivers.

Electronics technicians offered tap -prizes in Top Technician competition

finals in Scotland, Northern Ireland, Wales and the North
and South of England on the 1st and 2nd of July, with the
winners going on to the Electronic Components Industry
Fair '98 which will once again host and sponsor the UK
final as a major event in the exhibition. Brian Arthur says
that this year's stand will be a high-tech design reflecting
the important status of the electronics industry.
The competition is co -organised by the Engineering
Training Authority (EMTA), The Federation of the
Electronics Industry (FEI), The Institution of Electrical
Engineers (IEE), and the new Institution of Electronics
and Electrical Incorporated Engineers (11E), and is
recognised by UK Skills as part of the national framework
of skills competitions covering every industry sector.
Suitably qualified technicians seeking to enter the
competition should contact The Competition Organiser,
IEE, Michael Faraday House, Six Hills Way, Stevenage,

Valuable prizes are being offered this year to the UK's top
technicians in industrial electronics. The winner of the
Top Technician in Industrial Electronics competition will
win a top -of -the -range laptop PC and will represent the
UK at the International Youth Skills Olympics in Canada
in 1999.

With the help of sponsorship from the DTI Sector
Challenge, and industrial sponsorship from British
Aerospace, Racal, Oxford Instruments, Defence
Evaluation Research Agency (DERA), Farnell and Vision
Engineering was well as SME (small and medium sized
enterprise) sponsors Chemotronics and Celab, all
competitors will take prizes away from the contest.
Director of the Federation of the Electronics
Industries and Chairman of the Top Technican Board
Brian Arthur said: "All the technicians who enter the
skills contest are winners because they represent the
very best of the UK industry's skills and training. This
year we shall be able to recognise that, by giving really
good prizes to all of the competitors, not just the
winners."
The 1998 Top Technician contest will hold five regional

Herts SG1 2AY. Tel 01438 767 283 fax 01438 742856 email
sstewart@iee.org.uk

Companies wishing to support and benefit from the
contest should contact Brian Arthur, Director Components and Manufacturing, FEI, Russell Square
House, 10-12 Russell Square, London WC1B 5EE. Tel
0171 331 2004 fax 0171 331 2056 email barthur@fei.org.uk
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Monitor specs are being looked into by

RD Research B2Spice Agents in UK

Sony

SPICE circuit simulation B2SPice and B2Logic
(mentioned by Owen Bishop in Spiced Circuits part
7, ETI 4/1998) is available in the UK directly from
the UK agent, RD Research. For more information
and prices, contact RD Research at Research
House, Norwich Road, Eastgate, Norwich NR10
4HA. Telefax 01603 872331 email
rd.research@paston.co.uk
RD Research also handle computer modelling,
network and Internet products and Year 2000 date
compliance.

Early news comes that Sony is working on "monitor
glasses" that can display the image of a 30 -inch
monitor screen about four feet in front of the wearer.
No doubt it will be some time before these very
useful devices appear on the market. Following that,
we shall require glasses that display our favourite telly
channels just to the left or right of any monitor screen
we are supposed to be working with, preferably
without anyone else noticing!

Sub -credit-card sized RF smart card
incorporates its own coupler and
antenna
The Micro680 contactless smart card reader from Gemplus
is smaller than a credit card. The reader is designed for use
in small devices such as handheld card readers, card
reloading terminals and vending machines, as well as larger
devices such as bus validators and ticket machines. The
Micro680 is based on the widely accepted MiFARE
contactless standard.
Contactless card technology is becoming more
widespread and is not starting to appear in new card
applications such as teleticketing, toll collection, access
control and electronic purse systems.
As well as small size, the Micro680 is easier to install
because it is in a single piece, combining the coupler and
antenna, and occupies less space in the hardware.
Contactless smart cards do the same work as protected
memory cards, but use RF technology to communicate with
the card reader instead of being inserted into the reader.

BT one -handset phone system for home
and mobile to launch this autumn
British Telecommunications will launch this autumn the
first telephone service which merges a GSM mobile
handset with a domestic telephone line at a single
number for members of the public. The business version
of BT's OnePhone was introduced last year after on -site
trials in June 1997.
Around the house, the OnePhone logs onto the fixed
phone network like any digital cordless phone. Once
outside its 300 -metre home range, the phone switches
to a GSM mobile network to act as a fully functional
cellular phone. Users can have a new, single number
that reaches the phone in either mode.
BT is pleased that the release gives it (and the UK) a
lead over the rest of the world in integrated phone
networks. Swedish company Ericsson has been working
with BT's own research laboratories to develop the
technology. The OnePhone service will gradually be

The card transmits transaction data, and records data
received when passed within 8 to 10 cm of the reader.
Contactless cards can reduce transaction times by 20 or 30
times compared to insertion cards.
For more information contact Lisa Coley at Gemplus
Ltd., New Lane, Havant, Hants P09 2NR. Tel 01705
486444 fax 01705 472 081. Website www.gemplus.com

developed to include further services such as access to
email, fax and the Internet.
BT Mobility Solutions General Manager Eric
Guilloteau said at the release: "Up to now, the emphasis
has been on making products smaller. We are now
moving to an exciting, practical new dimension - we're
making them fewer."

BT's new style service follows closely in the wake
of many mobile users who have given up using
fixed -line telephone services altogether, preferring
to rely on their mobiles. Around the house, it has
long been known that the old Rabbit ex -cellular
digital phones, used as home cordless systems,
provide a much higher quality than most domestic
cordless phones.
For more information about the BT OnePhone please
contact Band & Brown Communications, tel 0171 419
7000 fax 0171 419 6969 email martin@bbpr.com
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Smaller and lower cost from
crystal suppliers
Advanced Crystal Technology are
featuring "the first genuine surface
mount voltage controlled crystal
oscillator (VCXO)" (shown) as well the
smallest real-time clock module (both by
Epson) and the lowest -cost crystals for
surface mount in their list of product on
show in the first half of 1998.
ACT maintains one of Europe's
largest stocks, and is currently
extending its range of Epson products,
including technical data and price
information in its enquiry response
information, to provide quick quotations,
competitive pricing and technical
support.
For more information contact Wayne
Axten, Advanced Crystal Technology
Ltd., 9 Kingfisher Court, Hembridge Rd.,
Newbury, Bertks RG14 5SJ. Tel. 01635
52820 fax 01635 528443. Email
info@dryden.co.uk

Multi -channel graphics card can handle
a mixture of monitor sizes

to 16 screens can be driven from four Jeronimo J3 cards
in one PC. Drivers for Windows 98 and NT5 will be
available on the formal release of these new operating

Specialist display technology and digital video company
Imagine Graphics has announced the Jeronimo J3 series
of multi -channel graphics cards for PCs. This release
follows the 1997 introduction of the Jeronomo J2 series,
which has been quickly superseded by the J3 series. The
new series cards start at £470 plus VAT for a 2 -channel.
2MB per -channel card to £925 plus VAT for a 4 -channel,
4MB per -channel card.
The Jeronimo J3 cards use the high-performance 64 -bit
Laguna 2D and 3D graphics processors from Cirrus Logic.
These address directly ultra -fast 2- or 4 -MB rdram
memory with a bandwidth of 450MHz. The card will
display up to 1600 x 1200 resolution at 75Hz refresh with
4MB of memory per channel fitted. A bridge chip from
Digital ensures that the Jeronimo cards are fully
compatible with the latest Pentium II motherboards
compliant with the PC1 2.1 standard.
Special driver and utility software HydraVision is
supplied with the cards, enabling users with Windows '95
and NT4 to control precisely the positions and sizes of
multiple windows on multiple screens. HydraVision also
enables different resolutions and refresh rates to be set up
for each monitor, so that a mix of monitor sizes and makes
can be used on the system - a feature which Imagine
Graphics announce as unique to the Jeronimo family. Up

systems.
Imagine Graphics has developed special 16 x 9 drivers

for the Jeronimo cards to drive wide-screen CRT and flat
panel plasma displays for use in public information and
dealing -room applications.
For further information contact Norman Garland,
Managing Director, Imagine Graphics, Lancaster House.
61 Lancaster Road, St. Albans ALI 4ER, UK. Tel 01727
844744 fax 01727 811660 email ngarland@imagine-g.com
website www.lmagine-g.com
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Incorporated Engineers get a new
Institute from merged threesome

Engineering Technicians with a unified and enhanced
voice in the engineering community.
Incorporated Engineers are seen as maintaining and
managing the application of current and new
technologies, and help to drive technology -led changes
in industry and business.
The President of the new Institution is Dr. A A Denton
CBE FEng, and the Secretary and Chief Executive is P F
Watson BSc(Eng) CEng, FIEE FIMechE FIMgt. Copies of
the ME's promotional literature can be obtained from the
Membership Secretary, The Institution of Incorporated
Engineers in electronic, electrical and mechanical
engineering, Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R

Three engineering institutions representing incorporated
engineers and engineering technicians are to be merged
into one engineering institution.
Minister for Science, Engergy and Industry John
Battle launched the new Institution of Incorported
Engineers in electronic, electrical and mechanical
engineering (HE) in April. The new institution is merged
from the Institution of Electronics and Electrical
Incorporated Engineers (IEEIE), the Institution of
Mechanical Incorporated Engineers (IMechiE) and the
Institution of Engineers and Technicians.
It is hoped that with the increasing demand for
engineers at incorporated (IEng) level a new combined
Institution will provide Incorporated Engineers and

OBS. Tel 0171 836 3357 fax 0171 497 9006 Email

iie@dial.pipex.com Not to be confused with the IEE
(Institution of Electrical Engineers).

Higher memory -density flash memory
cards from Hitachi

percent less than the previous generation of flash cards.
The company expect that reduced manufacturing costs and
higher density will widen the applications field to including
applications like network hubs and routers, Point of Sale
systems, text and measurement equipment and LCD
projectors. All the cards are available ex -stock in small
quantities.
For more information contact Vince Pitt, Hitachi Europe
Ltd.. Whitebrook Park, Lower Cookham Road, Maidenhead,
Berks SI6 8YA. Tel 01628 585163 fax 01628 585160.

Two new units have been added to Hitachi Europe's range of
flash memory cards. The 45 -MB HB286045C3 CompactFlash
card and the 150 -MB ATA format HB286150A3 ATA format
card provide very fast transfer rates of up to 8MB per second
to and from the host, and exceptionally low power
consumption of only 150mW.
This style of flash memory reflects demand for greater
storage capacity in applications such as handheld PCs and
digital cameras. Higher density is a particularly important factor
for these applications. A picture taken with a "megapixel"
digital camera, for example, can take up to 1MB of memory.
Hitachi now offers CompactFlash cards with 8, 15, 30 and
45 -MB capacities and ATA cards with 8, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90
and 150MB. All the cards are based on Hitachi's 64-Mbit AND Flash device and single -chip microcontroller, which combines
high programming speed of 400kbits per second, high
capacity and very low power consumption.
Hitachi is the only company that designs and manufactures
the flash memory chips, the controller and the component
packaging in-house, allowing it to optimise speed, power and
capacity.

The very low power consumption offered is important to
extend battery life in portable applications. The third generation
HB2860XXC3 and HB286)00<A3 series dissipate 150nW, 40

Year 2000 PC analysis software from
Maplin

tests, including checking the real time clock, the BIOS and
the operating system, as well as leap year and non leap
year compliance. A hardware report gives a clear indication
of pass or fail, will a full explanation of each test. In many
cases, the BIOS problem will be automatically fixed.
The disk also has a help file with additional
manufacturers' phone numbers and website URLs.
Technical support and advice is supplied by Softbank
Services Group.
Prove It 2000 costs £34.99 from Maplin stores and mail
order catalogue. For further information call 01702 554155.

Maplin have brought in a software package, Prove It 2000,
to help with the Year 2000 date problem that is likely to
affect many computer systems at the turn of the Millenium
or sooner.
A recent independent survey rated the 2000 test product
best out of 16 tested. It is suitable for us on all IBMcompatible PC hardware and runs on a single floppy disk
so that the operating system and hard drive applications
are not interfered with. The user is guided through eight
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LCD controller takes a messages in
many languages via Windows 95
"User Interface Magic" - Lascar Electronics has launched
the DMX C4 LCD character display controller to allow panel
builders, even those with a modest level of electronics and
programming skills, to integrate a message display into
their products with a minimum of time and complexity.
The DMX C4 is deisgned to work with most industry standard 1-, 2- and 4 -line LCD character displays, and can
safely store up to 100 messages, each up to 80 characters
long, in permanent memory. The card combines a
character display controller with a message storage area.
The storage area can be divided into language pages,
allowing the end -product to be easily reconfigured for a
particular country or language region without the need for
reprogramming.
Messages stored in the DMX C4 can be recalled on the
character display via the card's serial or parallel port, or by
connecting microswitches or sensor switch outputs to the
card.

No specialist software is needed, as all text messages
are written on -screen and downloaded into the card via the
Windows 95 built-in HyperTerminal package. A separate
programming cable is available to connect the card to a
Windows 95 PC.
For more information contact the manufacturers, Lascar
Electronics. Module House, Whiteparish, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP5 2SJ. Tel 01794 884567 fax 01794 884121.

New version of pro UK -developed
SPICE simulator
Newbury Technology have released V2 of their
analogue simulation package SIMetrix, The new
version offers Monte Carlo analysis, components
sweeping and a set of advanced post analysis
features such as automatic rise and fall time
calculation.
Based on Spice 3, SIMetrix is developed in the UK
and features a full integrated schematic editor with
multi -level undo, comprehensive waveform analysis
capabilities such as FFTs, schematic cross -probing
and real time waveform display. It also supports
transient, dc, dc sweep, ac, noise and transfer
function analyses while device support includes lossy
transmission lines, arbitrary sources and Gaasfets.
Newbury Technology have carried out further
development of the simulator core and claim much
improved convergence performance allowing a wider
range of circuits to be analysed than other PC -based
packages.
Other features supported include a full -featured
Basic -like scripting language allowing automation and

customised post simulation analysis; user definable
keys and menus; annotation of schematic with bias
point voltages, and a new Mosfet model designed for
vertical devices with non-linear gate -drain
capacitance.
A model library containing around 1500 devices is
supplied, comprising bipolar transistors, diodes,
Mosfets and simple logic devices. In addition, a
number of op -amp models from various
semiconductor manufacturers are also provided.
Full support by phone, fax or email from the
developers of the software is provided free of charge.
Newbury Technology maintain a web page providing
the latest information on the package including new
version releases, FAQs (frequently asked questions)
and Internet sites for manufacturers' device models.
The package was marketed at £295. A free demo
version of the full working program with some more
advanced features disabled and a simulation run-time
limit is available on CD-rom
For more information contact Newbury Technology
Ltd. Tel 01635 866395 fax 01635 868322 email
jrw@newburytech.co.uk

OVERSEAS READERS
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.
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Surface Mount
DIY construction with surface mount components is a definite option
these days. Robin Abbott describes the basic processes and offers a
couple of useful examples for experimentation.
urface Mount Technology (SMT) is a relatively
recent development that is now almost universal in
manufacturing industries. Traditionally surface
mount has been ignored or avoided by the nonindustrial press because surface mount
technology has a reputation of being a "black art", too difficult
to handle by manual techniques. In this article I shall look at
various forms of surface mounting, and the techniques that
can be used by the amateur constructor with surface mount
components. I hope to show that it is quite possible to use
surface mount technology for projects and not just in
commercial production.
Traditionally, printed circuit board technology has been
based on through -hole mounted components. This type of
component has a limitation on its minimum size, because it is
mounted on its wire connectors, and these must be strong
enough to support the component body. Further restrictions on
how close one hole can be to another also limits the minimum
distance between component wires, and so also limits the
minimum component size. With surface mount technology, the
components, which may be made as small as possible, are
mounted directly on to the copper side of the printed circuit
board. As components do not necessarily require wire
connections, but simply a termination built into the component
body, they can be made much smaller than through -hole
components.
Because the components are mounted on the surfaced of
the pcb, and not through it, different sets of components can
be mounted on each side of the board. Component densities
can be more than doubled just by this method.

The primary reason for using surface mount technology
is this reduction in board area. Smaller boards can be
built, or greater functionality achieved in the same area.
The smaller board size, together with the lower materials
cost for surface mount components, reduces production
costs. For some semiconductors the very high pin count
required can only be achieved by using surface mount
techniques.

Surface mount components
Most two -lead surface mount passive components fit into
rectangular packages, where the termination of the
components is formed around each end of the package.
Figure 1 shows a typical package.
SOLDER END CAPS

Figure 1: two -leaded surface mount package

These component package sizes are normally described in
the form xxyy, where xx represents the length of the
component in hundredths of an inch, and yy is the width of the
component in hundredths of an inch. A popular surface -mount
resistor size is 1206, giving a package 12 hundredths of an
inch long, and six hundredths of an inch wide. In metric
dimensions, this is approximately 3mm by 1.5mm. The height
is usually so low that it is not normally quoted in the package
type.

Resistors are supplied in a number of package types, with
1206 as the largest. and 0805 quite common. Smaller devices
such as 0603 and 0402 are also available, with 0201 being
used for very specialised applications, mainly in Japan.
Components smaller than 0603 probably too small to handle
manually reliably, even by the most dextrous constructor.
Resistors normally have their value printed directly on the
package. The value is given as a three digit number, the first
two numbers being the first significant digits of the value, and
the last number being the power of 10 to which the first digits
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are multiplied. For example a 10k resistor will be printed with
the value "103", and a 470R resistor with the value 471. The
resistor value can be very hard to read without a magnifying
glass, and on the very smallest components it is not printed at
all. You know the value by reading the packet (usually a plastic
strip supplied in a roll). Once the component is separated from
its packet, it has no readable identity. Keeping a junk box of
used surface mount components is pretty thankless.
Capacitors come in a similar package to resistors, but can
be bigger for the higher values and the height may be greater
than a resistor for the same length and width. Electrolytic
capacitors are much bigger than resistors, reflecting the
increased complexity of construction. Larger electrolytic
capacitors are becoming more widely available, particularly in
tantalum form, however, there are a number of circuits which
still use through -hole techniques for large capacitors, with
surface mount for the rest of the board. Surface mount
capacitors can be much more sensitive to board flexing, and
thermal effects, than the through hole versions. Capacitors are
also rarely marked with their value, and it is important to keep
track of capacitor values from the moment they are bought.

Transistors and semiconductors
The majority of small transistors are supplied in SOT23
packages. This package type has three leads (Figure 2). The
leads of a SOT23 package are formed already bent over, and
are soldered flat to the board.

(1/20")

Figure 3: SOnnn ic packages

underside of the ic package, and it is the heating of the board
which melts the solder connections of the ic directly to the
board. The connections are not visible once the package has
been soldered. These package types are PBGA, CBGA, and
TBGA, standing for Plastic, Ceramic, and Tape Ball Grid Arrays
respectively. The different types of package have different
melting temperatures and therefore can require different
handling techniques.
There are becoming available even smaller packages for
smaller semiconductors, described as VSO (very small outline)
packages. These packages have lead spacings of less than
one millimetre.
Companies such as Maplin normally only supply the smaller

components in quantities of 25 or more. Components come in
tape carriers with a peel -off plastic seal. The seal prevents the
components from being affected by atmospheric
contamination, and components should only be removed from
the tapes immediately before for use (this also helps to prevent
them getting lost). Not only are many surface mount
components not marked, but a number of SOT23 tape carriers
are labelled not with the component type, but with the
manufacturer's code, or a date. For this reason it is worth
labelling all tapes as soon as they are purchased.

SM for small production projects

Figure 2: SOT -23 transistor/diode package

The larger packages used for surface mounted
semiconductors have a lead spacing half the width used for
through -hole components. The leads are usually on a pitch of
1.7 millimetres, or one -twentieth of an inch. The width of the
package is half the width of the normal through -hole package,
so is 3.8 millimetres, or 0.15 of an inch. These packages are
also soldered to the board using the gull wing leads (figure 3).
Some larger semiconductors are supplied in square
packages which have leads on each side of the package. The
connections can be gull wing, J lead, or simply small copper plated connection points on the side of the package (figure 4).
These packages types are Quad Flat Pack (QFP), or PLCC
(Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier). The PLCC package may be fitted
into a socket which mounts on to a PCB using conventional
through hole technology, or may be fixed using solder paste.
The largest semiconductors are now supplied in ball grid
arrays (BGA), which have small solder connection points on the

Currently the majority of components are still available in
through -hole as well as surface mount packages. This situation
seems likely to continue for some time to come, due to the
large number of existing equipments which still use through hole technology, as well as the equipment currently in use
which still requires maintenance. In addition it is still far easier
to build and maintain prototype circuits built using through -hole
technology than it is to use surface -mount. The largest
semiconductor packages in the square packages are the only
components generally available in surface mount form only,
because there are no through -hole technologies suitable for
the very large number of connections required by these
devices. Even here there are sockets and adapters available to
allow the devices to be mounted on a through -hole board.
It is possible that in future some devices will only be
available in surface mount form, and when this time comes
then it will be necessary for amateur and educational
constructors to become more familiar with surface mount
techniques.
The other time when it is essential to use surface mount
components for non -production projects, is when the
advantages of gained in the small physical circuit size are the
only way in which components may be fitted into a certain
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space. In this article we shall look at two simple projects which
fall into this category. At present it is almost certainly not worth
using surface mount components for any other use than in
commercial production.
Even with this constraint it is still the case that for circuit
development where designs are to be tested, or where
functionality is not certain then prototypes must still be built
using through hole techniques, and once operating
successfully can be transferred to surface mount.

Obtaining SM components
Maplin now stock a variety of surface -mount components, and
are a good source. Surface -mount components are usually
available more cheaply than their through -hole versions,
because they are simpler to make and contain less material.
For hand assembly it is usually worth getting the larger
packages. For example 1206 resistors are reasonably easy to
solder by hand, but smaller devices can be very difficult.
Surface -mount components with a lead pitch of one 20th of an
inch are probably the smallest that it is a feasible to fit reliably
by hand.
Please note that surface -mount resistors and capacitors are
not usually available in the same tolerances and voltages as
their through -hole equivalents. Care must be taken to make
sure that the surface mount components are sufficiently highly
rated for the task.

GULL WING

IC

J -LEAD

CERAMIC CHIP
CARRIER

DIRECT
CONNECTION

the pcb tracks between the leads of components with the same
ease as on a through -hole design. However surface -mount
designs have the advantage that there is no drilling required
except for through connections between the sides of a board.
The ability to place some circuit areas on one side of a
board, and others on the opposite side, allows for circuit
designs not previously possible. For amateur construction of
through -hole pcbs it has normally been very difficult to get
registration between the images on both sides of the board.
With a double -sided surface -mount board this may not be so
important. For example a radio receiver may be constructed
with the RF/IF sections on one board side, and the audio
amplifier sections on the other side of the board. Connections
between the two sides of the board are limited to power and
the audio connection.
I have constructed surface -mount boards using both
photographic techniques, and the Press'n'Peel system. For
those who are unfamiliar with the Press'n'Peel system, this is a
proprietary method of producing printed circuit boards without
having to go through a photographic process. The pcb track is
printed in mirror image on to a special sheet using a laser
printer or photocopier. The image is then transferred directly on
to blank pcb material by carefully ironing the reverse side of the
sheet. It may then be etched in the normal way.
The photographic technique is considerably harder, but
results in a cleaner board construction. The Press'n'Peel
technique requires less equipment, is considerably faster, but I
have found that it results in slightly more ragged tracks.
PCB design is possible by hand, but for surface -mount it is
almost essential to use a computer due to the small size of the
component pads and tracks. I have found that tracks as
narrow as one point, or 0.35mm, are the smallest that can be
used with simple photographic techniques, or the Press'n'Peel
system. The component pad size can be extremely small, in
fact it is possible to use component pads which are the same
size as the termination on the component. However, it is better
to allow a small area, 0.5 millimetres typically, around the
component termination to ensure a good joint. Figure 5 shows
pad sizes, which are shown at the very minimum size, for a
number of component types. PCB design packages normally
have surface -mount outlines in libraries supplied with the
package. You are not restricted to CAD. I have successfully
used drawing packages, including Micrographx Designer and
CorelDraw, for designing surface -mount boards.

Constructing SM by hand
Probably the most important tool for the construction of a
surface -mounted board is a good soldering iron with a fine tip.
It is a very hard to remove a component once two or more
leads have been soldered to the board, and it is only too easy
to destroy a component by attempting to remove or replace it.
A small hand -operated vacuum holder is very useful for placing
the component, and a component is lot easier to manoeuvre
using a vacuum holder than a pair of tweezers (which will also
take heat away from the component leads).
I recommend the following technique for hand assembly of
a surface -mount circuit board:
if the board is not tinned, tin the connections on the board
for your component using a very small amount of solder. If the
solder forms a small bump above the board surface, use a
solder pump to remove the excess solder. Now the component
may be positioned using a vacuum holder or pair of tweezers.
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to manipulate a component
using your fingers.

-1111-1111
GOLD

Figure 4: chip connections

Designing SM boards
Although surface -mount prototyping boards are available, the
most sensible method of construction for surface -mount is a
printed circuit board. The prototype board loses the
advantages of small component sizes when the components
have to be wired together with leads which require larger pads
to connect them to the board.
PCB design for surface mount is different from designing for
a through -hole board. The lead spacing of components is much
smaller than for through -hole, and it is usually not possible to run
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Figure 5: outlines for use in laying out pcbs. Minimum sizes are shown: in practice, real outlines for hand soldering are best made
somewhat larger than the dimensions shown

Now use the soldering iron to solder the component's first
lead to the tinned board. Usually there is sufficient solder to
ensure that the component is firmly fixed to the board. If the
component is not correctly positioned, then reheat the joint
with the soldering iron, while carefully and precisely repositioning the component using the tweezers. Once the
component is correctly soldered to the board by one of its
leads, then the other leads may be soldered to the board using
fine solder, and the briefest application of the iron. Once this
has been completed successfully. then the first lead may also
be re -soldered to ensure that it is properly fixed.
Let me warn you again that it is almost impossible to
reposition a component reliably once two or more connections
have been soldered. Position the component correctly while
soldering only one connection, then do the other connections.
If you are using solder paste, this is normally supplied in a
syringe. The paste may be applied to each of the component
pads, using a small amount - sufficient just to stick down the

component and squeeze a small amount of paste around the
connection. The soldering iron may then be used to melt the
paste on each pin. This technique has the advantage that
components may be positioned more accurately before
soldering, as the paste holds them in position quite well, but
make sure that the component is not "riding up" on a blob of
paste, or it may float out of position when soldered). Also,
using this technique. several components may be placed first
and then soldered at the same time.
It is quite possible to mix through -hole and surface -mount
techniques on the same board, but care must be taken to
ensure that pads are large enough for the through -hole
components. This construction technique allows through hole
and surface mount components to overlap on different sides of
the board.

Example projects
There are two surface -mount projects presented as examples
of surface -mount technology. The first is a 20 -channel logic
probe, the second is also a diagnostic tool for PIC projects.

The logic probe
Semiconductors
IC1

LED1-10
Q1 -Q3

74HCT573M1R Maplin AE95
SMD Red LEDs Maplin CJ72
BC846A NPN SMD Maplin VR79

Resistors
330R 1206 Maplin DJ09
R9,R11,R13,R14 10k 1206 Maplin DJ17
R1-8,R10,R12

Capacitor
Cl

100nF 1206 ceramic Maplin DJ00

low.

Miscellaneous
20 -pin IC test clip
Surface mount switch
4 x Veropins
PCB

This is a simple logic probe for (through hole!) ics of up to 20
pins. Although it is a simple circuit without many components it
may find use in diagnosing circuit problems. and demonstrates
the use of surface mount technology using capacitors,
resistors, transistors, an ic and LEDs.
The logic probe consists of an ic test clip with a small circuit
board soldered to the top of the clip. There is one LED for
each pin of the clip. The middle 8 pins of each side of the ic
are latched, and normally the level -triggered latch is enabled,
so the LEDs show the state of the pin. however, a latch input
may be used to hold the state of the LEDs when it is taken

Maplin JB70
Maplin DC71

In practice the clip is attached to the top of a chip, and
the power leads connected to a suitable 5V supply on the
board. The LEDs will light to show those pins which are
high. To hold the state of the pins the button may be
pressed. Alternatively there are two hold inputs (one hold
low, one hold high). The hold inputs may be connected to
any pin on the circuit so that the LEDs will show the state of
the pins when the hold pin is in a specific state. This is
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useful to check the output pins of a device when the clock
is triggered for example. One board may be connected to
each side of the clip if it is required to examine both sides
of a chip simultaneously.
The circuit diagram is shown in figure 6. The heart of the
circuit is a surface -mounted HCT573 device. This is an 8 -bit
level -triggered octal latch. It is used here because its pinout
has the latch outputs on exactly the opposite side of the chip
to the input, which allows the pcb design to be more
straightforward. An HCT device is used instead of the HC
device because it has TTL compatible inputs as well as
accepting standard CMOS levels. The outputs of the chip are
sufficient to drive LEDs at about 13mA through resistors R1 to
R8. The two end pins (one of which will normally be a power
pin) are not latched, and simply drive LEDs through transistors
Q1 and Q2. The latch input of 101 is pulled high by a 10k
resistor so that it is normally enabled. It may be disabled by
pushing button 1, by pulling the pin directly to ground, or by
pulling R14 high which disables the latch input through
transistor Q3.
The circuit board overlay is shown in figure 7. Note that 101
is an SO16L package lOmm wide, which makes it easier to
handle than smaller devices. The first component to be
soldered is 101. Carefully tin the pad for pin 1, and position the
device on the board. Now solder pin 1. If it is not exactly
placed, melt the solder again and carefully manoeuvre it into
position. Now hold the device so that all pins are exactly over
the pads, and solder pin 11 into place. Ensure that the device
is now correctly positioned on all sides, and then solder the
other pins. If solder shorts out two pins then the iron may be
replaced, and a solder pump used to remove and clean the
tracks.
Follow this by soldering in the resistors. C1, and the
transistors. Check any component connections which run
close to adjacent tracks with a multimeter to ensure that there
are no short circuits as each device is soldered. Finally the
LEDs may be fitted. Note that LED 9 and LED 10 are fitted in
the opposite direction to LEDs 1 to 8. Note also that the
cathode of the LED (which on a traditional round LED is
marked with a flat) is marked with a small indentation on the
corner of the square LED package. This indentation should be
to the right for LEDs 1 to 8, and to the left for LEDs 9 and 10.
Finally, solder the board to the top of the IC test clip. The
board is powered from two flying leads which should have
miniature test clips on the end to the 5V supply on the board.
The board has very little to go wrong, and provided that there
are no short circuits will operate immediately.

A serial diagnostic tool
The second project is the diagnostic serial interface used in
this issue's Advanced PICs series. Surface mount technology is
used to fit a small circuit with eight components on to a board
just 13 millimetres square. The circuit diagram is shown in
figure 8. This is a straightforward circuit and is not described
here. Its use is described in the PIC article in this issue. The
board is intended to be fully fitted into a 9 -pin D connector
case with four leads which connect to the circuit under test
using crocodile clips.
Figure 9 shows the board layout. This style of construction
is used to achieve the minimum size for the project. All the
components are surface -mount devices except for C1 which is
a 100uF capacitor mounted externally. The board is mounted
by pads which are directly soldered to three of the pins of the
nine -way serial socket.

Note that this board is considerably tighter than that for the
first project, and greater care must be taken in its construction.
The pcb can be made by photographic or Press'n'Peel
techniques. Ensure that the tracks are separated with a sharp
knife after etching.
The gap between the rows of pins is narrower than the
width of the pcb, so the end of the circuit board which is
soldered to the serial connector must be carefully filed, or
pared with a knife, to reduce its width so that the board can fit
between the pins as shown in figure 10.
The surface -mount components may be placed and
soldered first, the order of construction is not important. This
board is quite hard to build, and it is worth checking all the
connections for short circuits with a multimeter before
continuing.
Pin number 1 of the 9 -pin socket should be cut off with a
wire cutter so that it does not touch any of the components of
the board. The board may then be soldered to the serial
socket. Note that the three pads on the board are soldered to
pins 2, 3 and 5 of the socket. C1 may now be wired between
the ground connection and the capacitor connection of the
board. Note that the ground wire is soldered into the same
hole as Cl, and therefore it may be better to twist the lead of
C1 and the ground wire together before inserting into the
ground hole.
There are four wire connections to the board, two power
connections, and two data connections. For the prototype
tests leads with a crocodile clip at each end were used, cut in
half before soldering them to the board. The board may be
tested (as described in the Advanced PICs article in this issue),
and then fitted into the connector shell. The best way to fix the
wires and board into the shell is to fill it with potting
compound, or to glue the wires into the case using silicone
rubber, or epoxy cement.

Resistors
R1,R2,R5

10k 1206 Maplin DJ17

R3
R4

330R 1206 Maplin 121,109

2k2 1206 Maplin DJ13P

Capacitors
Cl

100uF 16V sub -miniature ele

Semiconductors
01
Maplin VR79

BC846A NPN SMD transistor

Q2

BC856B PNP SMD transistor

Maplin VR18
D1

BAW56 SMD diode Maplin code

VR84

Miscellaneous
PL1

9 pin D connector socket

9 -way D -connector shell (metallised) Maplin
JB68Y
4 x leads with Crocodile clips
PCB
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simultaneously solders all the
components on the board at
once. As the components have
a low mass, and a lower
density than solder, they tend
to float into position on the
solder pads pulled into place
by surface tension. This is
known as the self -centering
effect, or "swim -in". It actually
pulls larger components such
as Ball Grid Arrays into place

R1-8
IC TEST CLIP

33OR

2 D.
3

HA0F_LED1-8

IC1

HCT573
R9

IC TEST CUP

ILA

10k

LEDIO

as well.

At the heart of an automated
surface mount production line is
811
the pick and place machine.
IC TEST CLIP
10k
GND n)
10
These machines can
02
automatically place thousands
of components per hour onto
OHOLD IN/OUT
.
boards. Component placement
R13
10k
+IN o
rates of 8 to 10,000 pieces per
C1
hour are not uncommon. The
R14
HOLD
HOLD
10k
pick and place machine has at
IN o
HIGH
03
its heart one or more vacuum
INPUT
1100n
placement heads which pick up
HOLD
components from a cassette
LOW
INPUT
Figure 6: the logic probe circuit
tape. move the board as
necessary, and place the
components to an accuracy
which can exceed 0.5 micrometers in the more advanced
Commercial SM techniques
machines. Typically there may be up to 150 tapes for a pick
Production lines make use of highly automated assembly tools
and place machine. Where there are more component
to construct circuit boards very rapidly. PCBs for production
varieties than this, pre-sorting of more than one component
equipment may be double sided, or for very high density
type per tape is required.
applications may have a number of buried track layers to
Some pick and place machines include optical recognition
ensure connectivity without the need for wire links and
systems which are capable of determining the exact
jumpers. As for a normal through -hole board, the surface orientation and position of a component as it is lifted from a
mount pcb will be plated and printed with a solder mask.
cassette. This allows a wider variety of components to be
However, the surface -mount board will then be screen
recognised and used. For example, figure 11 shows the wide
printed with solder cream on the component terminations.
variety of component types which can be placed by the
The components may be placed on to the board and held in
Panasonic NM2544,2545 pick and place machine. Most of
place by the solder cream, which is slightly sticky. For bigger
these components are too specialised to be available to the
components, glue may be used as well. Once all of the
small scale constructor. Figure 12, on the other hand. shows
components have been placed on the board, it is passed
some SM components that are available to the home
through a hot oven which melts the solder cream and
constructor - life size.
812

33OR

11

i

Figure 8: the diagnostic serial interface circuit

Figure 7: the logic probe component layout
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Reworking and
maintaining SM boards
Clearly with the smaller component
sizes used in surface -mount, specialist
tools are required when reworking
boards to replace failed components,
or to make modifications. The two leaded components are relatively easy
to remove provided that both ends of
the component can be heated at the
same time. It is virtually impossible to
remove surface mount components by
using a desoldering pump, as there is
nearly always residual solder under
the component which holds it in

Figure 10: fitting the board to the socket

place.

industrial machinery as well as small scale construction) is
that it is only too easy to disturb surrounding components
when treating a small area.
PLCC or QFP devices can be removed with a special
soldering tool incorporating a frame which fits around the
entire device heating all the terminations simultaneously. The
complete device may then be lifted complete from the
board.
Ball Grid Array devices are much harder to remove as the
solder connections are hidden under the device. Figure 13
shows a rework station for BGA components, in this case
the Weller WQB 2000. At the heart of the device is a
vacuum head with a hot air soldering tool. There is also an
infra -red heater in the base plate of the unit. A board
containing a BGA for repair is placed on the base unit and
heated through the board. The BGA is also heated from
above by the soldering tool. After a predetermined time the
vacuum pump is activated and the BGA is automatically
lifted from the board. Both the BGA and the board are then
thoroughly cleaned, and a stencil is used to apply solder
paste to both the BGA and the board in exactly the right
positions. The BGA may be heated with a hot air gun to
reform the solder balls, and then all the processes are
reversed to resolder the device.
Ball Grid Arrays are a relatively new development, and are
only used on the most expensive eqipment. For these
reasons, the manual rework process is still cost effective.

Semiconductors and other components with a large
number of legs are much more difficult to remove.
Components with gull wing legs can usually be removed by
heating each leg in turn and bending it up from the board
with a sharp knife. However, this is much easier if it is
permissible to destroy the component in the process. A hot
air gun may be used to melt the solder on all the legs of a
component at once, at which point it may be removed.
However, a hot air gun can be indiscriminate. One of the
snags with surface mount assembly (and this is true for

Figure 9: the diagnostic serial interface component layout

MINI TYPE TRANSISTORS

1005 - 3216.Rs

CYUNORICAL CHIPS

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

TRIMMER POTENTIOMETERS

le?

444
TRIMMER POTENTIOMETERS

OFP s

MINI POWER TYPE TRANSISTORS

TRIMMER POTENTIOMETERS

OFPs (MTN BUMPERS)

BOARD TO FPC
CONNECTORS

TRIMMER CAPACITORS
(FLAT TYPE)

TRIMMER CAPACITORS

SOPS

OFPs (WITH FINS)

HOARD TO BOARD
CONNECTORS

IFT COILS

SOJs

FILM CAPACITORS

UGHT-TOUCH SWITCHES

PLCCs

BOARD TO WIRE
CCHNECTORS

Figure 11: component types used with the Panasonic Panasert NM2544/2545 component placement machine
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BGAs

PCMCIA
CONNECTORS

(1) WQB C Time Control Module: Time data taken from
temperature profiling of a component is stored to control the
temperature during the reworking process. 6 parameter steps
and up to 20 process programmes can be stored in this
module
(2) WQB P Pre -Heating Plate supply. Analogue temeprature
control gives infinite variable temperature settings betweel 50450 degreesC.

(3) WQB A Hot Gas Unit powers the hot gas temperature and
gas flow (compressed air or inert nitrogen) to the rework
nozzles.

Figure 12: Life-size surface mount SOT23 and SOT223 transistors
plus 1206, 0805 and 0603 resistor packages. The 0603s can be
soldered by hand - but we don't recommend it for first timers

Further information
The purpose of this article has been to demystify surface
mount technology, and to show that in the right place surface
mount is straightforward to design and use. I recommend that
interested constructors build one of the example projects just
to assist in familiarisation with the technology.
The surface mount components for the projects described
in this article are all available from Maplin: PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8L. Tel 01702 554161. Press'n'Peel etching
supplies can also be obtained from Maplin.

(4) Base plate with substrate pre -heating plate. The infra -red
induced pre -heating plate has an output of up to 280W,
allowing heavy duty boards to be reworked.

(5) Tool selector. Three vertical slides adjust the soldering tool
onto the requried reflow zone
(6) WQB V soldering head with rapid -change tool holder and
vacuum lift. After the required reflow time, the component is
raised automatically from the PCB inside the nozzle housing

(7) Enclosed Hot Air Nozzle casing design ensures that the
required heat is guided precisely to the area to be reflowed.
Nozzles are interchangeable for component size
(8) Alignment templates. vacuum nozzle and printing
templates. A BGA alignment template is fixed to the board in
the gap left by the removal of the defective component. The
new component is dropped into the template; a vacuum nozzle
then lifts and retains it while the solder paste is printed within
the alignment template area. The vacuum nozzle then lowers
the component into the exact position for reflow soldering.

Figure 13: The Weller WQB 2000 BGA/QFP, an industrial solder reworking system for ball grid array and fine pitch SMT components.
Difficult repair processes: desoldering, printing a new solder paste layer, component placement and resoldering are carried out on a preheated base table. Exact repositioning of the component is achieved with a vacuum pick-up nozzle that lifts and lowers the new
component before and after the solder paste printing process.
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30% discount for ETI readers
on a digital multimeter
Features
3.5 digit 44 ranges
AC & DC volts
AC & DC current to 10A
Resistance & capacitance
Frequency to 20MHz
Diode, continuity & transistor test
Logic test
Auto power off, data & peak hold
Overload protection
Input warning beeper
Gold plated switch contacts - long life
Protective rubber holster

LP310 £49 including vat & delivery
Vann draper is offering over 30% discount to readers of
Electronics Today International on their LP310 digital
multimeter.

The professional quality LP310 normally sells for
£69.33 but for readers of ETI the price is just £49 fully
inclusive of vat & delivery.
The meter is supplied ready to use complete with test
leads, rubber holster, battery, instructions and a 12
month guarantee.

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
The test &measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk
Use this coupon for your order
Please supply me :

LP310 multimeter(s) at £49 inc vat & del

To order simply post the coupon to Vann Draper

Electronics Ltd at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal
Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.
Alternatively tel 0116 2771400, fax 0116 2773945 or
e-mail sales@vanndraper.co.uk

Key specifications
DC volts
AC volts
DC current
AC current
Resistance
Capacitance
Frequency
Continuity
Protection
Size
Weight

: 0.2, 2, 20, 200, 1000v basic accy 0.25%
: 0.2, 2, 20, 200, 750v basic accy 1.2%
: 200uA, 2m, 20m, 200mA, 2A, 10A
: 200uA, 2m, 20m, 200mA, 2A, 10A
: 200, 2k, 20k, 200k, 2M, 20M, 2000M
: 2n, 20n, 200n, 2u, 20uF
: 2k, 20k, 200k, 2M, 20MHz auto ranging
: <30ohms
: 500v resistance ranges
: 2A &10A fuses on current ranges
: 200 x 95 x 55mm with holster
: 500g

Name:
Address :

Tel No:
Total £

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, mastercard or switch card :
Card type :
Card No.

:

Expiry date :

Switch iss No. :

Signature :

Overseas readers can still obtain this discount
but carriage charges vary according to country.
Please telephone, fax, email or write to
Vann Draper.
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GENERATORS

380

WATT

14 metre dia blades, carbon matrix blades, 3 year warranty 12vdc
output 24v version available, control electronics included brusNess
1

neodymium cube curve alternator, only NAY moving parts maintenance

free simple rod top installation, start up speed 7mph, max output
(30raph) 390w £499 ref AIR1

HYDROPONICS

mashie premises Jses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics Plans also snow an
optional wireless link system £8/set ref FIPM5

2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY
AND HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL
AND VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR
PLANS Operates on 9-12vdc. many possible expenments £10 Ref

INFRA RED FILM 6- square piece of flexible infra red film that we'
only allow IR light through Perfect for converting ordinary torch,
lights headlights etc to infra red output only using standard light bulbs
Easily cut tic shape 6" square £15 ref IRF2

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS Loads of information on
hydrogen storage and production Practical plans to build a Hydrogen
fuel cell (good worksnop facilities required) £8 set ref FCP1

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interesting information pack

FerVIS17/ TCL4

covering all aspects of Stirling engines pictures of home made
engines made from an aerosol can running on a candle' £12 ref STIR2

DO YOU GROW YOUR OWN?

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 is a 12v trigger and

We have a full colour hydroponics catalogue
available containing nutrients, pumps, fittings,
enviromental control, light fittings, plants, test

3 smoke can n ides, each cannisterwnl MI a room in a very short space

of timer £14 99 ref SB3 Type 2 is 20 smaller cannisters (suitable for
simulated equipment fires etc) and 1 trigger module for £29 ref SB2
Type 1 is a 12v trigger and 20 large canmsters £49 ref S81

141 POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBES Useful 12v PCB

equipment etc
Ring for your free copy.
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct

fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics and speed
control potentiometer Perfect for interesting projects etc 70x55mm
12vdc operation. £6 ea ref FLSI, pack of 10 £49 ref FLS2

plans on a simple and cheap way to bulb a home X-ray machine'

RUSSIAN BORDER GUARD BINOCULARS £1799

Effective device. X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for experimental

Probably the best binoculars in the world' ring for colour brochure.

purposes Not a toy or for minors) £6/set Ref F/XPI

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 5mw, 75 metre range. hand held unit

TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your

runs on two AA battens (supplied) 870nm £29 ref DEC49

friends by creating motion with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no electrical or mechanical connections. no special gimmicks yet
produces posrtive motion and effect Excellent for science projects

HOW TO PRODUCE 36 BOTTLES OF WHISKY FROM
A SACK OF POTATOES Comprehensive 270 page book
covers all aspects of spirit production from everyday matenals

magic shows, party demonstrations or serious research 8 development
of this strange arid amazing phychoc phenomenon
£4/set Ref FITKE1

COLOUR CCTV

ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS & DATA This data

VIDEO
CAMERAS,

publication gores step by step guide to building wind gene aturs and
propellors Armed with this publication and a good local scrap yard
could make yOu self sufficient in electricity, E12 ref LOT81

BRAND NEW AND, CASED, FROM £99.

NEW LOW COST VEHICLE TRACKING TRANSMITTER

Works with most modern video's, TV's,

KIT £29 range 1.5-5 miles 5,000 hours on M battenes, transmit

shows several ways to put subjects under your control. Included is a full

volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli This rnatenal must be
use cautiously It Is for use as entertainment at parties etc only by
those experienced in its use £15/set Ref F/EH2

GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan demonstrates
a simple electrical phenomena that produces an aria -gravity effect You
can actually bort a small mock spaceship out of simple materials and
without any visible means- cause q to levitate E10/set Ref F/GRA1

WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750,000 volts of
discharge, experiment with extraordinary HV effects 'Plasma in a jar.
St Elmo's fire, Corona excellent science project or conversabon piece.
£5/set Ref F/BTC1/LG5

COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 1(X)mw of
visible green light High coherency and spectral quality similar to Argon

laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more efficient. This
particular design was developed at the Atomic Energy Commision of

BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP New

Pal, 1v P -P. composite, 76ohm. 1/3" CCD, 4mm F2.8,

CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm, 30 grams, 12v

500x682, 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto shutter,

100mA auto electronic shutter 3 6mm F2 lens CCIR. 512x492
prxels video output is lv p -p (75 ohm) Works directly into a scat or
video input on a tir or video IR sensrove £79 95 ref EF 137
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera. enables the camera
to be used in total darknessr £6 ref EF '38
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY As supplied to Ponce. MOD. M I 5
and GCHOI coverers everything from secret government frequencies.
eye in the sky, prisons. military aviation etc it 8 50 ref SCANB

100x60x180mm, 3 months warranty,1 off price £119
ref XEF150, 1 or more £99 ea 100+ ese
CIRCUIT PAC 5 Packs of 35 circuit diagrams covenng lasers.
SW radios givers. bugs.char ett Packt Pada Pock3 £4 99 each
SMOKE ALARMS Mains powered, made by the famous Gent
company. easy fit next to bight fittings ,power point £499 ref SIAMOt

CONVERT YOUR TV INTO A VGA MONITOR FOR 1261
Converts a colour TV into a basic VGA screen Complete with built in
psti, lead and sNrare Ideal for laptops or a cheap upgrade Suppled
in kit form for home assembly. SALE PRICE C25 REF SA34

PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises

metres and a 3 days use from a PP3 this is our top selling bug' less
than 1" square and a 10m voice pickup range £28 Ref LOT102

info on car direction. left and right turns, start and stop information.
Works with any good FM radio £29 ref LOT101a

VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Minature solid state system turns
without a second matching unit Use on telephone to prevent third party
listening and bugging £6/set Ref F/VS9

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With a range of up to 800

Composite monitors, video grabber cards.

NEGEV in Israel El Olset Ref FICVL 1

speech sound into indecipherable noise that cannot be understood

includes construction details of simple data etc £12 ref MS3

'15 WATT FM TRANSMITTER Already assembled but some
RF knowledge will be useful for setting up Preamp req'd 4 stage 80108rnhz 12-18vdc. can use ground plane yagi or dipole £69 ref 1021

INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered lamp. 4
inch reflector gives out powerful pure infrared tight( perfect for CCTV
use, nightsights etc £29 ref PB1

SUPER VVIDEEIAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects bolt
radar and laser . X K and KA bands. speed cameras and all known

speed detection systems

360 degree coverage, front

pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound'
works on FM tool DISCRETION ADVISED £8/set Ref F/TJ5

`4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM

8eareraveguides. 11'12 704 6" fits on sun asor or dash £149 ref

BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long

transmitter kit 3 RF stages mic 8 audio preamp included £24 ref

range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of Irving
bodies, warm arid hot spots, heat leaks etc Intended for secunty law
enforcement research and development, etc. Excellent security device
or very interesting science protect E8/set Ref F/BHTt

CHIEFTAN

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 12v 15AH at

BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and meltong materials over a
considerable distance This laser is one of the most efficient converting
10% input power into useful output Not only is this device a workhorse
in welding, cutting and heat processing materials but it is also a likely

1028

£18 ref LOTS and below spec 6.00AI-I at E5 a pair

ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with cable,
plug etc SALE PRICE JUST Dims REF SA28
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel with diode and
3 metre lead fitted with a cigar plug 12v 2watt C12.99 REF AUG10P3.

candidate as an effective directed energy beam weapon against

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get 2 606" % 130mA
relay or motor Vie REF
cells 4 LED's, wore buzzer. switch

missiles, aircraft ground -to -ground etc Particle beams may very well
utilize a laser of this type to blast a channel In the atmosphere for a high

SA27

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 x AA size £999 ref 6P476. 2 x

energy stream of neutrons or other particles The device is easily
applicable to burning and etching wood, cutbng, plastics textiles etc
£12/set Ref FILC7

C size £999 ref 6P477

DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT Interesting concept, no batteries needed just
squeeze thee -goer for instant light apparently even works under water
in an emergency although we haven't triad it yeti E699 ref SC152

ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic

1

RCB UNITS Complete protection from faulty equipment for

AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chinese army for training

fated in loss than 10 seconds. reset/test button, 10A rating. E6 99
each ref LOTS Ora pack of 10 at £49 90 ref LOT6 If you want a box
of 100 you can have one for £2501

Pulioses, so there is a lot aboutl £39.95 Ref EF78 500 pellets £450
ref EF80

MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND ENCODING

REGISTER FOR OUR

PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS

ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS

Handball has large transducer and battery capacity with external
controls £6/set Ref FIPSP4

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM

BD1

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Projects a metal object
a considerable distance -requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2

ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR NANDI £5/set Ref F/EMA1

SOLAR POWERED WIND UP RADIOS BACK IN! These
FM/AM radio's nave a solar panel and a hand operated charge., E 17 95

ref SOLRAD

PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant
sounds and VONieS open windows sound sources in hard to ger or

MANUAL E9.95 Cased with %leads. designed to read standard
credit cards) complete with control elctronics PCB and manual
covering everything you could want to know about whets hidden In that

magnetic strip on your card) just £995 ref BAR31

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you
information on setting up different businesses, you peruse these at
your leisure using the text editor on your PC. Also included is the
certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the manuals as much
es you like £14 ref EP74

INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabbed

energy! Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome
interference Detects low, high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref Fl

DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL B GRADE RADIO
cheap way of buying TX and RX plus servos etc for new projects etc
£20 each sold as seen ref LOT2DP

produces time variable pulses of accoustical energy that dogs cannot
tolerate £6/set Ref FiTY1C2

BUG DETECTOR PLANS Is that someone getting the goods on
you? Easy to construct device locates any hidden source Cl radio

everybody' Intone unit fits in standard IEC lead (extends it by 750mm)

CONTROLLED CARS From World famous manufacturer these
are returns so they will need attention (usually physical damage)

ANT DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit

room monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safety' simple
to user Call your home or office phone, push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and voices or B)
Existing conversation with break-in capabarty for emenrricy messages
£7 Ref F/TELEGRAB

Could be adapted for laser listener long range communications etc
Double beam units designed to fit in the gun barrel of a tank, each unit
has two semi conductor lasers and motor drive um% for alignment
7 mile range, no circurt diagrams due to MOD. new pnce£50,000? us?
£199 Each unit has two gallium Arsenide injection lasers, 1 x 9 watt,
1 x 3 watt, 900nm wavelength. 213vdc 600hz pulse frequency The
units also contain an electronic receiver to detect reflected signals
from targets E199 for one Ref LOT4

NEW LOW PRICED COMPUTER/WORKSHOP/HI-FI

etc £6/set Ref F/ULB1

LLISTt

LASERS 9 WATT+3 WATT+LASER
OPTICS

GIANT HOT AIR BALLOON KIT Build a 4 5m circumfrence

iiquides. Many cleaning uses for PC boards, jewilery, coins, small parts

LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Mows you

DOUBLE

fully functioning balloon can be launched vrttli home made burner etc
Reusable (until you loose ml) £1250 ref HAI

shock waves. Blow holes in meta;, produce 'cold' steam atomize

to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access £12/set Ref F/

TANK

BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX .
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.50 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE f5.00 PLUS VAT.

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT
MAGNET
12 - 24v operation, probably about 1/4 horse power, body measures
100m x 75mm with a 60rnm x 5mm output shaft with a machined eat on
it Foong is simple using the two threaded bolts protruding from the from

OVERSEAS ORDERS AT CAST PLUS £3.50

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electricaLcom

£22ea REF mot4

In -Line Mains

Monitor
Are you unplugged? Have you blown a fuse?
Find out first with Terry Balbirnie's warning circuit.
his monitor emits a loud pulsing sound if the
supply to a piece of equipment fails. One obvious
use would be for kitchen appliances such as
fridges or freezers. However, you will no doubt find
other applications such as for video recorders and
possibly for computer and security items. It could also be
handy for office equipment such as fax machines and
answerphones.

This is a mains control project. If you do not have
much mains construction experience, seek advice from
a more experienced constructor before building this
project.

Cut off
Although the mains supply in urban areas is generally reliable,
people living in rural places might experience the power cuts
due to overhead power lines coming down during storms.
Having said that. the most usual reason for failure is that
someone has unplugged the appliance - for instance, to plug
in a vacuum cleaner - and forgotten to replace the correct plug
afterwards. The fuse also occasionally fails inside the UK -type
plug simply due to old age. Readers with an RCD (residual
current device) in their household mains feed may experience
the odd "trip" for no apparent reason and not notice it during
the day when no lights are on.
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appliance are connected to a piece of
screw terminal block inside the unit.
The system is suitable for use with
items up to 6A rating (about 1400W
on a 230V supply). In practice, this
means that most pieces of equipment
which could benefit from being
monitored may be connected.

Pulsed operation
The piezo buzzer used in the
prototype unit has a very low current
requirement (10mA maximum) and the
red LED requires a similar small
current. Since their operation is
pulsed, it effectively reduces the total
average current to around 10mA, and
the specified nickel -cadmium batteries
will provide a full -power warning for at
least 10 hours. They will then give a
signal at reduced power for much
longer. The prototype unit maintained
a weak signal for more than 24 hours
and for some time after the battery
voltage had fallen to the point where the LED went out.
Obviously, the full -power operating time depends on exactly
which sounder is used and the state of charge of the battery
when the failure occurs. Readers wishing to double the
operating time could omit the red LED. There is also a way of
extending the period even further but at some expense of
loudness. More will be said about this later. When the mains
supply is restored, the warning is cancelled and the batteries
charge ready for the next time.

Loud warning
Whatever the reason for an interruption to the supply. this
monitor will make a loud noise, and a red LED will flash when it
happens. This should attract attention before any damage has
been done. The warning will continue for several hours until
power is restored. If there is no prospect of an early
restoration, the audible warning can be swtiched off. The fault
condition is then indicated by the flashing LED. When power is
restored, the buzzer sounds continuously to remind you to
switch to "normal" again. Then (you will be relieved to hear!) it
falls silent once more.
The monitor will sound if one of the fuses on its own circuit
board blows (providing the batteries are in reasonable state of
charge). In this case the appliance will be observed still to be
functioning, so it will be clear that the fault is in the monitor
itself. However, it is most unlikely that the fuses in a well
constructed monitor will fail.
Remember that it is the mains that it being monitored, so
the monitor will not give a warning if a fault develops after it, for
example, if the appliance itself is switched off or if one of its
internal fuses fails.
The Mains Monitor is wired in line with the equipment being
used. The incoming mains feed and wire leading to the

How it works
The circuit diagram for the Mains Monitor is shown in figure 1.
Providing a mains supply exists, transformer T1 gives a
nominal 18V AC output by connecting its twin 9V windings in
series. The result is converted to direct current by bridge
rectifier REC1 and smoothed by capacitor C1. This gives an
on -load supply of some 20V. The mains and low -voltage
sections of the circuit are protected by fuses FS1 and FS2
respectively.

The input of regulator IC1 is connected to the nominal 20V
supply. The output then provides a fixed 12V. C2 and C3 are
necessary to ensure stable operation. The output operates the
monitor's green on/off indicator LED1, with its current limited
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Figure 1: the circuit of the Mains Monitor
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PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO! Superb board

VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS?/8v 10AH BATTS/24V 8A

camera with on board sound, extra small lust 28mm square (including
microphone) ideal for covert surveillance Can be hidden nside anything

TX Not too sure what the function of these um* is but they certainly
make good stnppers, Measures 390X320X120mm, on the front are
controls for scan speed. scan delay. scan mode. loads of connections
on the rear Inside 2x 6v 10AH sealed lead acid bans, pcb's and a eiA,
24v torroidial transformer (mains in) sold as seen, may have one or
two broken knobs etc due to poor storage £9.95 ref VP2X
SOLAR MOTORS Another new line for us are these tiny motors
which run quite happily on voltages from3-12vdc. We have bled one
on our 6v amorphous 6" panels and you can run them from the sun
32mm ilia 20mm thick £1 50 each
TELEPHONES Just in this week is a huge delivery of telephones,
all brand new and boxed. Two piece construction with the following
features- Illuminated keypad, nice clear easy to use keypad, tone or
pulse (switchable), reacall. rectal and pause, higtfflow and off ringer
switch and quality construction. Each telephone is finished m a smart
off white 0010lif and is supplied with a standard international lead
(same as US or modem card sockets) if you wish to have a BT lead
supplied to convert the phones these are also available f 1 55 each
ref BTLX Phones £4.99 each ref P112

even a matchbox, Complete with 15 metre cable psu and NNor
connnectors £73.95 ref CC6
WC SELECTORS WITH SMART CARD SLOT AND VIDEO CRYPT
Interesting new tom in this week is this Selector. Onginally made for the

BBC to send encrypted video films to your VCR at night time The
project seems to have failed Very complex units consisting of a sman
card slot in the front plus several switches and an IR receiver. Fully
cased and rneasunng 230 x 430 x 90mm. newand boxed. On the beck
of the unit is a scan socket plus a UHF input and output A channel tuning
control numbered 28 to 40 and an IR socket. Inside m a comprehensive
tuner section, smart card reader mechanism and control electronics
plus a power supply section.. These units are sodas stnppers but we
imagine you could use one to convert a monitor into a TV or maybe use
the videocrypt side of things for something else. Supplied complete with
manual and mains lead Clearance price just £9.95 ref BBC1X.

INLINE RCS UNITSThis in line minature earth leakage unit
instantly shut off the mains supply in the event of any current flowing
between 'rye and earth thus preventing a potentially lethal shock IEC

plug one end socket the other, fitted in seconds. reset button The
ultimate safety aid when working on electronic equipment computers
etc As these units are fitted with an in -line IEC plug on one end and
socket on the other than could even be used to extend standard IEC
computer leads Pack of 3 E1.99 ref LOTSA

THE ULTIMATE ENCLOSURE for your projects must be one
of these, Well made ABS screw together beige case measunng 120 x
150 x 50mm Already tilted with rubber feet and front mounted LED.
Inside rs a pcb fitted with other bits and pieces you may find useful Sold
either as a pack of five for £10 ref MD1 pack of 20 for £19.95 ref MD2

17 WATT 12V SOLAR PANEL A solar panel designed to give a
nominal 12v The solar cells are laminated within a high quality resin
matenall which offers excellent protection against UV and moisture.
Mounted on tempered glass in an ataummum frame. The panel is ideal
for charging sealed lead acid batteries and a protection diode in the
circuit prevents reversed current flow. Mounting Is by four adjustable
hooks and connection is by screw terminals Max power 17 wants, 35
cells, 17vdc peak. 433x402x15nen. 1000mA max, f 9kg Solar panel

INFRARED CAR PHONE KIT £7.99 Interesting box of
goodresi this kit was designed to convert car phones to enable hands
free dialling, the kit contains the f olicheng items. 1) A keypad designed

to mount in the centre of the steering wheel, rt requires a 9v PP3
battery and transmits the numbers using three on board high power

infra red LEDs 140 x 120rnm 2) An infra red receiver module
containing a IR photo diode, IR fitter and control electronics 60 x 30
x 15mm (cased) 3) Control box (nice case) 100 x 170 x 35mm Winch

we understand is the interfaar between the infra red and the car
phone, 4 is also supposed to adjust the volume of your car stereo at
the same timel made for Phillips car phones (but we don't know the
modelyinniplele tit a £7.99 ref CP I

Hi power 12v xenon strobe variable rate flasher modules and
tubes E6Useful 12v PCB fitted with control electronics and a powerful
Xenon tube, just apply 12v DC to the input and the tube will flash On
the board is a small potentiometer which can be used to vary the flash

rat! PCB measures just 70x 55mm and could be incorporated into
many interesting projects, E6 ref FLSt Pack of 10 is £49 ref FLS2

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? Stuck for an dee? We

£115

ref SOL4
SOLAR POWERED AM/FM RADIO A compact AM/FM mono

have collated 140 business manuals that give you information on
setting up different businesses, you peruse these at your leisure

radio complete with earphone and a solar cane' that recharges the built-

using the text editor on your PC Also included is a certificate enabling
you to reproduce the manuals as much as you likel£14 ref EP74

in battery when placed in direct sunlight or under a strong lamp 11
features a rotary Volume/On/Off control (which must be set to 'Off for
recharging), AM/FM selectorswitch, rotary tuning control. metal belt clip
and socket for external 3V DC supply Solar Radio £7.95 ref SR23

cinema or Irve music with stunning new sound Comes fitted with 3 long
life batteries, a free travel pouch, plus a choice of 3 different ear pieces

designed to fit all shapes of ear Magk ear £15.99 ref MAOE3
RADIO METER Pemaps the best of the scientific knick-knacks of
the past and well overdue for revival' Fascinating. soothing and educational. In the vacuum inside the inverted bulb like container the vanes
revolve, driven round by light particles alonel (each vane is black on

one side white on the other) Radiometer £9.99 ref SC12013

SATELLITE NAVIGATION £119 The GARMIN- GPS 38- is the
one navigational tool for the great outOuurs that offers big features in
a small, lightweight package - all at a truly affordable pnce Mark your
favorite fishing spot tree stand or camp site. Or retrace your steps back
to the safety of your starling point using our all - new TracBack feature
The GPS 38 shows you exactly where you are. where you've been and
where you're going The GPS 38 features easy. one -thumb operation

and weighs only 255g There s a resettable trip odometer, graphic
compass' and highway steering guidance And it provides up to 20
hours of use on a set of 4 AA batteries. The GARMIN GPS 38 The
affordable way to bnng you back £119 ref GPS1

DIFFERENTIAL THERMOSTAT KIT An electronic self assembly kit designed for use in solar heating systeen, heat recovery
systems etc The principle of the kit is that it has two thermrstors that
are placed on the reins to be measured (typically a solar panel and a
water storage tank) the controller then operates a relay all the time
one temperature is higher than the other, The temperature difference
* adjustable A typical use would be to operate a pump all the time a
solar panel was at a nigher temperature than the water storage tank

Differential thermostat kit £29 ref 10193
10 WATT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous silicon panel fitted in a
anodize() aluminium frame. Panel measures 3' by t' with screw terminals for easy connection One of these panels will run our solar water
pump in full sunlight although we would recommend that for optimum
performance two panels would be prefereable 3' x l' solar panel £55

ref MA045
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Perfect for many 12v DC
uses ranging from solar fountains to hydroponicsi Small and compact

yet powerful Will work direct from our 10 watt solar panel in bright
sunlight Max head 1711 Max flow rate 8 1pm Current
18 99

1

5A (Ref AC8)

BOOST CELL PHONE RECEPTION ON THE MOVEI
Compared to high-powered earphones, hand -portable mobile phones
dont always work too well in trxwing vehicles. Sometimes the signal
'drops out' during a call, other times there's too much interterence to get
through at all However, the affordable Cell Patch provides a major
improvement dramatically boosting signal reception without wires or

batteries The 9 5 x 9 5cm car X 3.3') microthin antenna adheres to
your car window sumnsor, ideally within 61-122cm (2-41 of the handset,

or can be carried m a pocket Works with ail types of portable cellular
phone. Cell Patch Ell 99 ref CELL
CAT SCARER produces a blanket of high sonic and low ultrasonic
sound, which is inaudible to humans. birds and fish - so rt rs ideal where
you want to protect your bird table or fish pond against feline predators
ft wilt deter cats from your garden and other protected areas It will also

deter foxes mains operated, 10 m of cable_ Running cost will be
approximately 1 p per day Garden watcher £42 45 ref GW2

MAINS MOTORS 180 RPM 90X7Omm 50X5mm 50omm
output shaft start cap included £22 ref MGM1

PC POWER SUPPLIES, CUSTOMER
RETURNS, ALL FAN COOLED, OUR CHOICE,
BARGAIN AT 8 PSU'S FOR £9.99 REF XX17
LOW COST CORDLESS MIC 500 range. 90 - 105mhz. 115g.
193 x 26 x 39mm. 9v PP3 battery required £17 ref MAG15P1
JUMBO LED PACK 15 1 Omm bicolour Ws. plus 5 giant (55mm)
seven segment displays all one pcb E8 ref JUM1 Pack of 30 55mm
seven seg displays on pcbs is £19 ref LED4. pack of 50 £31 ref LED50

40MM FANS MADE BY PANAFLO. NEW £4 REF
1FA2VDCN12

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For the above
motor is E19 ref MAG17 Save £5 if you buy them both together,
motor plus speed controller rip is £41, offer pnce £36 ret MOTSA

equipment Most mono CCTV video cameras are infra red sensitive
so used in conjunction with this lamp would greatly enhance their
operating performance Water resistant case and rubber covered
switch make this unit perfect for all weathers Krypton bulb 4 D cells

required Powerbtam lamp £29 ref PH1
GIANT SCREEN VIEVVEFITum your TV picture into a supersize
screen! This high precision Fresnel lens converts even the smallest
screen up to a massive 26' giving a crystal clear picture at a traction
of the cost of a big TV Easily fitted m minutes Also ideal for PC
monitors etc £26 95 ref SVGA2

NOGAI_IGHT NIGHT VISION £129 Open up a new world or
adventures and expenences Wildlife enthusiasts and adventurers in
the wildemess, amateur ash onumers. hunters, wargamers, private
eyes on surveillance, all find Nightspy indispensable for their use
Nightspy's unique features include a special tube protection device,

to eliminate over exposure, and infrared illuminator used in total
darkness such as in cave exploration and operations in dark rooms
The Nightspym light and hand held or can be mounted on a standard
tripod It uses two standard AA batteries and can be operated by left
or right hand users, with or without optical glasses.

1

RUSSIAN 900X MAGNIFICATION ZOOM MICROSCOPE
metal construction, built in light mirror etc Russian shrimp fermi,
group viewing screen. tots of accessories £29 ref ANAYLT.
AA NICAD PACK Peck of 4 tagged AA meads £2.99 ref BAR34
RUSSIAN NIGHTSIGHTS Model TZS4 with infra red illuminator,
views up to 75 metres in full darkness in infrared mode. 150m range.
45mm lens, 13 deg angle of view, focussing range 1 5m to infinity 2AA
batteries required 950g weight E199 ref BAR61 1 years warranty

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
20 character 2 line, 83x19mm £3.99 ref SMC2024A
16 character 4 line, 62x25mm £5.99 ref SMC1640A
TAL -1, 110MM NEWTONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Russian Superb astronomical scope, everything you need for some
serious star gazingl up to 169x magnification. Send or fax for further
information 20kg, 885x800x1654rnin ref TAL-1, £249

ELECTRICITY

light and loads of it, perfectfor supphmenting rughtsightard surveil ence

every word of conversation even at a distance, and enjoy theatre.

RETRON Russian night sight 1 8x infra red lamp 10m-inf standard
M42 lens 1 1kg £349 ref RET1

YOUR HOME COULD BE

what the time is! Lithium cell included £899 ref EP26A
POWERBEAM INFRA RED Lamp.All this lamp gives out is infra red

conditions In use. Magic Ear is startlingly effective. It'll help you to follow

SECOND GENERATION NIGHT SIGHTS FROM £748

of a button Also features a voice alarm that wakes you up and tells you

1560 Laser/Radar detector complete with a speaker for motorcycle
helmets. Super wid band covering X, K and Ka plus lasers at 950nmf./

2 wherever they come from 4159.95 ref RD4
MAGIC EAR Unlike previous -sound-magnifiers' we have offered.
Magic Ear fits unobtrusively behind the ear aseff Magic Ears micro
technology is very advanced Its built-in microphone is extremely
sensitive and there s also a volume control to help you adjust to all

microscope that would normally be around the £700 mark, our pnce is
lust £299 (full money back guarantee) full details in catalogue

TALKING WATCH Yes, rt actually tells you the tine at the push

MOTOR CYCLISTS RADAR DETECTOR New in is the Whistler

-10nm. 360 deg total perimeter protection, detects laser. radar and VG -

STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Russian, 200x
complete with lenses, lights, filers etc etc very comprehenshe

SELF SUFFICENT IN

Comprehensive plans with loads of info on
designing systems, panels control electronics etc £7 ref PV1

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES Boxed and unused straight from
the ministry of defence Made by EMI with a MOD part no of 10/CVI
5114 and packed almost 30 years ago Do you have a user do you
want to count light parbciesn They would look nice on the mantle
precelOffered to you at £15 each (we think the MOD pain more than
this is 19581 f15 each ref PM3
I

CLOCK CAMERA WITH AUDIO Discretely monitor living
rooms, reception, office, tilts or any other area. Fully worlong clock
houses an invisible spy camera complete with audio. Complete setup
includes cicck camera, microphone, clock battery, 15 metres of cable,
power supply. adapter for ether scan or phono. Everything you need.
no soldering required. Full instructions included Easily installed in just
a few minutes. Plugs straight into VCR or TV (scarf or phono)Clock
camera with audio £89.95 ref CC5

AUTO RECORD KIT This automatic system will instruct your
VCR to start recording when movement is detected via the PR Recording will stop 30 seconds after your visitor has left which saves
hours of tapes as the video only records what you want to see. Complete system with PIR. will work with all Ier,nen control video recorders £89 ref CVC2

TELEPHONE VOICE CHANGER Changes your voice to a

Optical Magnification X 1 7 Field of View 10Degrees Focusing
Range:25cm to !Minty Objective Focal Length 50 mm FIN 1 6
Diopter Range 01- 3 Mechanical Length 182 mm Width 65mm

new or unfamiliar one. Simply place over the telephone mouth piece
and speak into the changer Fully adjustable for different voices. Sup-

Height 100 mm Weight 700 gr Electrical: Power Source 3 VDC. 2AA
batteries Battery Life 40 hours Infra -red Illuminator built-in Imaging
Device Night Vision Image Intensifier Tube £129 ref NOGA

x2Omm Telephone voice changer £14.95 ref GM

Register with us at
www.bull-electrical.com

for your free e-mail
NEWSLETTERS!
DRILL OPERATED PUMP Fits to any
drill in seconds, uses standard garden hose,
will pump up to 40 gallons per hour! £8.99
ref DRL3

BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX .
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.50 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE £5.00 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PI CISC.3.50

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

plied complete with batteries, ready to go Unit measures 90 x 60

EXTERNAL CAMERA Introducing the Bulldog model 4 vandal
resistant camera in heavy steel case for interior or exterior use. Top
quality case housing a 420 line camera module Each camera is supplied with a 15m cable terminating in Scarf and phono plugs. Multi
angle bracket for easy installation in any situation. A 12vdc psu is
also included Easily installed in a few minutes, plugs straight into VCR
or TV (phono or scarf). Bargain price £89.95 ref CC1

GIANT INSULATORS Just in this week are some giant ceramic
insulators. each one measures 130mm high and about 170mm diam-

eter Finished in a high gloss brown and black glaze In the base of
each insulator is a threaded hole approx 1" diameter rather like a
mop/broom head thread ff you are into shortwave radio. crystal sets
or high voltage experiments then these are for you (We've got one
as a door stop) Not too sure what their onginal purpose was all we
know 15 they were made for export about 25 years ago. never exported and been in store since then Price is CO each ref INSX

NATO RADIATION MONITORS Int.-mating new Mei These
are small modules that strap on your wrist (strap supplied) and monitor radiation We nave snipped one apart and they inn Rain a small

piece of "crystal" this could be something like Naphthalene or any
other rare radiation senstrve crystal When radiation stokes the crystal
rt scintillates and a small amount of light is produced in the crystal in

reaction to the radiation exposure That light is then picked up by a
micro pv cell measuring about 2mm square! Also in the unit is a sheet
of foil, a circular metal plate (insulation between the two) and a small
pair of additional parallel metal plates. NATO part no is 6665-99-2252314 any information gratefully received'! Alternatively if you wish to

buy one they are just £3 each ref NATOX

WE HAD 38,000 'HITS'
ON OUR WEB SITE
IN FEBUARY '98

'phone orders : 01273 203500 BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM
FAX 01273 323077
Sales@,bull-electricaLcom

See our live camera!

by Al. Current also flows through D1, fixed resistor R3 and
preset VR1. This allows a small current to "trickle charge"
battery pack Bl. B1 consists of two 4.8V nickel -cadmium units
connected in series giving a nominal terminal voltage of 9.6V.
When fully charged, this will rise to some 11.2V. D1 reduces
the voltage available for charging to 11.3V When the batteries
are fully charged, their terminal voltage will therefore almost
match that of the supply. The current will then drop to a very
low value which may safely flow continuously.
When the batteries are poorly charged, their terminal
voltage will be less than 9.6V and there will be a considerable
difference between this and the supply voltage. This will result
in a relatively large charging current. RV1 will be adjusted at
the end to limit it to a suitable value. D1 also prevents current
flowing back from the battery into IC1 and LED1 when the
supply fails, as the voltage at 101 output would then be zero.

Astable pulses
If the buzzer is off, a small current flows from the supply to
power CMOS timer IC2, This current may be regarded as
negligible and will have virtually no effect on the battery
charging aspect of the circuit. IC2 is configured as an astable that is, it provides a string of pulses from its output, pin 3,
providing there is a supply to pin 8 and its reset input (pin 4) is
high (that is, close to positive supply voltage). However, while a
mains supply exists, no pulses will be given, because R2
allows current to flow direct from the regulator output to the
base of transistor 01, turning it on. The collector therefore
goes low and keeps IC2 reset input low also. This inhibits the
operation of the astable.
When the mains fails, a supply is established by the battery
pack. No current enters Q1 base because the path to R2 is
blocked by D1, and R4 keeps it low. The collector, hence IC2
reset input, is maintained high by resistor R5. This enables
operation, the output delivers pulses and red LED2 connected
to it flashes. R8 limits its operating current to a safe working
value. If SW1 is in the position shown, the buzzer will also
sound.

quieter signal, so such a diode is best used only if it is
essential to extend the operating time.
To cancel the buzzer, switch SW1 to its other position.
When the mains supply is restored, the buzzer is
connected direct to the regulator output, and sounds
continuously. This is the prompt to return the switch to
"normal".

Construction
The Mains Monitor board is a single -sided PCB on which
all components are mounted except for two pieces of
screw terminal block, TB2 and TB3. More will be said
about these later. The full component layout is shown in

figure 2.
Begin by drilling, the four mounting holes. Then solder
the transformer, fuseholders, switch, terminal block TB1
and the is socket in position. If the switch is not of the
specified type, solder short pieces of wire to its three pads
so that it can be mounted off -board instead. Note the two
unconnected pads near the edge of the pcb. These simply
provide anchorage when using the specified switch.
Solder the other components, but do not solder the
batteries or LEDs in yet and do not insert IC2 into its
socket. Check the orientation of bridge rectifier REC1,
capacitor Cl, regulator 101, diode D1, transistor 01 and
the buzzer. The flat face of the specified regulator will be
the one closest to the top edge of the PCB. Then solder
the LEDs in position taking care over the polarity. Bend
their end leads so that the tops are level and aligned with
the centre of the switch bush. This will give a neat layout
on the front panel. Adjust RV1 to approximately one-third
of its total clockwise rotation (as viewed from the top edge
of the PCB). If you wish to minimise the current
requirement as mentioned above, connect a 1N4148 diode
in parallel with R7 using the pads on the PCB. The
cathode (striped) end should be connected to the lower
pads, leading to IC2 pin 6.

Time period
The astable time
period depends on
the values of C4, R6
and R7. With the
specified components
this will be about
0.7Hz - that is, rather
more than once per
second. No
adjustment is
provided as the exact
rate is not important.
There is space on the
pcb to add a diode in
parallel with R7. This
would reduce the
mark/space ratio of
the pulses so that the
"on" period would be
much shorter than the
"off" one, reducing
the current
requirement markedly.
This also give a

LED1

230V

ov

Figure 2: the component layout for the Mains Monitor
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LED2

!me

possibly touch mains
connections.
Place the pcb on the base of
the box and support it on pieces
of scrap wood of suitable
thickness. It will be best if the face
of the buzzer ends up near the lid
of the box when this is in position.
as this will give the loudest sound.
Mark the positions of the holes
needed in the front panel for the
switch and LEDs. Remove the pcb
again and drill these holes
through. Hold the PCB in place
and check that the switch and
LEDs locate correctly in their
holes. Make any adjustments as
necessary so that the layout looks
neat. Mark the pcb mounting
holes, remove the pcb again and
drill them through. This will be
easier if the pcb is not actually
mounted in position yet.

Finishing off

Fuse arrangements

Refer to figure 3. Make up the input and output leads
and fit them through their holes using strain relief
bushes to prevent them breaking free in use - pull on
the wires to check that they are secure. Wire up
terminal block TB2 using 3 -core wire appropriate to the
load. Using a piece of mains -type earth wire, connect

Insert the fuses in their holders. Note that the high -

rupture ceramic type must be used in the mains
fuseholder, FS1, and a plastic cover fitted to it. This
will make it impossible to touch any mains connections on
the topside of the circuit panel.
Solder the batteries in place (each one is labelled "1/2
B1") taking care over the orientation. Be
careful to avoid short-circuiting them,
because they are likely to contain some
charge and a large current could flow. A
short circuit could cause a piece of wire
or pcb track to overheat and burn your
fingers, as well as damaging the
batteries. Solder pieces of wire to the
pads marked "test wires" - the battery
circuit will not be complete until these
have been connected together later. For
the moment, do not allow this to happen
by using the 2 -section piece of 2A screw
terminal block. TB3, without the link wire.

PCB

T1

j

Making holes

TBt
N

Note: This project must be housed in
an earthed metal case.
Drill holes for the strain relief bushes
in the rear of the box as shown in the
photograph. Drill a hole for the solder
tag and attach it. Make holes for
mounting terminal blocks TB2 and TB3
and attach them. TB2 consists three
sections of 15A rating. TB3 has two
sections of 2A rating and should be
already connected to the test wires.
Make sure TB3 is at least 20 mm clear
of any mains connections. It is

essential to use TB3 (and not simply
tape over the test wires) because it
makes certain that they cannot find
their way under the pcb and

4IL

- TB3
MAINS OUT

0aa

TB2

LINK
WIRE

E

SOLDER TAG

MAINS IN

Figure 3: wiring connections to the mains
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the mains earth to the solder tag making sure that it is
securely attached. Make the mains connections
between TB1 on the pcb and TB2 noting that the live

wire is connected to the right-hand terminal of

Resistors

TB1. Fit a mains plug on the end of the input lead and
insert a fuse appropriate to the equipment being
connected.

R1, R8

680R

R2

470k
390R

R3
R4
R5

Mount the PCB using plastic insulators on the
bolt shanks. Make certain all soldered connections
on the underside are at least 10mm clear of the
metalwork - remember, mains voltage is carried on
the transformer primary and FS1 tracks. Insert IC2 in

1M

47k

R7

100k
10M

RV1

2k2 vertical preset

R6

its socket taking care over the orientation. Since this is a
CMOS device, it could be damaged by touching the pins
if static charge existed on the body. To prevent this
happening, touch something which is earthed (such as a
water tap) before handling it. Measure the position of the
buzzer on the PCB and drill a hole in the lid of the box
to correspond. This should be rather larger than the hole
in the buzzer itself.
Terminal block TB3 allows the charging current to be
measured. For the moment, simply connect its two
sections together using a link wire (see figure 3).
Providing the batteries are sufficiently well charged, the
LED will begin to flash and, if the switch is on (upper
position), the buzzer will sound. The warning operates
because the circuit interprets the lack of a mains supply
as a fault.

Capacitors

Testing

LED2

CI
C2

C3

C4

220u 25V electrolytic
220n metallised polyester, 5mm
pin spacing
470n metallised polyester, 5mm
pin spacing
100n metallised polyester, 5mm
pin spacing

Semiconductors
QI

LM78L12ACZ
ICM7555IPA
ZTX300

Di

1N4001

D2

1N4148 (only if required - see
text)
W005 bridge rectifier
3mm green LED
3mm red LED

ICI
IC2

REC1
LED1

Do not connect the circuit to the mains unless the
PCB is mounted securely in position and all checks
have been carried out to make certain that it is
impossible to touch any mains connections. As a
precaution, switch off and unplug the unit from the
mains whenever touching anything inside the case.

Miscellaneous
T1

FS1

Plug the unit into the mains - the green LED will light
up, the red one will stop flashing and the buzzer will
stop sounding. If the batteries are flat, leave the supply
switched on for an hour or two so that they receive
enough charge to work.
You may now check the charging current by
connecting a multi -tester, set to a suitable current range,
to TB3. If you do not have a multi -tester, leave things as
they are. To measure the current, remove the link wire
and connect the multi -tester probes instead. Plug the
unit into the mains and switch on. When the batteries
are discharged, the current should not exceed 11mA.
However, it may be as high as 20mA or so as long as it
drops to 11mA or less for most of the charging cycle
and remains cool. When the batteries are fully charged,
the current should not exceed 1.1mA. Adjust RV1 if
necessary and re -test - clockwise rotation reduces the
current. When satisfied that the charging aspect of the
circuit is satisfactory, replace the link wire again.
The batteries should last for several years. It will do
them good, and prevent any "memory effect", to allow
them to discharge completely, say, twice a year. This
would also allow a check to be made on the operating
time to see if there has been any deterioration. After a
long period of use they will need to be replaced.
If the circuit is not to be used for a long time or the
supply is going to be off for a few days, disconnect it
and remove the link wire at TB3.

FS2
131

PCB -mounting mains
transformer 2VA rating, 230V
primary and twin 9V
secondaries. Maplin KU95D
20mm chassis fuseholder, plastic
cover and 1A ceramic mains type fuse.
20mm chassis fuseholder. plus
200mA fuse to fit.
2 x 4.8V 110mAh PCB -mounting
nickel cadmium batteries Maplin
BN19V

SW1

PCB -mounting SPDT toggle
switch, vertical action. Maplin

BUZ1

PCB -mounting dc piezo sounder,
10mA maximum, 90bB output at

FA7OM

12V.

TB1

TB2
TB3

2 sections of PCB -mounting
screw terminal block, 10mm
spacing.
3 sections of 15A screw terminal
block.
2 sections of 2A screw terminal
block.

Metal box. PCB materials. 8 -pin dil socket. Strain
relief bushes. Solder tag.

Components for the prototype were ordered from
Maplin, but most are widely available.
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4 Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always

wanted for cash!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
19" RACK CABINETS
LOW COST PC's

SPECIAL 811Y

'AT 286'

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS- CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram
Industrial grade 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems Made in the USA
: an industrial specification, the system was designed for total reliaL-Yty The compact case houses the motherboard, PSU and EGA
oeo card with single 5W 1.2 Mb floppy disk drive & Integral 40Mb
hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock with battery backup is
provided as standard. Supplied in good used condition complete with

enhanced keyboard. 640k + 2Mb RAM, DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY
Full Guarantee. Ready to Run !

Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
1 4Mb 314' floppy disk drive (Instead of 1.2 Mb)
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos - when 3W FDD option ordered
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card

Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM. SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5" floppy disk drive.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable
Only

Many other options available - call far details. £1 99.00

for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of inputs aSses ccrinection lo a fret d cornput- have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
as educingBM PCs in CGA, EGA VGA & SVGA require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (nducing Amiga 1200), Overall dimensions are: 7714' H x 3214' D x22' W. Order as:
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many leature& Etched

S

iaceplate, tad swat -ring and LOW RADIATION MPR

specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCELLENT Me used cronditon.
Onier es
Swhoel Base £4.75
VGA cable for 13M PC included

Only £119

wrs_svcA

Just In - Microvitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14'
present prime product at industry beating low prices, All units (unless colour monitor with 9oth RGB and standard composite 15.625
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip- Khz video Inputs ma SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90 Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
day guarantee. Call for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair. Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
£24.95(B) video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
3W Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
£25.95(B) to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
£18.95 B
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop

£199.00
214' TOSHIBA.(19 mm H ) MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb. Now
214' TOSH.(12.5 mm H) MK1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. Now £115.00
2W to 314' conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £15.95
£59.95
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM OF RFE
£59.95
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE OF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
F
'
£69.00
3W RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI OF (Mac & Acorn)
£49.00
314' OUANTUM 40S Prodrive 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
£185.00
314' WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F New
£49.95
5W MINISCRIBE 3425 20rnb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE
£69.95
5W SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Refurb
£69.95
514' CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM VF RFE tested
£99.00
514' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£195.00
5W HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£199.00
8' NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD interlace. New
£195.00
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£345.00
8' FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD I/F RFE tested
'

.

Many other drters In stock - ShIlppIng on MI drIves Is cods (D)

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR IVO

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER

used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Dimensions: W14' x H1214' x 1514" D

Only £99 ()

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attractive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10' x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D)
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling...

DC POWER SUPPLIES

.

Call for Info / list.

side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with

five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack

features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack

equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets arid 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used

condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
Sold at LESS than s third of makers price !!

Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 1314' x 12' x
11'. Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)

42U

£245.00

(G)

version of the above only £345 - CALL

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors, A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah

teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops. Disco, Clubs, etc In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135

22"....£155

26"....£185 (r)

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors
MITS.
1kW to 400 kW - 400 Hi 3 phase power souses ex stock
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz. IEEE
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o
Marconi 8310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator

HP6621 A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con - HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
taming all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors F&B Wardrobe size, insurance spec 1 hour rated fire safe
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, EG+G Brookdeal 96035C Precision lock in amp
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite View Eng. Mod 1200 computensed inspection system
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi- CSZ VERY Large 3 cavity thermal shock chamber
sion rectilvers (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front Philips PW1730/10 XRAY generator with accessories
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air UHF colour television Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system

Virtually every type of power
supply you can imagine. Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocrat! Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable

A superb buy at only

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn

CABLE COMPATIBLE '

audio output are provided as standard.
£36.95
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£39.50
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cabie/ttyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con-ected to a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)

£245.00 G

Over 1000 racks. shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25' D x 2314" W )

Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync

HP1650B Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector

VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear pane
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi

£345.00 (G)

Available from stock !!.

As New - Ex Demo
17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors
Full multisync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31/2" - 8"

HARD DISK DRIVES

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels
nels
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less

External cables for other type ol computers CALL

Massive purchases of standard 5W and 3W drives enables us to

£18.95 B
514" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
53/4" Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.9503
£22.95/8
514" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 5)4' Flopp or HD £29.95 B
£210.001E
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£195.00(E
r Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
E
£260
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
E
£295.
Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
E
£295.
8' Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slimline NEW
E
£499
Dual 8' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb

adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched

Mftstdahl FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multisync colour monitor with fine
028 clot pitch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A

ill

INTEL 486DX-33 SYSTEMS

designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,

full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully

At this price - Don't miss it!!
r

Limited quantity of this 2nd user, superb small size desktop unit

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

Amonitors you will ever see - A

Order as HIGRADE 296 ONLY E 99. 00 (E )
£29.00
£19.95
£12.50
£29.00

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

Flakes 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS New batteries

£245
£POA
£760
£2500
£750
£95
£550
£POA
£6500
£3750
£POA
£1800
£675
£POA
£1850
£650
£650
£POA
£1100
£POA
£POA
£POA
£3750
£9500
£POA
£2200
£945

ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£14501150
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1450
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
££1955050
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
£1250
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£500
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
£3750
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter

UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
£750
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier / recorder
£485
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£2950
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser

rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaranteed 15 year service life. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Supplied
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

each 'Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (D)

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save rEfT's by choosing your next relay from our Massive

stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,

Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save Eats

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board, Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card Is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied RFE.
£59.95
Fully tested and guaranteed Windows compatible.
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.

Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95

or 512k £39.95

fiffiltd SPECIALS

£8.50
Only
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 12Ons
£11.95
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns E10.50 or 70ns
£11.75
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip SO ns £10.50 or 70ns
Only £35.00
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parityINTEL 486-0X33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £59.00
FULL. RANGE OF CO -PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK - CALL FOR £££

MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC68040RC251A) CPU'S £59.00

shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged.
Special Price ONLY £99.00

Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 6 DOS 6.22. Supplied
on 31/2' disks with license & documentation documentation. £39.95
£14.95
DOS 5.0 on 314' disks with concise books c/w OBasic .
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 314' disks with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software is code B

Visit our London shop for a full range of Test Equipment and other bargains
tt

_ci
cririnivirc
CLCL. fc Li/ //L.J

...

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30
Dept ET1, 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On SSA Bus Routs
WThornton Heath &
Salhurat Park SR Rall Stations

VIA DISTEL©
Vt'
Visit our web site

www.distel.co.uk
email admin®dlstel.co.uk

ALL Tr ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

Al prices for UK Maitland UK customers add 17,5% VAT to TOTAL order arnoint Mninurn order £10. Bore Fide account orders accepted from Government Schools,
Universities end Local Authorities - mnimum accotnt order Eso. Cheques over £100 are subiect to 10 wodang days clearance. Carriage orargas (A43.03, (A1) 4.00,
5.50, (CK8.50, (D).£12.03, (EK15.00. (FK18..CO, (G)=CALL Allow tazzox 6 clays for shtopdg - faster CALL AI goods suppled to cur Standard ConceirLs of Sale
arid triless stated guaranteed fix 90 days, Al guarantees on a return in base bests. Al rights reserved to change pries / specifications without priornotice. Orders subject to
(B)
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MEASURE UP?
HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT
'SCOPE' FOR IMPROVEMENT!
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USED LIMITED STOCK
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MO
TEKTROIC TAWS Du* Trace }KEW Delay Cursors
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6200

PANASONIC VINI177A MAN SIGNAL GENERATOR
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OMB 39560 45100 STORAGEDIAN
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0400
V750
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New Easy -PC

Professional CAD
for Windows 95 and NT
Produce Complex Designs Faster
Revolutionary Time Saving Features
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Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
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Dramatically Improve productivity.
Track and Component Editing - a dream!
Full links to our Analogue, Digital and
Electromagnetic Simulators.
NO pin, net or layer limits!
Powerful, high speed Shape based
Autorouters available.
Very Competitive Pricing.
Ask for demo disc or download
working demo from web site

Number One Systems
UK/EEC:
USA:

Ref: ETI, Harding Way, St.lves, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR, United Kingdom
International: +44 1480 461778 / 494042
Fax: 01480 494042
Tel: 01480 461778
Ref: ETI, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
http://www.numberone.com
Tel/Fax: (408) 395-0249
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Getting MORE

out of PICs
Part 2
This month Robin Abbott looks at Diagnostics, Interrupts, and Background
communications - some P/C functions that give programmers difficulty.
his month we shall take a look at a method of
determining what is happening within a program
while it is running on a real circuit. shall also take
a look at interrupts, and finally look at the use of
interrupts on PICs which have USART support
built in to perform serial communications while the main
program is still running.
This month also includes a development board for the
16C74 and other 40 -pin PICs on which the interrupt driven
serial routines will work. All the programs given in last month's
article will run directly on one of the two development boards
given in this series.
I

Diagnostics
The PIC series (like most other microcontrollers) has
comprehensive simulation support for the PC in the MPSIM
and MPLAB programs. Simulators are also available from a
number of third party suppliers. These are normally useful for
checking program functionality, and for spotting common PIC
programming errors such as stack errors, paging errors, or
timing mismatches. However, simulators can never replicate
the operation of real hardware such as IIC devices, or devices
which operate using the SPI bus. When attempting to debug
programs which use these devices, it is necessary to simulate
the operation of the external devices using specific simulator
mechanisms such as injection files, which operate to place
bytes in to PIC memory at specific points during the simulation.
However this technique cannot assist in debugging a program
which does not write correctly to the external device.
In this circumstance is necessary to use alternative methods
of debugging. For most amateur developers the cost of a true
in -circuit emulator is impractical, and pseudo -emulators do not
often replicate all chip functions exactly. In this case the
developer is left to debug the program by trial and error, or by
using a development system such as the Basic Stamp, or the
Forest Electronics BASIC system to develop programs in an
environment which offers greater debugging capabilities before
translating to assembler.
Last month we looked at a serial interface capability for the
PIC. We can make use of a serial interface to assist in

debugging PIC programs. We shall develop three macros
which may be inserted anywhere in the PIC program, and
which will transmit information over a serial port to the PC
while the program is running. This can be a great help in
debugging. The serial port does not have to be included on the
application circuit - by use of surface mount techniques, it is
possible to put the complete serial interface circuit which was
presented last month into a 9 -way D -Connector shell. The
power supply, and the transmit and receive connections to the
serial circuit are then made through four wires which connect
to the application circuit using test clips. In practice it is only
necessary for the PIC to connect to the serial interface circuit
using the transmit line as communication can be one way. This
debugging technique can be undertaken on any circuit where
the PIC has at least one spare input/output connector for the
serial interface.
The three macros are called _DUMP, _EXECUTION, and
_SENDNUMBER. They are used as described below:

R2

10k

PL1/3ED

=> Rx OUT

R1

10k
01

Dl

GND

R3

300R

T
PL1/5=)

I

R4

R5
10k

=100p
I

4.

Tx OUT

2k2

02

PL1/2L'

Figure 1: the circuit of the diagnostic serial interface
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Vcc

DUMP

SENDNUMBER

This macro sends a number of bytes from PIC memory to the
PC. It is used in the program with a start address and a length.

This macros has one parameter. It is called as follows:

For example:

_EXECUTION Number

_DUMP 0,0x30

When the macro is hit, the number defined is sent to the PC.

This macro will send the 48 bytes from PIC memory starting at
address 0. Therefore it can be used to determine the values of
internal registers, and program variables during execution. In
practice it is best to use this macros sparingly, as the complete
program will stop for a period of 500 microseconds for each
byte transmitted. I have used this macro in two ways: the first
is to send variable information at specific trigger points during a
program, such as when a measurement has been made. The
second method is to use the macro at the start of the program
before any other actions are undertaken. This is very useful for
determining the values of variables at any time during a
program's execution by resetting the processor (achieved by
taking the reset pin to ground). Although all of the internal PIC
registers will have been reset, the programs variables will hold
the values they had when the processor was reset, and these
values are the ones sent to the PC.

Setting up the diagnostic program
There are three component parts for serial diagnostics. The
first is the serial interface, which is the only hardware
necessary. The second is the diagnostic macros, which must
be included within the test program. These macros use
approximately 50 words of program memory, plus up to seven
words of memory for each call of the macros. If the program
already requires a serial interface, then some of the program
memory may be reused in the main program. The last
component of the diagnostics is the PC program, which takes
information sent from the PIC and displays it on of the PC.

The serial interface
The serial interface is the same as that shown in last month's
article. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 1. The circuit
may be constructed on Veroboard, or the Development Board
from last month's article may be used. The left hand area of the
board is the serial interface. In both cases the board should be
constructed with four flying leads, each of which should
terminate in a small test clip. The board is connected to the
application circuit by attaching the power supply leads, and the
transmit (Tx Out) lead to one of the pins of the PIC.
Alternatively, the circuit may be built using surface mount
techniques, and in this case may be fitted in to a 9 -way
connector shell. This technique is a very neat. The circuit board
and its construction are described in the article on Surface
Mount Technology to be found elsewhere within this magazine.
The components used within the circuit are not critical, and
any general purpose transistors may be used.

EXECUTION
This macro has no parameters. It is called as follows:
_EXECUTION

It simply sends the program address from where the macro
has been executed. It is most useful to determine where a
program fails. By placing a number of _EXECUTION macro
calls at various points in the program, it is possible to show
which points have been executed, and which have not.
Therefore it is possible to find out where a program may have
crashed or failed.

Incorporating the macros

XP
1=11

U)

Semiconductors
Q1

Q2
D1

BC846A NPN SMD transistor Maplin VR79
BC856B PNP SMD transistor Maplin VR18
BAW56 SMD diode Maplin VR84

CMResistors
R1,R2,R5
MEI

To use the macros within a program, it is necessary to include
an additional header file at the start of the program, and one
additional code file at the end of the program.
The information transmitted by the PIC is preceded by two
header bytes, and one indicator byte which shows which
macro has been executed. This information is used by the PC
program to a show the type of information sent by the PIC.
The two header bytes are 0x19 and OxB6. This format ensures
that diagnostic information can be separated from normal
program information sent by the PIC if a common serial
interface is in use. Table 1 shows the information sent by the
PIC for each macro type.
Figure 2 shows the header file (SERDIAG.INC), which
should be included at the start of the program, and which
defines the macros. There is nothing special in this file. The
processor frequencies and the bit rates to be used on the
serial interface are defined in this file. The DELAY macro is that
shown in last month's article. The spare pin to be used for
serial transmission is also defined in this file using the serport
and txbit values. There are 9 bytes of program memory
required by the macros, and so these are defined by the code
block at the end of the header file. Please note that the code
clock has no address shown, and therefore the memory
variables follow those used by the application program. The
application program must therefore use a code block itself, as
is illustrated in the test program.

R3
R4

10k Size 1206 Maplin DJ17
330R Size 1206 Maplin DJ09
2k2 Size 1206 Maplin DJ13P

Capacitor
C1

100uF 16V sub -miniature electrolytic

Miscellaneous
9 pin D connector socket
Leads and crocodile clips x 4
9 way metallised D connector shell Maplin JB68Y
PL1

PCB

11)
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Figure 2: serial diagnostic header - SERDIAG.INC

;**************** ***** ***************.****************
;

Header file for remote debugging of the application
***** ***************************************** *******

Set up the processor information
Processor Frequency in kHz
#define PROCFREQ .4000
Baud rate in bps
#define BITRATE .19200
Time for 4
(PROCFREQ".1000/4)/BITRATE
BITTIME EQU
bit in cycl4s

Tne additional code file (SERDIAG.ASM) is shown in figure 3.
This includes the routines to transmit single bytes, and the
routines to action the macros. Please note that the macros
preserve all of the registers (including W), but leave memory
addresses in page 0, and leaves the transmit pin in a low
impedance driving state.

;

;

Figure 3: serial diagnostic code - SERDIAG.ASM

;

RxBit
TxBit
SerPort

equ 2
equ 3
equ PORTA

_PREFIX].

equ

0x19

_PREFIX2

equ

OxB6

Transmit and receive routines

Receive bit
Transmit bit
Serial port

1st header byte sent to
show a debugging frame
2nd header byte sent to
show a debugging frame
;

At 4MHz one cycle is luS. For these routines we
will use a serial rate of 19200bps. So the time
per bit is 52 cycle
;* ***** * ******* *** ********* ******************* ***** ***

Wait for a byte to be received

;

These routines are commented out because they are
not needed for the Serial Diagnostic, uncomment if
you want your own Serial Recieve routines

This macro dumps a number of bytes from memory to the
serial output pin
_DUMP

macro Address,Length
movwf _SaveW
moviw Length
movwf _Length
movlw Address
movwf _Address
call _SendBytes
endm

;Receive btfsc SerPort,TxBit
goto Receive

1/2 Wait for start bit
Avg 1.5 cycles here
2

;

;

;

macro
movwf _SaveW

movlw (S-1)»8
movwf _Length
moviw $-3
call _SendExec
endm

This macro sends a number
_SENDNUMBER

;

pick up 8 bits
1
movlw 8
1
movwf Temp
Wait, middle
DELAY BITTIME*3/2-(BITTIME-7+2+4)
of stop
DELAY BITTIME-7
;RxLoop
sample incoming bit
1
bcf STATUS,C
1
btfsc SerPort,RxBit
1
bsf STATUS,C
rotate data, LSB
1
rrf RxByte
arrives first
decfsz Temp
1
2
goto RxLoop
Wait for end of last bit
;WaitEnd btfss SerPort,TxBit
if it was O.
goto WaitEnd
movfw RxByte
return

This macro returns the current execution address
_EXECUTION

;

macro Number
movwf _SaveW
moviw Number
call _SendW
endm

Transmit routine

At 4MHz one cycle is luS. For these routines we
will use a serial rate of 19200bps. So the time
per bit is 52 cycle

This macro delays an exact
number of clock cycles between
8 at minimum or 186420 at max

Transmit single character in W
DELAY macro Cyc
if (Cyc<.8
Cyc>.186420)
error "DELAY out of range'
exitm
1

I

TxW

endif
SmallCyc.Cyc
if Cyc>.775
BigCyc=(Cyc-.730)
LoopDelay.BigCyc/.728

movlw LoopDelay+1
call BigDel
SmallCyc=Cyc-(.730+LoopDelay*.728+3)
endif
LoopDelay=(SmallCyc-3)-5

;

Delay<=775 Cyc

movlw LoopDelay/3+1
call Delay0-LoopDelay%3
endm

;******* ***** ********** ******************* ** **********
RAM variables
******** ****** *** ***** ***** ******* ** ******** * *******

cblock
Delaylndex
DelaylndexH
RxByte
_Length
_Address
_SaveW
Temp
Templ
Temp2
endc

movwf Temp
moviw 9
movwf Templ
bcf STATUS,C

TxLoop btfss STATUS,C
goto ZBit
bsf SerPort,TxBit
goto NBit
bcf SerPort,TxBit
ZBit
nop
DELAY (BITTIME-9)
NBit
rrf Temp
decfsz Tempi
goto TxLoop
bsf SerPort,TxBit
DELAY BITTIME
return

first bit is start bit
1/2 Set output bit
2
1
2
1

1 Make both arms of loop equal
Wait for next bit
1

1

2

1 stop bit
50 Stay idle after Transmit
2

Variables in RAM
Delay routines

Delay variables
Serial byte received
Length of memory dump
Address of memory dump

Insert a delay of up to 772 Cycles
Loop time = 5 + 3"(W-1), minimum 5
Call Delay 1 to add 1 cycle
Call Delay 2 to add 2 Cyc

Temporary variable
Temporary variable
Temporary variable

Remember it takes 2 Cycles to call this routine,
and 1 cycle to load W before calling it
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Figure 4: test program for diagnostic macros
nop
nop
movwf Delaylndex
Delay()
DelayLop decfsz Delaylndex
goto DelayLop
return
Delay2
Delayl

;

;

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

1/2

#ifndef _PICDE
Processor 16F84
#include "Pl6f84.inc"
kendif

2
;

2

cblock OxOc
endc

Big delays need an outer loop
(W-1).728 Cycles
This delays 730

BigDel
BDLop

movwf DelayIndexH
movlw OxfO
call Delay()

;

1

;

1

;

724
1/2

;

2

;

2

;

decfsz DelaylndexH
goto BDLop
return

org 4

Serial Diagnostic routines

Send Header bytes - SO,

;

Send bytes from memory, called from macro _DUMP

_SendBytes

_SendLopl

_RestW

;

_SendLast

E2

Save FSR register

movfw FSR
movwf Temp2
call init
movlw OxEO
call TxW
movfw _Length
call TxW
movfw _Address
movwf FSR
call TxW
movfw 0
call TxW
incf FSR
decfsz _Length
goto _SendLopl
movfw Temp2
movwf FSR
movfw _SaveW
return

Initialise Serial o/p

DumpTest

_DUMP 0,0x30

NumTest

_SENDNUMBER Ox9b

lop

goto lop

#ifndef
PICDE
#include "SerDiag.asm"

Send the address

;

Interrupts

;

OPTION_REG

;

;

;

Return execution address

Send bottom 30 bytes from RAM
Send a number

;

Simple Loop

;

Put diagnostic routines here

Include at end of all
assembler files
;

end
#endif

And loop Length times

Interpreting information at the PC
The information sent by the diagnostic program is useless if it
cannot be interpreted by the PC. Version 3 of the PICDESIM
simulator program from Forest Electronics interprets this
information automatically. _DUMP macros update watch
variables automatically. _EXECUTION macros cause the
program to display the execution point in the correct source
window.
For those who do not have PICDESIM, an alternative is
presented here using BASIC. Figure 5 shows the BASIC
program which interprets the information sent by the diagnostic
macros. Enter this program using a text editor, save it to the
filename "DIAGNOSE.BAS", load it using the command line
QBASIC DIAGNOSE and press Shift and F5 to execute it.

movwf _Address
call init
movlw OxEl
call TxW
movfw _Address
call TxW
movfw _Length
call TxW
goto _RestW

movwf _Length
call init
movlw OxE2
call TxW
movfw _Length
goto _SendLast

bsf SerPort,TxBit
bsf STATUS,RPO
movlw -(1«TxBit)
andwf SerPort
bcf STATUS,RPO
movlw _PREFIX1
call TxW
movlw _PREFIX2
goto TxW

_EXECUTION

org 0x200

Figure 5: the Basic diagnostic program
DECLARE SUB Number ()
DECLARE SUB Execution ()
DECLARE SUB DUMP ()
DECLARE FUNCTION GetSer! ()
OPEN "COM1:19200,N,8,1,RS,DS,BIN" FOR RANDOM AS #1

Set Serial port bit as output

init

clrf TMRO
clrw
option
goto ExecTest

ExecTest

Send the length

Send Number

_SendW

;

start

Send Execution address, called from macro _EXECUTION

_SendExec

;

El,

;

org 0
goto start

************************** ************** * ************

;

Must set up cblock address

Include this file last in the
include series

kinclude "SerDiag.inc"

;* ********* *********************** **************** ****
;

;

CLS
;

PRINT "Press a key to terminate the program'

set transmit output

WHILE 1
in = GetSer
IF (last = 25 AND in =
BEEP
dtype = GetSer
IF (dtype = 224) THEN
IF (dtype = 225) THEN
IF (dtype = 226) THEN

Figure 4 shows a test program which executes all three
macros when the processor is reset. This program uses bit 3
of port A for transmission. This program may be run directly on
a PIC16084 or PIC16F84 on last month's development board.

END IF
last = in

WEND
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182) THEN

DUMP
Execution
Number

Figure 7: context -saving during an interrupt
SUB DUMP
PerLine = 4
Length = GetSer - 1: Address = GetSer
PRINT
$"; HEX$(Address);
PRINT "Received Memory Dump from
to 5"; HEX$(Address + Length)
'
PRINT
Length
FOR i = Address TO Address
PerLine = 0
IF (PerLine = 4) THEN PRINT
x = GetSer
PRINT "$"; HEX$(i); ": S"; HEX$(x),
PerLine = PerLine + 1
NEXT
PRINT
END SUB

org 4

MOVWF W_TEMP

:

SWAPF STATUS,W
BCF STATUS,RPO

:

MOVWF STATUS_TEMP

;

SUB Execution
Address = GetSer: Address = Address + GetSer * 256
PRINT

PRINT "Execution Address hit END SUB

5"; HEX$(Address)

;COpy W to TEMP register, could be
bank one or zero
;Swap status to be saved into H
;Change to bank zero, regardless of
current bank
;Save status to bank zero
STATUS_TEMP register

:(ISR)

SWAPF STATUS_TEMP,W
MOVWF STATUS
SWAPF W_TEMP,F
SWAPF W_TEMP,W
RETFIE

;Swap STATUS_TEMP register into W
:(sets bank to original state)
;Move W into STATUS register
;Swap W_TEMP
;Swap W_TEMP into W

FUNCTION GetSer
WHILE LOC(1) < 1
IF INKEYS <> "" THEN CLOSE
WEND
a$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
GetSer = ASC(a$)

END

:

END FUNCTION
SUB Number
PRINT
PRINT "Number received - $"; HEX$(GetSer)
END SUB

Figure 6 shows the screen dump output from this program
when working with the test file of figure 4 on the PIC16F84.

A bigger omission is that Microchip have not pointed out that
the state of the PCLATH register on the occurrence of an
interrupt is critical. PIC programs for the larger devices use the
PCLATH register to define the top bits of the address used in
goto and call instructions. For small programs this is not an
issue - the PCLATH register will always point to the bottom
program memory page. For larger programs the PCLATH
register will be changed by the program to point to the
program memory page being currently used. On interrupt the
program will jump to location 4. Any jump or call made within
an interrupt will cause a crash if the PCLATH register points to
the wrong program memory page.
Figure 8: complete context -saving during an interrupt

Figure 6: a screen dump from the Basic diagnostic program
Press a key to terminate the program
Execution Address hit - $8

Received Memory Dump from

:

Lower page

cblock 0x20
W_TEMP
STATUS_TEMP
PCLATH_TEMP

$0 to $2F

:

Program variables here

endc
$3:

$1A

$6:

$2A
SFF

$7:

$0

$A:

$0

$B:

$5

$E:

$FF

$F:

$21

$0:
$4:
$8:

$0

$1:

$72

$2:

$4

$5:

$1F

$FD

$9:

$0

SC:

$0

$D:

$BF

$10:

$0

$11:

$0

$12:

SO

$14:
$18:
$1C:
$20:
$24:
$28:

$7F
$FF

$15:
$19:
$10:
$21:

$0

$0

$FF
$F8
$19

$16:
$1A:
$1E:
$22:

$25:
$29:
$2D:

$0

526:

$30
$2A

$2A:
$2E:

$2C:

$0

$D9
$8

$E0
$72

$FF
$99
$B6
$19
$0

$1A

Upper page
cblock OxaO
Copy of lwr page
W_TEMP
Program variables here
;

;

:

$13:
$17:
$1B:
$1F:

$0

$FF
$D9

org 4

$23:
$27:

$E1

MOVWF W_TEMP

$2B:
$2F:

$0

endc

$0

$B6
$4

Number received - $9B

SWAPF STATUS,W
BCF STATUS,RPO
MOVWF STATUS_TEMP

Interrupts
As this series is reviewing some techniques for the advanced
use of PIC microcontrollers, the basic use of interrupts will not
be considered here, however, in this brief section we shall look
at some of the issues which arise with the use of interrupts in
more complex programs.
The first issue is that of saving registers during an interrupt.
Figure 7 shows the standard method of saving the W register
for the 16C73/74. Although Microchip identify the need for the
variable W_TEMP to be defined both in bank 0 and bank 1
(and banks 2 and 3 for the 76/77 devices), this is not shown in
their sample code.

MOVFW PCLATH
MOVWF PCLATH_TEMP
PCLATH
CLRF

Copy W to TEMP register, could be
bank one or zero
Swap status to be saved into W
Change to bank zero, regardless of
current bank
Save status to bank zero
STATUS_TEMP register
Save PCLATH
Clear upper address bits

:(ISR) Can use any goto/call to lower memory page
routines here
MOVFW PCLATH_TEMP
MOVWF PCLATH
SWAPF STATUS_TEMP,W

MOVWF STATUS
SWAPF W_TEMP,F
SWAPF W_TEMP,W
RETFIE
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Swap STATUS_TEMP register into W
(sets bank to original state)
Move W into STATUS register
Swap W_TEMP
Swap W_TEMP into W
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sent in turn with any other bytes due for transmission.
There are only four routines (apart from the interrupt handler) to
be used within the main program. They are documented in the
source code.
The first two routines return the size of the receive and
transmit buffers, so that it is possible to tell if one or more
bytes have been received, and if there is room to add one or
more bytes to the transmit buffer. The other two routines return
the next byte from the received buffer, and add a byte to the
transmit power. If there is no byte waiting in the receive buffer
then the routine waits until one is received, and similarly if there
is no room in the transmit buffer then the transmit routine waits
until a byte has been transmitted before returning.
The routines operate using Xon/Xoff signalling. This type of
flow control operates using two special characters, the Xon
and Xoff characters (code Ox11 and 0x13), to stop and start
transmission from the other end of the serial link. The Xoff
character is sent when the receive buffer is three quarters full,
and the Xon character is sent when the buffer becomes three
quarters empty.
To enable the Xon and Xoff characters to be sent and
received in the data stream, these characters are sent using a
simple protocol. If an attempt is made by the program to send
Xon, Xoff, or Escape (code Ox1b) characters, then an Escape
character is sent followed by the correct character with the top
bit set. The receiving routine decodes the correct character
whenever an Escape character is received.
The buffers used for transmission and reception are circular
buffers. This type of buffer has two pointers to address it. The
pointers rotate seamlessly around the buffer so that there is no
end or beginning - for example, if a buffer was 4 bytes in
length the address would run in sequence 0,1,2,3 and then 0
again. The first pointer is called the head, items to be added to
the buffer are added at the address pointed by the head and
the head is then incremented. The second pointer is called the
tail, items to be taken from the buffer are read from the
address pointed by the tail, and the tail is then incremented.
When the head and the tail are the same, the buffer is empty.
When the head is at an address which is one less that the tail,
the buffer is full.

Figure 8 shows a more complete interrupt routine which
includes PCLATH saving and which should be used for all large
programs including goto/call within the interrupt routines.
Another issue which should be examined carefully is the
depth of the call stack. The 16Cxx PIC processors have a call
stack which is only eight levels deep. In view the limited stack
depth, coupled with lack of any capability to push and pop
data to and from the stack is a major limitation with the PIC - it
makes compiler writing considerably harder and limits the
flexibility of assembler programs. In practice the limited call
stack implies that calls should be restricted as far as possible
within an interrupt routine, and preferably only nested to one
level. When calculating stack call depths, always assume that
an interrupt may occur within the lowest level of call nesting in
the main program, the interrupt will use one further stack level,
and any calls within the interrupt routine will use further stack
locations.
Never enable interrupts within an interrupt - on any
processor recursive interrupts can be difficult to handle, but on
the PIC they are virtually impossible. Every interrupt call uses
up all the temporary registers used to store status and W
registers, and so a recursive call will overwrite previously stored
values.

Finally, it probably goes without saying that an interrupt
routine must not modify variables or registers modified by the
main program (for example FSR), and if it does these values
must be stored in temporary registers during the interrupt
routine. More subtly, the main program may well read variable
values which are being changed by the interrupt routine. For
example, consider two variables set by the interrupt which are
interdependent (for example a flag showing a new
measurement has taken place and a counter of the number of
values recorded). If the main program reads one value and
then dependant on its value reads the second then consider
what would happen if an interrupt occurred between the two
reads - often program operation will be unpredictable. In this
type of situation disable interrupts whilst both values are read.

Interrupt -driven serial communications
So far all of the applications that we have examined have been
based on those PICs which have no built-in serial
communications support. Our final look at serial
communications will examine a full interrupt driven serial
communications program which will run on any of the devices
which have a built in USART.
The code for this program is too big to be included in this
magazine article, but is available either from the ETI web site,
or on the disk available from the author at the end of this
series. See the note at the end of the article for details.
Within this article we shall look at the routines available, the
set-up of the serial communications program, and its use in a
very simple demonstration program.

Using the serial communications program
There are two files to be included within the main program. The
first is "serial.equ", which should be included after all other
include files. This file will need to be modified for the
application, and is shown in figure 9.
Figure 9: Serial.equ - include file for interrupt -driven serial routines

;

Various defines

.4000
.19200

RXBUFSZ

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

TXBUFSZ

equ

.32

rxtab

equ

ObOh

txtab

equ

OdOh

PROCFREQ
BITRATE
XON
XOFF

Operation

ESC

While the interrupt -driven serial communications program
operates in the background, the main program can run and
perform normal operations, while bytes are transmitted and
received from buffers automatically. There are two buffers, one
for information which has been received, and one for
information which is to be transmitted. As each byte is
received it causes an interrupt, the interrupt routine reads the
received byte from the hardware and write it to a circular buffer.
Similarly as the main program requests a byte to be
transmitted, it is added to the end of the transmit buffer, and is

;

.17
.19
.27
.32

;

;

Processor frequency in kHz
Baud rate
XON and XOFF bytes

Maximum number of bytes in
rx buf - Power of 2
Maximum number of bytes in
tx buf - Power of 2
Received character buffer RXBUFSZ in length
Transmit character buffer TXBUFSZ in length
;

;

;

Calculate the values of BRGH bit, and SPBRG

SPLOW

equ (PROCFREQ..1000)/(BITRATE..64)-1
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;

The processor frequency in kHz, and the bit rate in bits per
second are entered in the lines which start PROCFREQ and
BITRATE. In the example these are set to 4MHz and 19200bps

equ (PROCFREQ*.1000)/(BITRATE*.16)-1
SPHIGH
tif SPLOW>.25
Serial port bit rate generator
SPLOW
equ
DEFSPBRG
0
BRGHVALUE equ
*else
Serial port bit rate generator
equ SPHIGH
DEFSPBRG
1
BRGHVALUE equ
*endif
;

respectively.

;

;

The receive and transmit buffer sizes are set up by using
RXBUFSZ and TXBUFSZ. These buffers must be a power of 2
in size. Typically the transmit buffer may be 8 bytes and the
receive buffer 32 bytes (note that if a PC is used with a receive
buffer of less than 128 bytes, the buffer size at which the XOFF
character is sent may need to be changed to one-third of the
buffer size as the PC serial card has a built-in buffer of 16
bytes which may be sent even after the PC receives an XOFF

Variables used in serial routines

cblock 20h
sertemp
rxhead
rxtail
txhead
txtail

Temporary variable, may be used elsewhere
Pointer to head of receive buffer
Pointer to tail of receive buffer
Pointer to head of transmit buffer
Pointer to head of transmit buffer
Serial flags register
serf lags
stores W in interrupt intw
DO NOT USE ELSEWHERE
stores flags in interrupt
intflags
DO NOT USE ELSEWHERE
Temporary store used in interrupt routine
tempint
- DO NOT USE ELSEWHERE
Stores fsr in interrupt register intfsr
DO NOT USE ELSEWHERE
;

;

;

character).

;

The start addresses of the receive and transmit buffers must
also be defined using the rxtab and txtab lines. These may be
in the upper memory page.
The demonstration program is included with the sample files
and is called demo.asm. The main loop of the program is only
three words long and simply receives bytes and transmits them
straight back to the PC. The main loop is:

;

;

;

;

;

endc
;

Flag bit definitions within the serflags byte

XOFFSENT
XOFFRX
SENDXON
SENDXOFF
ESCRX

;

equ
equ
equ
equ
equ

0
1
2
3
4

An XOFF has been sent
An XOFF has been received
Command tx routine to send XON now
Command tx routine to send XOFF now
An escape character has just been
received
;

equ
equ

;

;

;

Wait for a byte to be received
Transmit it
and loop

;

;

;

Development board for the 115C:74

;

The demonstration serial interrupt program operates on the
16C74 device. Last month we presented a development board
for the 16C84, this month we shall show a board for the
16C74, which includes a serial interface for communications

Serial transmit and receive bits on PORT C

txv
rxv

call waitrx
call addtx
goto infloop

_i_nfloop:
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80h
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Figure 10: the circuit diagram of the 16C74 development board
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removed altogether if an external regulated supply is
available.

Before inserting any ICs, connect the power supply and
check the voltages on the power supply pins of 101, IC2
and IC3. Power down and insert those ICs which are to be
used (note that the orientation of IC2 is opposite to that of
IC4), power up, connect to the PC as shown in previous
articles and use the serial interrupt software to confirm the
operation of the module.

Next Month
In next month's article we shall look at driving LED displays
- both multiplexed and non -multiplexed - directly from the
PIC, and using specialist driver devices to ease the task.

Figure 11: the pcb layout of the 16C74 development board

Obtaining software

using the built in USART, and two sockets for 110 devices. This
board was originally presented as part of the Ell Basic
Controller series in 1995.

The Software listings for this month's and last month's
articles are available from the ETI web site at
www.aaelectron.co.uk, and will be available on a disk from
the author at the end of the series.

Figure 10 shows the circuit diagram of the 16C74
development board. Port C is used on the processor for the
support circuitry, as this is the port used by most of the
peripherals on the 16C74. The 16C74 uses the upper bits
of port C for the serial interface to connect to the internal
USART.

Resistors

The IIC devices (IC2 and IC4) are an eeprom and a static
ram supported on port C pins RC3 and RC4, however any
IIC devices with the same pin -out could be supported on
this port. A later article in this series will show the use of the
IIC port in PIC controllers. The static ram is an 8 pin device,
the Philips 8570, 256 x 8 static rams. The eeprom IC2 is
connected to be at address 0 on the I2C bus, and the static
ram is at address 1. This is achieved by using the A0, Al
and A2
12C devices.
The brown -out reset circuit based on Q1 is provided to
protect against errors caused by voltage drops in power up
and power down and has an external reset capability. If the
reset pin is taken high then the MCLR pin of the processor
will drop to ground and reset the processor. If the pin is
taken low. the brown -out reset circuit will be disabled.
There are three external connectors for I/O. PL4 is a 16 pin dil socket which hosts all five bits of port A and the
three bits of port E together with the external reset line and
power supply pins. PL3 is the 20 -pin IDC connector which
hosts port B and port D together with the external RTCC
input for the 8 -bit internal timer (TMRO) on pin RA4. PL3
also has power supply pins. Finally a 3 -pin header (PL5)
supports the bottom three bits of port C. These bits can
support an external crystal oscillator for Timer 1. This is
shown on the circuit diagram, but not tracked on the PCB.
R3 is provided to allow for hardware mode programming.
It can be connected in one of two positions, low or high,
and the state can be read during start-up before the serial
port is initialised. In normal use it may be left open circuit.

All 5 percent unless otherwise stet
R3 (not fitted)

22k
4k7

R4,R5

1M

R6
R7
R201

220k

R1,2

R202
R203
R204
R205

1k

22k
10k
22k
2k7
300R

Capacitors
Cl
C2,6
C3
C4,5
C201

10uF 16V electro
100n ceramic
47uF 10V electro
15pF ceramic
100uF 10V electro

Semiconductors
IC1

1C2
1C3

1C4 (optional)

0201

01, 0202
D201

PIC16C74 4MHz or 20MHz
version programmed with your
application!
24LC65 or compatible eeprom
device or other IIC chip
7805 or 78L05
PCF8570 ram device or other IIC
chip
BC548
BC557
1N4148

Miscellaneous

Construction and testing

XL1

Figure 11 shows the PCB overlay. Use sockets for 101, IC2
and IC4. There are four links to be fitted first, one under
101, one under IC2, and the others to the left of IC1. Follow
the links with the horizontally mounted resistors, then the IC
sockets, the other resistors, capacitors, IC3, and the
remaining components and connectors. IC3 is the power
regulator. A 78L05 or 7805 may be used depending on the
power consumption of the peripheral circuitry, and a
heatsink may be fitted to the 7805 if required. IC3 may be

PCB
PL101
PL3
PL4
PL5
LK1

IC sockets
Veropins
Heatsink
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4MHz or 20MHz crystal
(ceramic resonator can be used)
9 -pin D socket
20 -pin IDC connector
16 -pin dil socket
3 -pin header link
0.1 -in link with jumper
2 x 8 -pin, 1 x 40 -pin
x2

optional for IC3

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-DIMMERSLOUDSPEAKERS-19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
8TYHOPUSAFNDSSIOPUNRCALHUASSEED

.1

.

SERVICE * LARGE (A4)S.A.

. STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

elLiaajPilliziril:vuoui 4:V141.1111W SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

These modules now enloy a world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance at a reallatic price. Four
models are available to suit the need. of the professional and hobby marine! I.e. Industry. Lahore. Inatrumental and HI.C1
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all model. Include toroidal power supply. Integral heal sink. glass fibre P C 8 and
rive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

300. Slew Rate 45V/uS,

-3dB, Damping Factor

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S N R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.

PRICE C40.85 - C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. Into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W -- 100W) MXF400 (200W
MXF600 (300W 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W)

-

200W)

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L E.D Vu meters *
Level controls * Illuminated on/of switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775.31V inputs * Open and short circuit

proof * Latest Moe-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low

-3dB, Damping Factor

>300

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE C64.35 - C4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mot -Fat Output power 300 wafts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,

distortion * Aluminium cases 4-0.1XF600 8 MXF900 fan cooled with D C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

-3dB, Damping Factor

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

PRICE 081.75 - C5.00 P&P

(2U)xD1 1"
MXF400 W19"1015.- (3U)slI/1 2"

SIZES:- MXF200 W1 9"xH3'

MXF600 W19'1.145'

Slew Rate 50V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

(3U)s131 3"

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 wafts

MXF900 W19 x145'.. (3U)xD14x.,"

R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

PRICES:-MXF200 C1 7 5.00 MXF400 C233.85

-3dB, Damping Factor

MXF600 0329.00 MXF900 £449.15

300, Slew Rate 75VIuS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL E12.50 EACH

PRICE 0132.85

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. Into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor > 300. Slew Rate 75V/uS. T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19- s 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:

Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second

bass. mid 6 top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to activist the

Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

cross -over frequency. Bass -Mid 2S0/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1.11/3/51(Hz. all at 24dB per octave Bass Mead switches
On each bass channel Nominal 775,nV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules.

PRICE 0259.00

Price £117.44

£5.00 P&P

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

TEREO DISCO MIXER SDJ3400S

C12.00 P&P

NOTE MOS-PET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERIMONEE
STANDARD INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100KHz.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SEWS
77 SenV, BAND WIDTH S01(112. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
R graphic equalisers with bar graph
MANY OUTSTANDING
LED Vu meters

11517FITITriqd., LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS

FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mic with talk -over

GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH

-....1111111MINMINIMIM.

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8

Sound Effects. Useful combination of the

following inputs:- 3 turntables (meg). 3
inks, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

MOO 1144.99 + £5.00 P&P

T:

;

rint1-47-4-4217aUTIMITIMUFIXFai4-019-*Iii

SIZE' 482 240 x 120mm

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-1 00 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.

Join the Plow revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) 01 a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are pal in series FREE
EXPLANATORY LIMITS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

PRICE £32.71 - C2.00 PIP
10" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 72Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 4KHz. SENS 97dB.

RES. FREO. 71Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7kHz, SENS97dB.

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3" round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for RES. FREQ. 65Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.
bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi speakers. Price C4.90

50p PAP.

C2.50 P&P

PRICE C33.74

10" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR. KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.

C2.50 P&P

PRICE C43.47

12' 100 WATT R.M.S. MEI 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
[3.50 P&P
PRICE C35.64
RES.FREO. 49Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 100dB.

TYPE 'B' (K5N1 005A) 3% super horn for general purpose speakers, 12- 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12.100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE

TYPE

TYPE 13

TYPE 'C'

TYPE 'E'

SOp P&P.
disco and P.A. systems etc. Price 05.99
C3.50 P&P
PRICE 036.67
MONITOR. RES. FRED 42Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2"x5' wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys- 12" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME/2-200 GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR. DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.
C3.50
PIP
PRICE 046.71
50p P&P.
tems and quality discos etc. Price 06.99
RES. FREO. 58Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 98x18.
TYPE '13' (KSN1025A) 2 x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency 12" 300 WATT R.M.S ME12.3000P HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC.
PRICE 070.19 - C3.50 PAP
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high RES. FREO. 47Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 103d13.
16" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
50p P&P.
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price 09.99
C400 PIP
PRICE C50.72
RES.
FREO.
46Hz.
FREQ.
RESP.
TO
5KHz.
SENS
99dB.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 35, horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim. 15' 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
50p
P&P,
C4.00 P&P
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price 05.99
PRICE C13.34
RES. FREO. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 103dB.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and Cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price 04.10 - SOp PIP.
-

'

-

TYPE TT

ALL 'AMENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except E138-50 a EBI 0-S0 which are dual impedance lapped u 4 a e ohms

ail FLIGHT

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5" 50watt EBB -50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI -Fl. IN -CAR.

CASED LOUDSPEAKER

12' cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles. wile dispersion
constant directivity horns extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures
are fitted as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 4511z - 20K Hz

ibl VC 1 2-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE 01 59.00 PER PAIR
ibl FC 1 2-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C175.00 PER PAIR
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. 02 SO PER PAIR

RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREO. RESP TO 5KHz. SENS. 99dEl

10" 100WATT 1810-100 BASS. HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96d8.

12" 100WATT EB1 2-1 00 BASS. STUDIO. HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREQ. 26Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 93dB.

PRICE C13,65

'

C2.50 P&P

C3.50 PIP

PRICE 030.39

'

PRICE 042.I

- C3.50 P&P

PULL RANGE TV/I4 CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
60WATT E85-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB.

PRICE C9.99

014" 60WATT E86-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 94dB.

C1.50 P&P

PRICE 010.99

1.50 P&P

PRICE C12.99

C1.50 P&P

8" 60WATT EBB-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 18KHz. SENS 89dB.

10" 60WATT 11810-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Ft. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
PRICE C16.49 - C2.00 P&P

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00

RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98cIB.

Delivery C6.00 per pair

IN -CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMP

PRICE C8.90 - C2.00 P&P
10" SOWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize Studio quality

TAMP

THREE SUPERB NIGH POWER
p-FTT'ffrail-A T.ia.
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
75) Stereo, 150W
150 WATTS (75
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
Bridged Mono
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
250 WATTS (125 - 125) Stereo. 250W
SW TRANSMITTER 10-10.11MH1 VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 - 200) Stereo. 400W PERFORMANCE. RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. ME 11. 123nwn SUPPLY 12V c 0 SAMP.
PRICE CI4.85 - C1.00 PAP
Bridged Mono
PM MICRO TRANSMITTER I00-108MHz. VARICAP TUNED, COMPLETE WITH
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

Features:
*-Stereo. bridgable mono * Choke of

high & low level inputs * L & R level
PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W C99.99
Controls * Remote on-otf * Speaker &
400W 0109.98 PEP £2.00 EACH
thermal orolection.
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER 01.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL EMICLAIRANII
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA ANO
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x Itow. SUPPLY 99 BATTERY.

PRICE MOO - MOO P&P

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 1 E. 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND ON SEA.

ESSEX SS2 6TR

Tel. 01702 527572 Fax: 01702.420243

07aa

Sexes A Cases

RF Comsecters

Many mor

Opto Electronics

'zes available

Opto electronics
Catalogue now available, ask for details.

_

BNC Plug 500 Solder £0.93 Minister* Round

Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne & Wear, NE3O 4P0

rr

VISA
imm

nent

IN I ype i.ennoorers

£0.08
£0.09
£0.10
£0.10
£0.08
£0.10

£0.93 3mm Orange Led
£0.93 5mm Red Led
£1.05 5mm Green Led
£1.58 5mm Yelow Led
£1.69 5mm Oran_ge Led
£0.10
£1.95 5mm Red Flashing
£0.44
£2.65 5mm Green Flashing £0.50
£2.47 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.54
5mm Bi-Colour Led
£0.33
Dieser* Aluminium
£2.24 5mm Tri-Colour Led £0.28
50 x 50 x 31mm
75 x 56 x 25mm
75 x 51 x 22mm
111 x 57 x 22mm
79 x 61 x 40mm
100 x 76 x 41 mm
118 x 98 x 45mm
150 x 100 x 60mm
150 x 80 0_50mm

1 '''

& Vat to all orders. Che ues / Postal orders
rrrL a0CIIIITS

General Purpose Plastic 3mm Yelow Led

UHF Chassis Ski- Sqr £0.50
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
Extensive range of RF con1A 250V
39 x 15MM
'lectors in stock inc.FME,
SMA, Mini UHF'S. N Type.
12mm 0 Mou ing Hole
Non Latching Push to Make
Terminals
Black PTM
£0.60

Prices Exclude Vat @17/,%. Add £1.25 carriage
om

3mm Red Led
3mm Green Led

UHF Plug Ilmm Cable £0.83 Standard Square

taw solo

AN I'vlo,or Credit caras Accepted

LIDS

BNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.62 250mA 125V 28 x 10mm
BNC Plug 750 Solder £0.95 7mm 0 Mounting Hole
BNC Plug 750 Crimp £0.70 Non Latching Push to Make
£0.24
BNC Chassis Socket £0.83 Black PTM
F Plug - Twist
£0.24 Red PTM
£0.24
F Plug - Crimp
£0.26 Yellow PTM
£0.24
TNC Plug 500 Solder E1.24 Green PTM
£0.24
£0.24
TNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.85 Blue PTM
TNC Plug 750 Solder £1.40 White PTM
£0.24
TNC Plug 750 Crimp £1.16 Non Latching Push to Break
UHF Plug 5mm Cable £0.63 Black PTB
£0.24

ELF' i'MONIC COMPONENTS

100 x 50 x 25mm
112 x 62 x 31mm
120 x 65 x 40mm
150 x 80 x 50mm
121 x 95 x 61mm

£2.98 7 Segment Displays

£3.55 0.56 -Red C.Cathode £0.78
£0.78
£4.02 0.51" Red C.Anode
£5.36 0.3" Red C.Cathode £0.78
£5.99 0.3" Red C.Anode
£0.78

Infra Red Devices
£0.60 Two Piece Aluminium
£2.08 3mm IR Emitter
£0.23
£0.60 133 x 70 x 37mm
£1.94 5mm IR Emitter
£0.39
£0.60 102 x 102 x 37mm
Colours Red, Block, Green, Latching -push On push Off 102 x 70 x 37mm
£1.76 3mm Photo -Transistor £0.26
Blue, White or Yellow
£2.19 5mm Photo -Transistor £0.64
Black
£0.65 133 x 102 x 37mm
£0.18 Red
2mm Solder Plugs
£1.86 Photo Diode
£0.75
£0.65 102 x 63 x 50mm
2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26 Blue
£1.34 4N25 Opto-Coupler £0.38
£0.65 76 x 51 x 25mm
4mm Solder Plugs
£0.30 White
£0.65 152 x 102 x 50mm
£2.90 4N26 Opto-Coupler E0.36
4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40
£3.62 4N32 Opto-Coupler £0.45
178 x 127 x 63mm
ruSrewitches
4mm Chassis Sockets £0.23 Miniature
£4.68 6N135 Opto-Coupler £1.30
203 x 152 x 76mm
4mm Binding Posts
£0.54
£2.15 6N136 Opto-Coupler £0.85
102 x 102 x 63mm
Red PTM
Blue PTM
White PTM

Stamped Pin
6 Pin OIL 0.3"
8 Pin DIL 0.3"
14 Pin DIL 0.3"
16 Pin DIL 0.3"
18 Pin DIL 0.3"
20 Pin DIL 0.3"
24 Pin OIL 0.6"
28 Pin OIL 0.6"
40 Pin DIL 0.6"

£0.06
£0.06

8 Pin DIL 0.3"
14 Pin DIL 0.3"
16 Pin DIL 0.3"
18 Pin OIL 0.3"
20 Pin DIL 0.3"
24 Pin DIL 0.6"
28 Pin DIL 0.6"

£0.11

Turned Pin

£0.11
£0.1 1

£0.12
£0.11

£0.13
£0.13
£0.19

£0.20
£0.23
£0.26
£0.28
£0.35

Solder Bucket

9 Way Male Plug
£0.29
9 Way Female Socket £0.28
15 Way Male Plug
£0.39

15 Way Female S-ocket£0.39
£0.49
15 Way H.D. Plu
15 Way N.D.Socket £0.78
£0.49 33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13 6A 250V Solder Tags
23 Way Male Plug
£2.57 6N137 Opto-Coupler £0.90
SPST 21 x 14 x 16mm £0.69 133 x 102 x 63mm
23 Way Female Socket £0.49
£3.23 6N138 OptoCoupler £1.30
x 76mm
DPDT 21 x 24 x 22mm £0.96 1520102
£0.46 Power Connecters
25 Way Male Plug
Steel/Aluminium
6N139 Opto-Coupler £0.90
SPST
Red
Neon
£1.02
DC
Lew
Voltage
£0.41
25 Way_ Eemale Plug
Plastic
coated
steel
top CNY17.1 0 -Coupler £0.47
SPST - Green Neon
£1.02
IDC itfthen Meuntin
Aluminium base
CNY17-2 0 -Coupler £0.38
SPST
Amber
Neon
£1.02
9 Way Male Plug
£1.08
152 x 114 x 44mm
£4.19 CNY17.3 0 -Coupler £0.47
Standard
9 Way Female Socket £1.08
£4.99
IS
-74 Opto-Coupler £0.45
203
x
127
x
51mm
25 Way Males Plug
£1.18 DC Plug 0.7ID 2.350D £0.46 15A 250V Push on Tags
£5.62 ISD-74 Opto-Coupler £0.99
Plug 1.310 3.400 £0.32 SPST 30011 x 22mm £0.62 229 x 127 x 63mm
25 Way Femle Socket£1.13 DC
£3.04 150-74 Opto-Coupler £1.S2
DC Plug 1.7I0 4.000 £0.50 DPDT 30 x 25 x 22mm £1.12 114 x 63 x 57mm

Right Angled PCS

DC Plug 1.710 4.7500 £0.46 Shradriatod
DC Plug 2.110 5.000 £0.24 15A 250V Push on Togs
DC Plug 2.510 5.000 £0.24 SPST 30x14mm Red £0.84
DC Plug 3.1ID 6.300 £0.46 DPST 30x25mm Red £1.40

£0.41

SIL Pin Header SMp

x 36 Way Straight £0.38
2 x 36 Woy Straight £0.56
£0.54
x 36 Way 90
2 x 36 Way 90'
£0.80
Available in 2,34,5 & 10
way. Also female PCB
sockets & jumper links.
20 Way Socket Strip£0.54
1

1

Transistor Sockets

1018-4 Base Socket £0.24
£0.24
T05 Base Socket

IDC Cable Sockets

Who & Cable
Ribbon Coble

MOC3020 Opto-Triac£0.68
MOC3041 Opto-Triac£0.96

ORP12 LDR
£0.89
Price per 300mm (1ft)
Solar Cells
10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11 0.45V
Screw Terminals
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.56 DPST 30x25mm Amber£1.40 16 Way Grey Ribbon
100mA 26 x 46mm
£0.85
9 Way Male Plu
£0.37 DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.56 DPST 30x25mm Green£1.40 20 Way Grey Ribbon
£1.19
22 420000mmAA 4355 xx 56mm75mm
Grey Ribbon
9 Way Female Socket £0.35 DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.46 iti.,,,,
£1.70
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 800mA 66
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.77 DC Chassis Skt 2.5mm £0.46 F,C774. no
£2.96
25 Way Mole Plug
£0.53 IBC Mains 6A 350Vat
lA 24Vdcu DPDT 5V £1.44 40 Way Grey Ribbon £0.48 000m,s, 76 95mrn
£3.52
50
Way
Grey
Ribbon
£0.53
25 Way Female Socket £0.51
lA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £1.44
P lastk D Covers
3A 110V SPDT 6V
£0.58 60 WayQrey Ribbon £0.64 Crystals
Smentelled
Copper
Wire
DT
-36
Small
Can
9 Way Cover - Grey £0.30
3A 110V SPDT 12V
£0.58
£0.42
9 Way Cover - Black £0.30
5A 110V SPDT 6V
£0.72 Per 50g (2oz) Reel
NC -49/U Case
15 Way Cover - Grey £0.33
, , ,,
5A 110V SPDT 12V
£0.72 500g, reels available
£1.49
14
SING
Enamelled
£0.95
1.8432MHZ
3
Pin
IEC
tine
Socket
23 Way Cover - Grey £0.36
r..,' -.0'; 5A 1 10V DPDT 6V
£0.93
£1.49
£0.95 2.0MHZ
23 Way Cover - Black £0.36 3 Pin IEC Line Plug
ril-A..', 5A 110V DPDT 12V
£0.93 16 SWG Enamelled
£1.24
£0.95 2.4576MHz
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.36 3 Pin Chassis Socket ,,l -X--/,,,. 5A 240V DPDT 6V
£1.76 18 SWG Enamelled
£0.96
3
Pin
Chassis
Plug
20
SWG
Enamelled
£0.95
3.2768MHz
25 Way Cover - Black £0.36
£1.76
5A 240V DPDT 12V
£0.81
E0.99 3.579545MHz
9 to 9 Cover / Case
£0.96 I Way Mclean
10A 240V SPDT 6V
£1.25 22 SWG Enamelled
£1.10 3.6864MHz
£0.81
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0.84
10A 240V SPDT 12V £1.44 24 SWG Enamelled
£0.81
£1.12
4.0MHz
26
SWG
Enamelled
9 to 25 Cover / Case £0.96
1 OA 240V SPOT 24V E1.44
£0.81
£1.18 4.194304MHz
28 SWG Enamelled
/Ladle Ceamecters
Censpider Accessories
£0.81
£1.20 4.433619MHz
30 SWG Enamelled
Adapters
£0.81
32 SWG Enamelled
£1.22 4.9152MHz
£0.81
34 SWG Enamelled
£1.24 6.0MHz
£0.81
£1.25 6.144MHz
8 Pin Line Plug P551
£4.08
36 SWG Enamelled
2.5mm Jock Plug
£0.21 8 Pin ChassisSkt P552 £1.39
£0.81
£1.50 7.3728MHz
38 SWG Enamelled
2.5mm Line Socket
£0.16
£0.81
40 SWG Enamelled
£1.81 8.0MHz
2.5mm Chassis Socket £0.09
£0.81
8.867238MHz
Tinned
Copper
Wire
3.5mm Mono Plug
£0.24 DIVetts
9M Gender Changer £2.18 Per 509 (2oz) Reel
£0.81
10.0MHz
3.5mm Mono Line Skt £0.30
9F Gender Changer £2.29 500g reels available
11.0MHz
£0.81
3.5mm Mono Chassis £0.14
£0.83
25M Gender Changer £2.60 16 SWG Tinned
£0.95 11.0592MHz
3.5mm Stereo Plug
£0.33
£0.83
25F Gender Changer £2.80 18 SWG Tinned
£0.95 12.0MHz
3.5mm Stereo Line Skt £0.37
9
Male
25
Female
£0.83
£1.90
20
SWG
Tinned
£0.99
14.7456MHz
3.5mm Stereo Chassis £0.34 Bab-Minialwre
9 Femole - 25 Male
£0.83
£1.90 22 SWG Tinned
£0.99 16.0MHz
4' Mono Plug
£0.30 3A 125V lA 250V
9M 6 Mini Din Male £2.40 24 SWG Tinned
£0.90
£1.01 20.0MHz
5mm
0
Mounting
Hole
Yi" Mono Line Socket £0.35
£0.58
9F
6
Mini
Din
Female
£2.40
Equipment
Wire
4" Mono Chassis Sk
£0.40 SPST 5 x 10mm
£0.60 5M Din 4i 6F Mini Din £2.08 Colours Black, Brown, Red, Also in stock - Crystal
'4" Stereo Plug
£0.40 SPDT 5 x lOmm
5F Din - 6M Mini Din £2.08 Orange, Yellow, Green
Osdliater Modules a
'4" Stereo Line Socket £0.38 SPDT C/Off 5 x lOmm £0.86 Testers / Match Sexes
Blue Purple, Grey & White
Ceram lc Resonators.
:4" Stereo Chassis Ski £0.44 DPDT 9.2 x 10mm
£0.66 Mini Tester 7 LEDs
£6.68 Per 100m Reel
Full Technical
Minialere
IIII/T11111 Speakon Plug £2.65
Check
Tester
18
LEDs
£6.98
Solid
1/0.6mm
Specifica1Hen
Available
£2.72
6A 125V 3A 250V
D IN Scarhas
Enhanced + Switches £15.25 Stranded 7/0.2mm
£2.53
£0.21 6.2mm 0 Mounting Hole
2 Pin Line Plug
25D Jumper Box M -F £2.90
SPST
8
x
13mm
2 Pin Chassis Socket£0.15
Patch Box M -F
£7.32
£0.60 25D
3 Pin Line Plug
£0.27 SPDT 8 x 13mm
Anti -Static Wrist Strap £4.76 High output peizo sounder with flying leads, built in
3 Pin Chassis Socket £0.28 SPOT c/off 8 x 13mm £0.60 RS232 Surge Protector £5.43 driver & pulsed circuit.
SPDT
c/o
Biased
2
way£1.10
4 Pin Line Plug
£0.24
Mains Surge Proiector£11.99 3-20Vdc, 18mA,
4 Pin Chassis Socket£0.26 SPDT c/o Biased 1 way£1.04 4 Gang Surge Block £15.50 85dB (Min 9Vdc), 42mm0.
£0.72 Loads A Cables
5 Pin Line Plug 180'
£0.30 DPDT 12 x 13mm
DPDT
c/off
12
x
13mm
£0.80
5 Pin Chassis Ski 180' £0.32
(25+)
5 Pin Line Plug 240'
£0.24 DPDT c/o Biased 2 way£1.28
5 Pin Chassis Skt240' £0.32 DPDT c/o Biased 1 way£1.28
Normal Price _£1,60
5 Pin Line Plug 360'
£0.24 Standard
DM830 Digital Multimeter
5 Pin Chassis Skt360° £0.32 10A 250V Push on terminals
A sturdy well designed 3Vi Digit LCD multimeter ideal for
6 Pin Line Plug
£0.27 11 mm 0 Mounting Hole
£1.44
hobby or professional use. Covering_five functions with
6 Pin Chassis Socket£0.32 SPST 18 x 30mm
1.5m
Printer
Lea.
E£93.3480
£1.42 5m Printer Lead
18 range includin 10Adc Current --01IC Volts, AC Volts,
7 Pin Line Plug
£0.35 SPDT 18 x 30mm
DC Current, Resistance, Diode Test, also with simple
7 Pin Chassis Socket £0.37 SPDT c/off 18 x 30mm £1.52 10m Printer Lead
£12.38
£1.78 Serial Printer 25M -9F £4.50 function enerator output. Supplied complete with bat8 Pin Line Plug
£0.44 DPDT 21 x 30mm
DPDT
c/off
21
x
30mm
£2.02
tery,
test leads & operating instructions. CE Approved.
8 Pin Chassis 'Socket £0.36
Serial Printer 25M -25F £4.45
.

10 Way Socket
14 Way Socket
16 Way Socket
20 Way Socket
26 Way Socket
34 Way Socket
40 Way Socket
50 Way Socket

£0.23
£0.34
£0.31

£0.26
£0.35
£0.52
£0.66
£0.75

PCB Be:
Headers
10 Way Straight
14 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90'
20 Way 9026 Way 90'
34 Way 90'
40 Way 90'
50 Way 90'

£0.27
£0.36
£0.36
£0.41

£0.57
£0.57
£0.63
£0.96
£0.33
£0.42
£0.53
£0.70
£0.72
£0.83
£0.95

Badears
Ltch
H eaders

10 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90'
20 Way 90
26 Way 90'
34 Way 90'
40 Way 9050

Way 90'

f0.85 ea,
f0.79

£0.50
£0.70
£0.78
£0.81

£0.86
£1.56
£1.29
£0.58
£0.78
£0.82
£1.06
£1.14
£1.26
£1.74

DIL Nosd.rs

14 Way DIL
16 Way DIL
24 Woy DIL
40 Way DIL

Pulsed Peke &Haider

£0.54
£0.59
£0.90
£1.02

Phone Series

Red Line Plug
Black Line Plug
Yellow Line Plug
White Line Plug
Red Line Socket
Block Line Socket
Yellow Line Socket
White Line Socket
Red Chassis Socket
Black Chassis Socket

Null Modem Leeds

Miniature

Mecham Loads

9 Female - 9 Female £3.45
25 Female- 25 Female £4.63
9 Female - 25 Female £2.90
£5.54
98,25F to 9&25F

300mA 125V

7 x 15mm Mounting Hole
£0.15
DPDT 7 x23mm

Standard

lA 125V
5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole
DPDT 12 x 35mm
£0.24
DPDT c/o 12 x 35mm £0.27

XLR Series - metal

3 Pin Line Plug
3 Pin Line Socket
3 Pin Chassis Plu
3 Pin Chassis Socket
Neutrik Line Plu

Neutrik Line Socket

Neutrik (cih,cins,s,!s Plug

Nnrerik

Tel: 0191 2514363

25Male to 9Female
25Male tp 25Fpmale

£4.08
£4.75

o"k

Interlink 25M to 25M

£5.70

Jell°

25Male to 25Male
36Mole to 36Mple

£4.12
£5.90

PC Link Leads

Patch Lead

Internal Leads

AC Volts
0-200-750V
DC Volts
0-200mV-2-20-200-1000V
DC Current
0-2000A-2-20-200mA-10A
Power 5T4 -3Y: 5;4
Resistance
Networks
£1.50
T Piece -FMF
£2.40 0 -2000 -2 -20 -200k0 -2M0
Et
£1 .82 150mA 250V
T Piece FFF
£2.40 Dimensions 126 x 70 x 24mm
£1.50 Make before Break 22mm 0 BNC
BNC
Coupler
F
£1.02
£1.70 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole
BNC Coupler M
£1 65
£1.73 1 Pole 12 Way
BNC Ratchet Crimper£17.44 PCB Material A Squipment
£1.99 2 Pole 6 Way
5052 BNC Terminator £1.24 FREI Fully illustrated catalogue, send SAE (60p Stamps)
£2.13 3 Pole4 W
Eas, Th,net Cable per m -0.39
4 Pole 3 Way

Gold Plated Plug Red £0.76
Gold Plated Plug Black00.76 Rotary Switches

Translation Headers

10 Way Transistion £0.49
14 Way Transistion £0.47
16 Way Transistion £0.47
20 Way Tronsistion £0.54
26 Way Tronsistion £0.62
34 Way Transistion £0.67
40 Way Transistion £0.90
50 Way Tronsistion £1.02

£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20
£0.20

Slid. Switches

Floppy Cable A/B
Hard Disk 2xIDE
Power 3'7,2 x 3',
Power 5'4-2 x 5::
Power 5'4-2 x 3],

£4.70
£2.32
£1.88
£1.50
£2.24
£2.24

EE£08:888444

Fax: 0191 2522296 Email: sales@esr.co.uk
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Homebuilding a PC today could be described as "easy - but with boobytraps".
Robert Penfold starts this month with the basics of buying compatible parts and
fitting them together.
t one time custom, do-it-yourself PCs were very
much the domain of the computer enthusiast, and
not at all for the average PC user. Things have
changed in recent years, and a fair percentage of
PCs today are either home -built or upgraded by their
owners to the point where they have what is virtually a home assembled PC. Some PC market surveys seem to put home
builders as a whole roughly on a par with some of the major PC
manufacturers for numbers of PCs produced in the last year or
two! Building up your own PC is simpler than it used to be, and the
general level of computer competence has increased over the
years. There are now many more people with the basic
competence to undertake this type of thing.
This is not to say that anyone can successfully build and set-up
their own PC. The bad news is that PC systems are not quite SG
"plug and go" as they are sometimes described. Actually building
the computer is not very difficult at all. PCs have progressed well
beyond the stage where you could seriously set about building
your own circuit boards. Building a PC now is truly a matter of
bolting ready-made circuit boards into a ready-made case. It is a
simple assembly job that often requires nothing more than a
screwdriver, and is probably easier than putting together some
screw -it -yourself furniture. The skill required lies in selecting suitable
components, and in getting the finished computer correctly set up
and running your applications. DIY PCs are not really a practical
proposition for those who are new to PCs, or even for those of
limited experience. Someone who has been using PCs for a few
years can sort out the minor difficulties that will inevitably arise. The
same problems would probably baffle a new user.

It is only fair to point out the realities at the start. Some
people undertake this task in the hope that they will save
money. With careful buying from discount mail order suppliers,
a DIY PC might be somewhat cheaper than a ready assembled
equivalent. It should certainly cost no more. Some of the
saving is because you are not paying someone to spend a few
hours putting the thing together. Not paying for helplines and
other customer support accounts for much of the saving but,
bearing in mind that the first rule of buying PCs for the
uninitiated is "buy from somewhere that provides support", you
will be largely on your own if things go wrong.

Note: DIY computer building is not a suitable project for
a complete novice, and also involves mains handling
and static handling of expensive parts. Seek help from a
more experienced colleague before undertaking any
ircesses you are not sure about.
You might think that, if you choose reputable components.
nothing much could go wrong, but this would be putting trust
in optimism over experience! PCs are complex system and,
despite increasing standardisation, they are still notorious for
obscure hardware incompatibility problems. Putting together a
set of perfectly functional components will not necessarily
produce a totally functional PC. If you should run into this kind
of problem. the supplier of the component that is giving you
difficulty will almost certainly deduct a testing and restocking
fee from any refund offered. If the offending part works when
tried in their test computers, they will be unlikely to accept it as
faulty. It is helpful if the DIY PC builder already
has at least one reasonably modern PC. I
recently ran into problems with memory
modules that seemed to be faulty, but
worked fine when tested by the supplier.
When I swapped the memory from the new
computer with the memory from an existing
PC, they both worked fine! Juggling the
components of two PCs will often banish
obscure incompatibility problems.

The right stuff

Modern motherboards have integrtaed parts of various types. Make sure th board is
supplied complete with a basic set of matching cables

I reckon that most PC builders fall into two
basic categories: those who put a PC together
from whatever they can get cheaply at the
time, and those who select the components
carefully for their ideal PC. Either way, but
particularly with the cheap approach, you must
plough quite a bit of effort into buying
components that will work properly together.
This is a list of the components needed to
produce a fully operational multimedia PC:
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There are two distinct types of Intel Pentium
processor. These are the standard MMX
processors, which fit into a square holder on the
motherboard known as "Socket 7", and the
Pentium II processors which fit into a connector
that looks rather like a large memory module
socket, and is known as "Slot 1". The two types
of processor are not hardware -compatible, and
motherboards take only one or the other. The
normal Pentium II processors operate at speeds
of 233, 266, 300, and 333 MHz. Two higher
speed versions operating at 350 and 400 MHz
have just been announced, but these chips
require special motherboards that operate at
100 MHz (and a correspondingly fast memory),
as opposed to the 66 MHz of the earlier
Pentium II processors. The new processors and
motherboards are not in the shops as I write.
but the latest "turbo" technology is best left to
This gigabyte motherboard uses the standard AT layout. The large ZIF socket is
for the CPU.
the experts and is not really a suitable starting
point.
Intel is expected to kill off its "socket 7" processors by the
A case with power supply and accessories
end of this year, and replace them with low-cost Pentium II
A motherboard with leads
processors (the "Celeron" processors) that lack the added
A microprocessor with heatsink and fan
512K of memory cache of the normal Pentium Ils. At the
Memory or memories
moment it is unclear how much this will affect their
A monitor
performance, but full Pentium II processors look like a better
A video card
bet if you need any kind of high performance. Socket 7 MMX
A 3.5 -inch HD disk drive (optional but still very useful)
processors are an attractive proposition at present if you can
A hard disk .drive
get by with less than the ultimate performance. The processors
A CD-ROM drive
and motherboards are available at very low prices, and they
An operating system
will run virtually all current software properly (but check when
A keyboard and mouse
buying). Also, they use well -tried and tested technology that is
A sound card and speakers
less likely to produce any unpleasant surprises for the DIY PC
builder.
Obviously do not need the sound card and speakers if you
Any modern Pentium motherboard should work with Intel
are not into multimedia applications (or if you have a family and
166MHz, 200MHz, and 233MHz MMX processors, but if you
want a quiet life), but these days you will need the CD-ROM
opt for a compatible processor make sure that you do buy a
drive because virtually all software is supplied on CD-ROMs.
motherboard that can operate with it. MMX processors operate
Your applications will probably require further components,
with twin supply voltages, and the genuine Intel chips need a
such as a printer or a modem, but at the moment we are only
potential of 3.3 volts for the circuits that connect to the outside
concerned with the basic PC and not with extras of this type.
world. The main circuit of the processor requires a core voltage
Obviously a lot of these components, such as the mouse and
of 2.8 volts. Processors from other manufacturers mainly use
monitor, are standard items that should not give experienced
different core voltages.
computer users any trouble. Video cards are a rich source of
compatibility problems. You often have the choice of
ordinary PCI or AGP (advanced graphics port) versions. The
AGP version is likely to give better 3D performance, but you
then have to be careful with your choice of motherboard. An
AGP port is not yet a standard motherboard feature.
Choosing the motherboard and processor present the
main challenge. With so many different microprocessors
currently available for PCs, and new ones coming along all
the time, this is a confusing area. There seem to be dozens
of different motherboards on offer. The safest option is to
use an Intel processor and a motherboard from one of the
larger manufacturers such as Gigabyte. ODI, Asus,
Supermicro. and Chaintech. On the other hand, compatible
processors from IBM/Cyrix and AMD have proved
themselves to be very viable alternatives to the Intels. I have
personally never experienced any major difficulties with
inexpensive no -name motherboards, but many of these are
supplied with rather limited documentation. Beginners would
probably be in safer hands with well -documented products,
Most CPU fans tap power from a disk drive
such as those from Chaintech and Gigabyte.
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Over -clocking
There are also differences in the clock
speeds used for non -Intel processors.
The subject of clock speeds often
confuses newcomers to PC assembly,
and one reason for this is that there are
actually two clock rates within the PC.
The processor operates at a clock
frequency that is several times higher
than the clock frequency used for the
motherboard. For example, an Intel 200
MHz MMX processor operates with a
motherboard clock rate of 66 MHz and
so-called x3 operation. In other words,
the processor is clocked at a rate that
is three times higher than the
motherboard clock frequency. Note that
the clock speeds quoted for the
IBM/Cyrix processors are not the actual
clock frequencies used, but are given
as a guide to the effective speed when
SDRAM in the form of 168 -pin DIMMS (top) are now replacing 72 -pin EDO SIMMs (bottom)
running typical applications. For instance.
the IBM/Cyrix 200 MHz MMX chip is
the most convenient, and I would guess that before too long
actually clock at 150 MHz, but runs applications at a speed
practically all motherboards will use it. Incidentally, the same
which is comparable to an Intel 200 MHz MMX processor.
three methods of control are used with Slot 1 motherboards to
Rather unhelpfully, some of these chips exist in two versions
set the clock frequencies.
operating with different clock speeds and (or) core voltages.
All Pentium class processors consume a fair amount of
Where appropriate, the chips themselves or normally marked
power and require a heatsink and fan to prevent overheating.
with details of the required clock rates and operating voltages.
In general, the higher the clock frequency the larger the
The choice of processor depends on the processing power
heatsink required. The IBM/Cyrix chips, despite their lower
you require and how much you are prepared to pay, but you
actual clock frequencies, require larger heatsinks than
clearly need to be careful that the motherboard you obtain is
equivalent chips from other manufacturers. It is advisable to
fully compatible with your processor. This is especially
buy the heatsink and fan together with the microprocessor and
important with the IBM/Cyrix chips, because some of them
an assurance from the supplier that the heatsink is adequate
require high motherboard clock rates that are not supported by
for the particular processor you are using. Modern
all recent motherboards. There is a slight problem with
motherboards have a 12 -volt output for the fan, but most
processors that require board frequencies of more than
heatsink fans take the alternative route of taking power from
66MHz, which is simply that Intel VX, HX and TX support
one of the supply's power connectors for a 5.25 -inch drive. A
chipsets do not support these higher frequencies. There are
pass -through lead is normally included, so that the connector
alternative support chipsets, but many boards use the Intel
can supply power to both the fan and a drive.
chips together with so-called over -clocking. In other words, the
chips are used beyond their designed maximum operating
Where it's AT
frequency. The manuals for these boards explain how to set
These days PC cases are normally supplied complete with a
the higher board frequencies, but usually include a disclaimer
power supply unit of a fairly generous power rating of around
advising against doing so. In other words, you can use these
230 watts. Various styles of case are available, and the best
boards at high clock rates if you like, but the manufacturers
type is largely a matter of personal preference. However, I
accept no responsibility if things go wrong. If you are going to
would not recommend using the smallest types because these
use a processor that requires a high motherboard clock
are often difficult to work on, and they can also be rather
frequency, and especially if you are using one of the new
limiting due to their small number of drive bays. In the
Socket 7 chips that operate at more than 233MHz, the safe
catalogues you will find AT and ATX cases listed, and it is
option is to buy the processor and motherboard as a package.
important to understand the differences between them. AT
Get a guarantee that they will operate properly together.
cases are what I suppose could be regarded as the traditional
There are three normal methods of setting up the board to
PC cases, and they are equipped with standard PC power
operate with the appropriate processor. The two old-fashioned
supply units. Most modern cases of this type will only accept
ways are to use either jumper connectors or DIP switches. The
"baby" AT motherboards, but the full-size variety is either not
manual for the motherboard should show how to set up the
manufactured any more, or has become extremely hard to find;
available clock frequencies and core voltage options. In most
a situation which should make buyers cautious. AT cases will
cases the settings required for each supported processor
not normally accept ATX format motherboards.
would be provided, making it easy to set up the board
ATX cases are primarily intended for use with ATX style
correctly for your chosen processor. The modern alternative is
motherboards. but in most cases they will also accept
for the motherboard to automatically detect the type of
standard AT boards. With an AT motherboard the voltages
processor fitted and to provide the correct settings for you.
required by the processor are provided from the +5 volt supply
Manual control is still possible via the BIOS set-up program. I
by an on -board voltage regulator. The power supply of an ATX
think there is no doubt that the automatic detection method is
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SIMM SOCKET
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SIMM IS INSERTED FROM THIS SIDE OF SOCKET

Figure 1: SIMMS must be inserted from the correct side of the socket

set, which should offer USB support and so on. Incidentally,
Pentium II motherboards operating at up to 333MHz are
normally based on the LX chipset, but some early designs are
based on the old FX chips. It is definitely advisable to buy one
of the latest LX boards, which should have "all mod cons".

case has a 3.3 -volt output, which reduces the need for
regulators on the motherboard. Note that the standard AT and
ATX power supply units use different connectors, so there is no
risk of connecting the wrong type to the motherboard. Modern
AT motherboards mostly have both types of connector so that
they can be used with either type of supply.
Apart from differences in the power supply requirements.
ATX boards differ from standard AT types in other respects.
Modern motherboards have one parallel and two serial ports
as standard. With AT boards, leads connect the board to the
port connectors fitted on the rear of the case. Most cases have
ready-made cut-outs for these connectors, but it is often more
convenient to mount then in special blanking plates which can
be fitted in place behind any unused or "dummy" expansion
slots. In fact most motherboards are supplied complete with a
basic set of leads, which includes serial and parallel port leads
with connectors ready fitted into blanking plates. In most cases
there is no difficulty in removing the connectors from the plates
and fitting them on the rear of the case instead. This is all
academic with ATX boards, since they have the serial and
parallel port connectors on the rear of the motherboard, and
these match up with cut-outs in the rear of the case, much like
an ordinary PC keyboard connector. The interior of a PC tends
to be a mass of cables, and the ATX approach eases this
problem somewhat.
Another major difference between AT and ATX
motherboards is that ATX boards have a totally redesigned
layout. There is a slight problem when the traditional layout is
applied to modern PCs with heatsinks and fans fitted to the
processors. These appendages effectively increase the height
of the processor, and can make it impossible to fit some of the
longer expansion cards into certain of the expansion sockets.
The situation is worse with Pentium II computers due to the
large size of the processor, which looks more like a
videocassette than an integrated circuit. The ATX layout places
the microprocessor to the side of the expansion slots where it
will not get in the way. The ATX layout is also supposed to
make it easier to get at the memory sockets, but in practice
things do not always seem to work out this way.
So far, ATX boards and cases have not been very popular.
which is probably due to their relatively high cost. The price
differential between AT and ATX components is now quite
small, and an ATX case and motherboard probably represents
the most practical choice, particularly if you are building a
Pentium II computer. If you are building a PC based on a
Socket 7 processor it is still probably worth using an ATX
motherboard. Unless you are working on a really tight budget,
it is worthwhile buying a board based on the TX support chip

Assembly
Assembling all the components should be reasonably
straightforward but will be fiddly. Having nimble fingers is an
asset! Bear in mind that the motherboards, processors and
many of the expansion cards are static -sensitive, and that they
require the same handling precautions that you would use
when dealing with MOS integrated circuits in a normal project.
Due to the relatively high cost of PC components it is only
prudent to take more care than normal. It is probably not
worthwhile paying out for expensive anti -static mats,
wristbands, and so on, but it is essential to have an earthed
metal worktop so that you can work safely on the
motherboard. Something as basic as a large piece of metal
cooking foil on the worktop is all that is needed. You can use a
crocodile clip lead to earth the foil to the earth output of a
bench power supply, to the metal case of a mains powered
project, or any gadget that has an earthed case. It is a good
idea to touch the foil occasionally. and before handling any PC
components, so that any static build-up in your body is
discharged to earth before it has a chance to do any harm.
It is a good idea to do as much work on the motherboard
as possible before it is fixed inside the case, because the
board will be much less accessible once it is in the case. Don't
find out the difference the hard way if you can help it! Each
situation must be taken on its own merits, but the preliminary
work on the motherboard will normally include fitting the
processor and memory modules, and where appropriate
setting up any jumpers or DIP switches.
If you are building a Pentium II computer the motherboard
will only accept DIMMs (dual in -line memory modules), but it
will probably work with both EDO and SDRAM versions of
these modules. There is no point in using EDO DIMMs, as they
are more difficult to obtain, are likely to be more expensive, and
will give inferior performance. Sockets 7 motherboards mostly
have provision for four SIMMs (single in -line memory modules)
or two DIMMs. The SIMM sockets will usually accept fast page
memory or EDO memory, but as EDO memory is cheaper and
faster there is no point in considering the fast page variety. In
fact there is probably no point in using any form of SIMM
memory, because SDRAM DIMMs are likely to cost no more
but will give slightly better performance. Note that unbuffered,
not buffered. SDRAM DIMMs are required, but this is the only
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type offered by most suppliers.
Fitting DIMMs is very easy, and it is impossible to fit them
the wrong way round because a polarising key is cut in the
circuit board. From this, and the matching bar in the DIMM
socket, it is easy to determine which way around the module
should go. The module simply drops into place vertically and
as it is pressed down into position the plastic levers at each
end of the socket should start to close up. Pressing them both
into the vertical position should securely lock the module in
place. Virtually all Pentium motherboards require SIMMs to be
used in pairs, but DIMMs can be used singly.
SIMMs are slightly more awkward to fit and, although in
theory it is impossible to fit them the wrong way around, in
practice it does happen. There is the usual polarising notch in
the module and key in the socket, but they are small and only
slightly off-centre. Note that Pentium motherboards are only
compatible with 72 -pin SIMMs and that they will only take the
old 30 -pin variety via adapters. With the current low cost of
memory there would seem to be little point in using these
adapters, which have a reputation for problems. When fitting
SIMMs orient the motherboard so that the sides of the
sockets, which have the metal clips, are facing towards you
and the plain sides are facing away from you (figure 1). Take a
SIMM and fit it into the first socket (the one that is furthest
away from you), and note that it must be leaning toward you
slightly and not fully vertical. Once it is right down into the
socket it should lock into place when it is raised to the vertical
position. If it will not fit into position properly it is probably the
wrong way round. Turn it through 180 degrees and try again.
Unlike some previous Intel processors, the Socket 7 chips
can only be fitted the right way round. If you look at the socket
you will notice that one corner does not have a hole for a pin
whereas the other three do. Similarly, the processor itself has a
-missing" pin in one corner, and this corner of the chip is
usually marked on the top surface by a dot. But be very careful
when handling the processor, as getting even one pin slightly
bent will prevent it from fitting into the holder. There is a large
lever at one side of the socket and this must be raised to the
vertical position before the processor can be fitted into place.
Once aligned with the socket, the processor should drop easily
into place. Once the processor is properly seated in the
socket, return the lever to the horizontal position to lock it in
place. The heatsink and fan have spring -clips that fit onto
plastic lugs on the socket. The heatsink will sometimes be a
rather lose fitting, but you will probably find that the clip can be
adjusted to an alternative height setting that gives more reliable

results. It is essential that the heatsink fits securely onto the
socket, because the processor could easily be destroyed if the
heatsink comes lose in use. Some motherboards have built-in
processor temperature monitoring and safety circuits, but this
is by no means a universal feature. Pentium II processors
simply plug into a polarised socket that is rather like an
ordinary expansion slot.

Stand-off
It is generally easier if the motherboard is fitted into the case
first, and then the drives are fitted. The case should be
supplied complete with fixings and stand-offs for the
motherboard. In most cases there will be one or two holes in
the motherboard which do not match up with fixings in the
case, but provided the board is supported at about five or six

points there should be no problems. Every case seems to use
a slightly different mounting arrangement, so you have to use a
little ingenuity (or guesswork) here. With modern cases there is
no need for any mounting rails on the drives. They simply slide
straight into the bays and are bolted in place using the screws
supplied with the case.
Connect the power supply cables, drive cables, and sc, on
before fitting the expansion cards, because the cards tend to
severely restrict access to the interior of the case. The 3.5- and
5.25 -inch drive power connectors are polarised and can not be
fitted the wrong way round. The same is true of ATX
motherboard power connectors. AT motherboards have two
polarised power connectors, but be careful not to get them
swapped over. The convention is for the four ground (black)
leads to be in the middle of the line of 12 leads. The floppy
drive controller is integrated with the motherboard, and the
board should be supplied with a "twisted" lead for two drives.
This is connected in the manner shown in figure 2. The two
drives have the same set-up, and it is the twist in the cable
that determines which is drive A and which is drive B. If only
one floppy drive is fitted. simply leave the drive B connector
unused. Computer data leads are made from grey ribbon cable
that has a red lead at one end. The convention is for this lead
to carry the pin 1 connection. The instruction manuals will
indicate which pin on each connector is pin 1, but this
information is usually marked on the motherboard and drives
as well.
Modern motherboards have two IDE connectors that will
each take two IDE devices such as hard drives and CD-ROM
drives. There will probably be just one IDE data lead provided
with the motherboard, but this will have connectors for two

TWIST IN CABLE

0

I

f

DRIVE B

MOTHERBOARD

Figure 2: a twist in the data cables determines which floppy disk drive is A, and which is drive B.
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DRIVE A

the case. Make quite sure that there is no risk of any
cables jamming in the CPU's cooling fan. Due to the large

drives. It does not matter which drive connects to which
connector, as it is the drive settings that determine which one
is the master and which is the slave. The hard drive would
normally be set as the master with the CD-ROM drive its slave
device. The drives' instruction manuals will give details of the
jumper settings required. In theory there could be a slight
advantage in buying a second data cable and installing the
CD-ROM drive as the master device on the second IDE port.
In practice this does not make any obvious difference in
performance.
Where appropriate, the serial, parallel port and (possibly)
mouse port connectors should be fitted to the case, and
connected to the motherboard. The ribbon cables attached to
these connectors follow the normal rule of having the red lead
carry the pin 1 connection. If not marked on the motherboard
itself, pin 1 of each connector should be indicated in a diagram
in the manual. There are various switched and LEDs fitted to
the case that must also be connected to the motherboard.
These include such things as power and hard drive LEDs, and
the reset switch. It is unlikely that the miscellaneous facilities of
the motherboard will precisely match those of the case. The
case may have a "turbo" switch and LED, but these are not
usually implemented on motherboards (or do not actually do
anything it they are). Some leads may therefore have to be left
unconnected. Provided the computer has the power and drive
LEDs, the reset switch and the loudspeaker connected, it
should be perfectly usable. There may be "+" marks on the
leads and motherboard connectors to indicate the LED
polarities, but it is sometimes necessary to use the "suck it and
see method" to get them connected the right way round. No
damage will occur if you get it wrong at the first attempt.
Finally, add in the expansion cards, and if you have one, fit
the audio lead that connects the CD-ROM drive to the audio
board. With the mouse, keyboard, monitor, and power leads
connected, the computer is ready for testing. However, before
switching on it would be a good idea to give everything a final
check. Also, you may wish to use cable -ties or double -sided
adhesive pads to stop loose cables from flapping around inside

number of leads going here, there, and everywhere, it is difficult
to make the interior of the unit look really neat. Anyway, it is
best not to overdo it when fixing cables to the case as this can
make life difficult if you wish to make changes to the computer
later on.

The BIOS

When you switch on the computer it should produce the usual
start-up messages. but you should exit the start-up sequence
and go into the BIOS Setup program by following the
appropriate on -screen instruction (which usually tells you to
press the "Del" key). A modern BIOS provides control over all
manners of things, but to a large extent it is just a matter of
setting the time and date, and specifying the floppy drive or
drives present. The BIOS can auto -detect things like the hard
drive type and the amount of memory fitted. You might have to
indicate the type of memory fitted, and it might be possible to
make a few improvements to the settings later on, but initially it
is a good idea to let the BIOS use what it considers to be the
optimum settings.
The hard disk will be supplied with the low level formatting
completed, but it will need high level formatting and the
operating system added. We will look at hard disk drives in
detail in a subsequent article dealing with PC upgrading, but
the process is quite easy. Some hard disks are supplied with
software that simplifies the process, and it clearly makes sense
to use this software if it is available. If not, you will need an
MS/DOS or Windows 95 boot disk, which also contains the
Format and Fdisk programs. Use the disk to boot -up from dive
A, and then run Fdisk. This is used to partition the disk, and to
set the active partition (the one that the system will boot from).
Note that you must still run Fdisk even if the disk will only have
a single partition, because the operating system will not accept
the presence of the hard disk until Fdisk has done its stuff.
When using Fdisk you simply choose the required option and
follow the on -screen instructions.
Once Fdisk has processed the
disk it can be high level formatted
using the Format program, using the
/s option to transfer the system files
to the disk. It should then be possible
to boot from the hard disk. Once the
drivers for the mouse and CD-ROM
drive have been installed it is possible
to run the installation disk for
Windows 3.1 or Windows 95.
Obtaining Windows 95 for your new
computer can be difficult because the
full Windows 95 program (as
opposed to the upgrade version) is
only sold with hardware. The
important point to note here is that
"hardware" does not necessarily
mean a complete computer and it
should be possible to obtain the full
version when buying the motherboard
or the processor. Once your selected
operating system is installed, it is just
a matter of spending a few hours
installing your applications software,
and the new PC is then ready for
The interior of the finished PC tends to be cluttered with leads. Take particular care to secure
any leads that might get into the fan

use.
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CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED

COAST ELECTRONICS

The Old Bakery, New Barns Road.
Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

12 BIT PRINTER PORT A/D INTERFACE
WITH WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE.

Low cost professional quality Smart Card Systems

2V5 INPUT RANGE. USES 10x SCOPE
PROBE TO GIVE 25V RANGE.

FXTFRN

40MHz SAMPLE RATE MIN. (PENTIUM).

Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard
T=0 or T=1 protocols also Memory and Secure Memory using PC, 2 -wire &
3 -wire interfaces
Supplied with software to read and write to most popular
secure smart cards , inc GSM. PAY PHONE and
ACCESS CONTROL cards.
T=0 or T=1 B 3.579MHz
RS232 @ 9600 -11500 bps
£7.50 P&P
Internal Supply / Ni-MH
Size: 100x70x80 mm
Weight 660 Gram
Supplied with CardServer API for easy
development of SmartCard Applications
using Visual Basic. Delphi or O.,
Supplied with Sample Memory cards &
Secure Smart cards

COMES WITH SCOPE/METER/DATA LOG.
GER/SPECTRUM ANALYSER SOFTWARE
ON CD-ROM. £80

£69 + VAT

PENTIUM 2 AGP VGA CARD 4MEG
EPSON 100 MEG ZIP DRIVE
PENTIUM II COMPUTERS
MAINBOARDS/PROCESSORS/SIMMSDIMMS
SCANNER 30 BIT A4 FLATBED PRINTER PORT
CD-ROM DRIVE 32 SPEED IDE INTERNAL
CD-ROM WRITER/REWRITER SCSI INTERNAL
HARD DISK DRIVE UDMA IDE 8.4 GIG
HARD DISK DRIVE UDMA IDE 32 GIG
VGA CARD PCI 3D 4MEG
PC SOUND CARD 16 BIT ISA
PC MAINBOARD NON MMX PENTIUM

49
90
CALL

CALL
80
59
262
266
122
2g
10
40
86

TRIPLE OUTPUT TENS UNIT
PIC16C74A.10P
DPM LASCAR DPM200
PC EXTENDER CARD ISA AT
PC EXTENDER CARD ISA PC
12' PA LOUDSPEAKER 4OHM 200W
STEREO PREAMP BOARD KIT
MONO PREAMP BOARD KIT
PRESSURE UNIT SENSYM SCCO5DN
PRESSURE UNIT SENSYM LX06002D
STEPPER DRIVER IC L298N
87C752 OR 751 EPROM MICRO
CRYSTAL OSC MODULE 1MHz
SOLID STATE RELAY 3A 240VAC
12BIT AD IC AD574
2BIT 8CH AD IC LTC1290
7 SEGMENT RED LEDS 1 INCH
MAINS ADAPTER 1/2 A UNIVERSAL
ETRI FAN 240VAC IOW STD 80mm FIT
100 WATT MOSFET AMPLIFIER KIT

5.10
20
18

10
55
20

ig

Is
10
5
18
2
8
15
18
2

7.50
5
35

Minimum order...15. Carnage..small
orders £2.50/ large items £5/ next day £10
VAT to be added to total of goods
carriage. Phone/ tax/ visit the web site or
email us (Ilst@coastel.demon.co.uk) for a
larger current stock list. We also offer
design? PCB layout/ gas analysers/
industrial DIN rail interfaces/ device
programming services.

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
2
12

12
12
12

10
6
2
2
1
1

2
5

6
2
1

2
5
5
1
1

5

10
10
10
1

CODE

ITEM

OTT

TIP298 TRANSISTOR
2N3702 TRANSISTOR
2N3703 TRANSISTOR
2N3704 TRANSISTOR
2N3705 TRANSISTOR
2N3707 TRANSISTOR
IA DIP RECTIFIER
LM334Z IC TEMP SENS
CROC REDIBLK LEADS
TRIAC T1C253M
COMM. CATH 7SEG LED
NTC TEMP PROBE
BCD THUMB SWITCH
i N5404 3A RECTIFIER
KBU40 4A BRIDGE
IBM BACK PANELS
T1P121 TRANSISTOR
GAL16V8A-15LNC IC
BYt64 i .8A BRIDGE
100nF POLY CAPS
220nF POLY CAPS

P10
PI I
P12
P13
P14
P15

BNC T -PIECE

P31

BNC BULKHEAD JACK 50
470n 160V POLY CAP
loCn 160V POLY CAP
270n 250V POLY CAP
330p 160V PSTY CAP
SP0256 SPEECH IC
3V6 PCB NI -CAD 3/V11R

P32
P33
P34
P35
P36
P37
P38

Pie
P17
P18
P19
P20

CE Compliant

P21

P22
P23
P24
P25
P28
P27
P28
P29
P30

Most popular smart

Chip Drive Intern
3.5" floppy bay version of the CHIPDRIVE.
Applications are available to provide SmartCard controlled access of data on Hard drives or "PC -LOCK", to
control access to the whole PC Fully Compatible with

TOOLBOX for systems development. Supplied with
cardserver.d11 A611
am

£85 + £5 P&P . VA

NEW CHIPDRIVE - micro

Fully Compatible with TOOLBOX for
application development. Featuring the
same functionality as Chip Drive Extern

but in a small neat low cost package.

similar in size to a smart card. Supplied
with cardserver.d11 iffsSe.

+ VAT

ded microprocessor
containing an oper-

ating system and
erasable non-volatile
memory.

rized tampering with
the card is provided
through the following
scheme:
The microprocessor
and memory are created as a single chip. This ensures there are no
data paths that can be monitored
or probed. This chip is connected
to a thin circuit board and encapsulated with an epoxy. The
Module" is then glued within a well

more durable medium than magnetic stripe cards.

Video Surveillance

ChipDrive Developer Kit
micro, sample cards and Toolbox

£99.95 + P&P* VAT

http://www.towitoko.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co.uk
http://edsim.cambs.net

Pinhole Board Camera (B&W) 12v
DC, 0.1LUX.
380 TV Resolution

£35.00

The microprocessor operates
under control of a "built in" program called an operating system. A serial interface - which
makes it impossible to access
the memory directly - is
employed to communicate with
the card. An ISO (International
Standards Organization) proto-

T

Pinhole Board Camera (Color) 12v
DC, 0.5 LUX.
420 TV Resolution
2 board foldable

0
0
L

£190.00

B

col is used to exchange com-

AudioNideo Transmitter module
12V DC, 4 Channel Selection
900Mhz-1200MHz. FM Modulation

mands and data with the card.

X

Finally. Holograms. signature

Dnver and application software is available for
the CHIPDRIVE family of terminals including
the command set DLL for Windows 3.11/95/NT.
easy to use 16 and 32 Bit DLLs with just one

£120.00
4 Channel Receiver + Switcher
12v DC. Composite AudioNideo
£150.00
Output

function call to the "CardServer, a powerful

Background task which relieves the application
programmer from device and card administra-

TFT 4" Colour Monitor
12v DC

card. with an embed-

milled into the plastic card. This
prohibits physical access to the
microprocessor and provides a

£65 + £5 P&P

Size: 40mmx4Omm

the size of a credit

Physical protection
against unautho-

COAST ELECTRONICS
48 SUNDRIDGE DRIVE
WALDERSLADE
KENT ME5 8HT
TEL:01634 660157
FAX:01634 672093
WWW.COASTEL.DEMON.CO.UK

Size: 35mmx35mm

cards are plastic,

£150.00

stripes, photos. etc can be
applied to the card for additional

security And the card can be
custom printed with your artwork.

Crownhill can supply OPEN
ARCHITECTURE cards, that
will allow you, the end user to

tion. Featuring automatic protocol and card

create your own operating sys-

type detection. Allowing several applications to
access one terminal dependent on the type of
card inserted. Supplied on CD ROM containing
cardserver.d11, applications and source code
examples

EEprom memory of up to
64Kbits (8Kbytes) in size.
Crownhill have off the shelf

£29.95 + £5 P&P4- VAT

tem, to control access to the

operating systems for Control
access. Electronic purse and

Portable Document applications. Others can be written to
your specification.

We also stock:
Time & Date Generator, Minature PIR etc.

SMARTCARDS Available from Stock:

GemPlus. Atmel, Xicor, Siemens, SGS Crownhill and more
SLE4442.4432,4418.4428.4404. AT88SCxx, AT24c01-16.
GPM103,GFM1K.2K.4K.GPM416 Phone Cards, Loyalty Cards

Confidential Communications Limited

THE SMARTEST SOLUTION

344 Kilburn Lane, Maida Vale
London W9 3EF
Tel (44)(0) 181 968 0227 Fax: (44)(0) 181 968 0194
Email: 106075.276@Compuserve.com

Crownhill can offer a broad range of smart cards from lust f1.00. and

Smart Card sockets for lust £1.45 ea. PIC Microchip based Smart Cards
DEVELOP YOUR OWN SMART CARD !
now available at lust £4.50 ea

Crownhill can supply over 150 different types of IC from more than 12
silicon suppliers. which can all bo incorporated into smart card format.
Some cards are available from stock. most are manufactured to the
customers' specification.
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TELNE
8 CAVANS WAY,

MEM

BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42. M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Beckman 9020 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
Cossor 3102 - 60MHz Dual Channel
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
Hewlett Packard 180A/180C/181A/182C
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 10044Hz dual ch
Hewlett Packard 541000 - 1GHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 542004 - 50MHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel
Hitachi VI 52FN30211N302FN353FN55013N650F
Intron 2020 - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
Iwatsu SS 5710/SS 5702 - 20MHz
Klkusui COS 6100 - 100MHz. 5 Channel, 12 Trace
Kikusui 5100- 100MHz - Dual Channel
Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW)
Nicolet 310 -L.F.D S 0 with twin Disc Drive

£150
£250

from £125
from £200
from £350
£2995
£650
£1500
£350

from £125
£650

from £125
f475
£350
£650
£550
£900
£2250

Nicolet 3091 -LFDS.0,

Lecroy 9450A -- 300MHz(400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch.
Philips PM 3211/PM 3212/PM 3214/PM 3217/PM 3234/PM 3240/PM 3243/PM 3244/PM 3261/
from £125
PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540
£1750
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£1500
Philips PM 3335 - 50 MHz/20Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch
£450
Philips PM 3055 - 50 MHz DUAL Timebase
£250
Tektronix 434 - 25MHz -2 Channel Analogue Storage

Tektronix 454 - 150MHz -2 Channel
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz D.S.0
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2 Channel
Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual trace
Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz Dual trace
Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
Tektronix 2440 - 300 MHz/500 Ms/s 0.5.0. 2 Ch
Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage
Tektronix 465/4658 - 100MHz dual ch
Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel
Tektronix 485 - 350MHz -2 channel
Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel
Tektronix 7313. 7603, 7613, 7629, 7633, 1001111z 4 ch

Tektronix 7704- 250MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
Trio CS -1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel
Other scopes available too

£400
£750
£425
£1500
£450
£800
£750
£450
£3750
£350

from £350
from £350
from £475
£900

from £250
from £300
from £650
from £850
£125

£180
£200

HITACHI V212 - 20MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE a ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

£4250
Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave source Module 33-50GHz
£750
Hewlett Packard 80154 - 50MHz Pulse Generator
£350
Hewlett Packard 8405A - Vector Voltmeter
f16
cte5500
Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50MHz Programmable Signal Source
Hewlett Packard 83508 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ins available)
£1250f1100
Hewlett Packard 8152A - Optical Average Power Meter
Hewlett Packard 81588 - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 +011)
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8180A - Data Generator
£1500
Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser
£2500
Hewlett Packard 83506 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various plug-in options available)
£3500
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40GHz
from £250
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator (990MHz)
£2950
Hewlett Packard 86568 - Synthesised Signal Generator
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser
Hewlett Packard 8756A - Scalar Network Analyser
£E2£3°°5705
Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser
£2600
Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHz)
0
Hewlett Packard 8903E Distortion Analyser (Mint)
£2000
Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface
£3400£200
Hewlett Packard 8901A - Modulation Analyser
£6000
Hewlett Packard 8920A - R.F Comms Test Set
£9996
Hewlett Packard 8922b - GSM Radio Comms Test Set
£250
Hewlett Packard P382A Variable Attenuator
£650
Hewlett Packard 1630D - Logic Analyser (43 Channels)
f4000
Hewlett Packard 165004 - Fitted with 16510A/16515A/16530N16531A - Logic Analyser
£2000
Hewlett Packard 117298 - Carrier Noise Test Set
Krohn -Hite 2200 Li Log Sweep Generator
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator
Krohn -Hite 5200 Sweep, Function Generator
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Mater
Leader 3216 - Signal Generator (100KHz - 1401(Kz) AMIFPNCIN with built-in FM stereo
£995
n,,,,iJiator mint)
£1450
Marconi 2019 - 9OKHz - 1040MHz Synthesised Sig Gen
£1600
Marconi 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator
£2000
Marconi 2022A - 10KHz - 1GHz AM/FM Signal Generator
Marconi 2041 - (10KHz - 2.7GHz) Low Noise
£1914
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter
ENO
Marconi 2610 - True RMS Voltmeter
£1000
Marconi 2871 Data Comms Analyser
£3000
Marconi 2955 - Radio Comrns Test Set
Marconi 6960 - Power Meter & Sensor
from £4000110
Philips PM 5167MHz function gen
..£££232995550005

£800
£1500
£1500

Philips 5193 Synthesised Function Generator
Philips 5518 Synthesised Function Generator
££74925500

£2950
£4750
£4995
CE215501

£995
£3750

MOO

£7500
£7500
£3250
£2750
£2000
£4995
£7000
£2000
£4995
£2950
£3250
£995
C1250
£1500
£1995
£1500
£1800
£2500
£2000
£4950

MISCELLANEOUS
Adret 740A - 100KHz - 1120MHz Synthesised Signal Generator
ANRITSU ME 4628 DF/3 Transmission Analyser
Danbrldge JP30A - 30KV Insulation Tester
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
Dranetz 626 - AC/DC - Multifunction Analyser
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545 - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 545A - Frequency counter 18GHz
EIP 575 - Frequency counter 18GHz
Farnell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto Ra
Farnell TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A or 35V - 1 )
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator
Farnell ESG-1000 Synthesised Signal Generator 1GHz (as new)
Flure 5100A - Calibrator
Guildline 9152 - 112 Battery Standard Cell
Hewlett Packard 331A - Distortion Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3336C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10112 - 21MHZ)
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
Hewlett Packard 3488A - Switch/Control Unit
Hewlett Packard 35600A Dual Ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser
7938 Microwave Link Analyser
Hewlett Packard 37114/37/24/3791
Hewlett Packard 3325A -21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen
Hewlett Packard 34884 - HP - 1B Switch control unit (various Plug -ins available)
Hewlett Packard 3455A 6+ Digit M/Meter (Autocal)
Digit) a HP - 18
Hewlett Packard 3478A - Multirneter
Hewlett Packard 3586A - Selective Level Meter
Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Primary Mux Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser
Hewlett Packard 379000 - Signalling Test Set (No 7 and ISDN)
Hewlett Packard 4262A - Digital LCR Meter
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (Multi -Frequency)
Hewlett Packard 4338A - Millionmeter (As New)
Hewlett Packard 4342A '0' Meter

HEWLETT PACKARD 62618
Power Supply 20V -50A £450 Discount for Quantities

Philips 5190 L.F. Synthesiser (G.P.1.13).

Advantest 41338 - 10KHz - 20GHz (60GHz with external mixers) + Ext. Keyboard
Advantest 41318 - 10KHz - 3.5GHz
Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1.7GHz
Anritsu MS610B - 10KHz - 2GHz - (Mint)
£3995
Anritsu MS341A + MS3401 B - (10Hz - 30MHz
Anritsu MS62B - 10KHz - 1700MHz
Avcom PSA65 S - 1000MHz - portable
Hewlett Packard 3580A - 5Hz-50KHz
Hewlett Packard 1827 with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser
Hewlett Packard 853A a 85588 - 0.1 to 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 1827 a 85588 - 0.1 to 1500MHz
Hewlett Packard 87544 - Network Analyser 4-1300MHz
Hewlett Packard 8591A - 9KHz - 1.8GHz
Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9KHz -2 9GHz
Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz - 25.6KHz (dual ch.)
Hewlett Packard 3585A -20Hz - 40MHz

Hewlett Packard 8754A (opt H26) - 4MHz - 2.86Hz

£fC:2475755000

"5

SPECIAL OFFER

IFR 7750 10KHz - 1GHz
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 2000MHz
Meguro MSA 4901 - 1.300GHz (AS NEW)
Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1GHz (AS NEW)
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
Takeda Riker 4132 - 1.0GHz Spectrum Analyser
Tektronix 7L18 with mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers)
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz - 1.8GHz programmable

from £750
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8464A)
c£450000
Hewlett Packard 4279A - 1MHz C -V Meter
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission Impairment WSet
£1750
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser
£350
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser
£600
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHz Universal Counter
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE)
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder
£250
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal Timer/Counter
£650
Hewlett Packard 5384A - 225 MHz Frequency Counter
Hewlett Packard 5385A FrequenCy COunter - 1GHz - (HP18) with OPTS 001/003/004/005 £995
£200
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V - 3A Twin
£200
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power supply 40V - 1.5A Twin
£220
Hewlett Packard 62668 Power Supply 40V -5A
£225
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power supply 60V - 3A
£1650
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Power Supply. Dual GIP
Hewlett Packard 6623A - Power Supply, Triple 0/P
£
f11275500
Hewlett Packard 6652A - Power Supply (0 - 20V, 0 - 25A)
£400
Hewlett Packard 6264B Power Supply (0 - 20V, 0- 25A)
£250
Hewlett Packard 7475A 6 Pen Plotter
£450
Hewlett Packard 7550A - 8 Pen Plotter 43144

£800
tE£3°1/00

E£780050

£1500
£1600
£1750
£750
£250
£125
£1650
£2500
Ef350050

£1000
f£85500
3

£200
£650
£3750
£2250
£1500

f650

£750
£550
£1000
£1500

from £600
£4995

MOO
£1350
£3950
£2000
£995

Philips PM5519 TV Pattern Generator
Philips PM5716 - 50MHz Pulse Generator
Philips PM6652 1.5GHz Programmable High Resolution Timer/Counter
Philips PM6673 - 120MHz High Resolution Universal Counter
Prema 4000 60 Digit Multimeter (NEW)
Race 1992 - 1 3GHz Frequency Counter
Roca Dana 9081/9082 Synth sig. gen. 520MHz
Raca Dana 9084 Synth sig. gen 104MHz
Race Dana 9303 R,F. Level Meter & Head
Race Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
Race Dana 9302A R/F multivoltmeter (new version)
Race Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz)
Race 9301A - True RMS R/F Multivoltmeter

£525£350

£900
£430
£450
£800

from £££45:505
£650
E3
£50705

£300

Race 6111/6151 - GSM Radio Comms Test Set

if P6000A

Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Gen
Rohde & Schwarz Scud Radio Code Test Set
Rohde & Schwarz CMS 54 Radio Comms Monitor
Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 GSM Radio Comm Analyser
Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Venation Simulator
Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simulator
Schaffner NSG 223 Interference Generator
Schaffner WSG 431 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
1GHz Radio Comms Test Set
Schlumberger 4031
Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Frequency Counter
Schlumberger 7060f7065/7075 Muttimeters
Schlumberger Stabiloek 4040 Radio Comms Test Set
Solartron 1250 - Freq. Response Analyser
Stanford Research DS 340 - 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and arbitrary
waveform generator
Systron Donner 6030 - Microwave Frequency Counter (26.5GHz)
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer
Tektronix TM5003 a AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gan
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504. SW503, SG502,
PG508. F0504, FG503, TG501. TR503 + many more
Tektronix AM503 a TM501 a P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier
Tektronix PG506 a TG501 + SG503 + n4503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator
Tektronix AA5001 & TM5006 M/F - Programmable Distortion Analyser
Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
Ti
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
Toellner 7720 - Programmable 10MHz Function Gen (AS NEW)
Valhalla Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Standard
Wendel & Goltermann PFJ-8 - Error/Jitter Test Set
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4
Wendel & Goltermann PCM4 (a options)
Wayne Kerr 4225 - LCR Bridge
Wayne Kerr 6.425 - Precision Component Analyser
Wayne Kerr 8905 - Precision LCR Meter
Wavetek 171 - Synthetised Function Generator
Wavetek 1728 Programmable Sig Source (0.0001Hz- 13M1.1Z)
Wavetek 184 - Sweep Generator - 5MHz
Wavetek 3010 - 1-1GHz Signal Generator
Wiltron 6409 - RF Analysers (1MHz - 2GHz)
Wiltron 66205 - Programmable Sweep Generator (3.6 - 6.5GM2)

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT
ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED
TO ALL GOODS

£300
£6250
£7500
£950
£850
£850
£1250
£4995
£500

from £350
£3500
£1200
£2500
..£250
£1500
£500
£500
Eree0A5

£1995
£1150

..

£550
£700
£P.O.A.
£12500
£11000
£9950
£600
£275
£850
£250
EP.£20.50A.

£12501

£650

High Quality 100W
Mosfet Power Amplifier
Mosfets used in power amplifiers give rise to fewer and less severe distortion
products for the designer to eliminate. As a result, a moderately complex design
like this one by David N J White can perform superbly.
power output in the emitter -follower mode than an audio mosfet
in the source -follower configuration, unless recourse is made to
expensive multi -rail power supplies. This is because the power
mosfet gate would need to rise to around 8-10 volts above the
mosfet power supply voltage in order to turn the mosfet fully on.
Power bjts saturate when Vbe is around 2-3 volts at high
collector currents. The output of emitter follower bjts can
therefore swing closer to the power supply rails than the output
of source follower mosfets, and so deliver more power into the

he original motivation for this project came from my
decision to upgrade my 20 -year -old hi-fi. I am still
perfectly happy with my source players and
loudspeakers. The rest of the system consists of a
preamplifier of my own design and construction
and a pair of Blomley 30W power amps. The amplifier and
loudspeakers still sound fine, but the relentless improvements in
semiconductors and other devices over the years prompted me
to think that I could probably improve on these components in
my system. An additional goad was the fact that I didn't design
the power amplifiers and loudspeakers myself. I get a lot of
satisfaction from the use of things that I design and build. As
designing and building loudspeakers is much more difficult and
expensive than doing the same for power amplifiers, I decided
to tackle the amps.
My plan was to build a reasonably simple power amplifier to
give excellent sonic and measured results. Using large numbers
of semiconductors in pursuit of high performance is all very well,
but multiple components, and complex, double -sided pcbs
push up costs. I wanted another solution.

load.

The measured performances of power amplifiers with mosfet
and bjt output stages do not seem to differ greatly, so the only
remaining consideration is: do they sound different? I made up
a pair of the Maplin 150 W/4 -ohm power amplifiers (these are
very creditable performers considering their simplicity and low
price) and compared them in listening tests to my bjt output stage Blomleys. To my non -golden, but still pretty effective, ears
the differences were small. The Maplins sounded a little brighter
than the restrained smoothness of the Blomleys. I think this has
more to do with the Maplins' wide-open bandwidth compared
to the sensibly limited Blomleys than with any inherent
differences in bjt and mosfet sound.
Power mosfets seem to produce power amplifier output
stages that give good measured results, sound good, and have
other advantages mentioned previously. I therefore decided to
go with the power mosfets despite the lower cost of the roughly
equivalent bjts.

Mosfets or bjts?
My next decision was whether to use bipolar junction transistors
(bjts) or mosfets as the output devices. The arguments either
way are finely balanced. Power mosfets have a much better
high frequency response, are easy to drive from simple voltage
sources, and are not prone to thermal runaway. Power bjts
suitable for high quality audio are cheaper, and give a higher
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Figure 1: a simple discrete -component power amp

Having decided to use power mosfets, my next
step was to choose a circuit topology. It is always
profitable to look at semiconductor manufacturers'
application notes and other published designs
before embarking on a new one. Mosfet power
amplifier designs frequently use an arrangement
similar to that in figure 1. The input long-tailed pair,
01 and 02, is followed by a voltage amplifier
stage, Q3, with a bootstrapped collector load,
R8/R9 (bootstrapping increases the effective
impedance of the collector load, which leads to
better linearity). As the power mosfets are voltage operated devices with a high -input impedance,
they need almost no input current and can be
driven directly from the low -current voltage amplifier
stage (but this is not quite true, as we shall see
later). The variable resistor RV1 between the gates
of the mosfets is adjusted to give a current drain of
around 100 mA through the mosfets. which biases
them for class AB operation.
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source followers, and so the power output will be greater than
for the figure 1 circuit with the same power supply voltage.
If all these improvements are implemented, we end up with
the circuit shown in figure 2. A number of designs similar to
figure 2 have been published and are capable of very good
performance if properly constructed. The question remains: can
we improve on the circuit of figure 2? Yes, we can, but here
things start to get complicated, with refinements such as
complementary pairs of long-tailed pairs on the input,
complementary cascode voltage amplifier stages. and so on,
until the circuit begins to look like a commercial highperformance op -amp. So why not use an op -amp for the input
and voltage amplifier stages of the power amplifier?

Although the circuit in figure 1 gives reasonable
performance and probably sounds OK, there is room for a
number of improvements. The current through the input longtailed pair is better set with a constant current source (Q1 in
figure 2) than the simple resistor R2 shown in figure 1. The
open loop gain can be increased, and the linearity improved, by
using a pair of modern high voltage "super" transistors, Q4 and
Q5 (hfe of 300-500 as a long-tailed pair voltage amplifier stage)
in figure 2, rather than the single standard high -voltage
transistor Q3 (hFE in the 50-200 range) in figure 1. This increase
in open loop gain leads to a reduction in the closed loop
distortion of the power amplifier. Loading the voltage amplifier
pair with a constant current source/current mirror, D1/06, gives
a higher collector load impedance than the bootstrapping of
figure 1 and leads to a further improvement in linearity.
The biasing of the power mosfets can be improved by
replacing the RV1 in figure 1 with the "amplified diode", Q, in
figure 2. Driving power mosfets directly from the voltage
amplifier transistor is not a good idea because of the relatively
high input capacitance of power mosfets (of the order of 4001000 pF). These capacitances will take a relatively long time to
charge and discharge in the power amplifier of figure 1 because
of the limited current drive available from the voltage amplifier
transistor. These long charge/discharge times lead to an
increase in distortion at higher frequencies. Its much better to
use individual driver transistors, 08 and 09, interposed
between the collector of the voltage amplifier transistor and the
gate of each power mosfet. as shown in figure 2. The driver
transistors should have high gain, so as not to load the voltage
amplifier transistor: good high frequency response; low input
capacitance, and a reasonable current drive capability (around
100 mA). This circuit arrangement also has the incidental
advantage that the power mosfets are no longer operating as

Integrated or discrete?
Why not indeed? The op -amp analogue of the power amplifier
in figure 1 is shown in figure 3. How good is the figure 3 power
amplifier? Once again, with the right op -amp, it is capable of
very good performance at very low cost. but it has a number of
shortcomings and limitations. One reason you don't see many
high -quality audio power amps with op -amp voltage amplifier
stages is that, until relatively recently, common op -amps were
not up to the job. Most of the currently available op -amps were
not designed for audio, and are deficient in one or more of the
following areas: gain bandwidth product, slew rate, harmonic
distortion, noise and output swing. However, the op -amp
manufacturers have noticed the market and given us modestly
priced (around E1.00 each) op -amps such as the TL071,
NE5534, LF351 and LF411, which all have gain bandwidth
products (gbwp) of around 10 MHz, slew rates of around 10
V/us, distortion of around 0.01 percent, reasonably low noise,
and an output swing of around +/-13V The best of all the low
cost "audio" op -amps, however, is the OPA604 with 20 MHz
gbwp, 25 V/us slew rate, 0.0003 percent distortion, 10

Figure 2: an improved discrete -component power amp
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nV/[square root]Hz of noise and an output swing of +/-13 V
Using one of these op -amps in the circuit of figure 3 will give
you a good power amplifier, with some easily remedied
drawbacks. Driving the power mosfets directly from the op -amp
is not a good idea, for the same reason that driving the power
mosfets directly from the voltage amplifier transistor, as in figure
1, is not a good idea in a high quality power amplifier. The op amps generally do not provide enough output current to charge
and discharge the power mosfet input capacitances quickly
enough at high frequencies, leading to the previously mentioned
increase in hf distortion. The remedy is the same: use driver
transistors. The resistors R6 and R7 (figure 3) which connect
the output of the op -amp to the +ve and -ve power rails will
load the output of the op -amp and give rise to slightly increased
distortion. Replacing the resistors with high dynamic
impedance, constant current sources reduces the load on the
op -amp, and consequently reduces the distortion.
The one remaining problem with the circuit of figure 3
concerns power output. If the op -amp has an output swing of
+/-13 V, corresponding to approximately 9 V rms with a
sinewave input, then the theoretical maximum output power
into an 8 -ohm load is 9[squared]/8 or about 10 W! Obviously
we would prefer a higher power output, which could be
achieved by using an op -amp with a higher output swing, such
as the +/-35 V obtainable from the OPA445. But this would still
only give us about 75 W/8 -ohm output at the price of increased
distortion, because the OPA445 is not optimised for low
distortion. Also, the OPA445 costs around £8 and is not
commonly available. Maplin have now stopped selling them,
and most other distributors favoured by hobbyists never did.
The solution is to use one of the high-performance restricted
output -swing op -amps mentioned earlier, together with an
output stage which has a voltage gain of around five. This will
give us a theoretical maximum output power of about 250
W/8R, which is much more satisfactory. However, we won't
actually get that much out, because we are only using a power
supply of +/-50 V, rather than the +/-65 V necessary to get 250
W/8R. In any case. the power mosfets we're going to use
would not handle that much power without using pairs of
devices.

The final circuit
The final circuit incorporates all the refinements discussed
previously (figure 4). The main features are as follows: the input
capacitor C1 is composed of between one and four 1uF
stacked film capacitors, depending on the desired bass
response and depth of pocket (the caps are 50p each). I have
deliberately chosen not to use an electrolytic in this position
because they give a marginally different and inferior sound
compared to polymer film capacitors (they actually give
marginally poorer distortion measurements, too). I tend to come
down fairly heavily on the engineering side of the
measurement/subjectivist debate, but I believe the subjectivists
may sometimes be correct, and this is one of those instances.
Thou shalt not put electrolytics in the signal path!
R1 and C4 form an input low pass fitter to restrict the
bandwidth of the input signal and reduce intermodulation
distortion. The +/-15 V power supply for the op-amplC1 is
provided from the main +/-50 V supplies by the resistor/zener
diode combinations R3/ZD1 and R4/ZD2 and is smoothed and
decoupled by C9 and 010.
The resistors R7 and R8 together with C12 ensure that the
bases of the upper and lower driver transistors 04 and 05 see
the same signal. C12 also helps to iron out small changes in the
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Figure 3: a simple op -amp power amp

bias voltage developed between the emitter and collector of the
"amplified diode" bias transistor 02. Notice the way that the
preset, used to set the power amplifier quiescent current, is
connected into the circuit. If the slider of RV1 doesn't make
contact with its cermet track for any reason, the bias voltage
and quiescent current will fail-safe to zero. If the open end of
the cermet track is connected to the slider, as is often seen,
failure of the preset's slider will result in a quiescent current of
several amps. Not desirable!
The high impedance load for the op -amp is provided by the
complementary constant current sources R6/R10/011/LD1/01
and R9/R12/C13/LD2/Q3. Note the use of LEDs as voltage
references. These give better temperature compensation than a
pair of silicon diodes, and generate less noise than zener
diodes. The configuration of the driver transistors 04 and Q5 is
fairly standard and the voltage developed across their collector
load resistors R13 and R16 provides the gate drive for the
output mosfets 06 and Q7. The gain of the output stage is set
to approximately five (R19+R20)/R20) by negative feedback via
the resistors R19 and R20. C15 serves to roll off the high
frequency response of the output stage before the MHz region
(this is not, after all, a radio transmitter).
R18 and R21 are "stopper" resistors which help to prevent
high frequency oscillation in the output mosfets. All mosfets are
prone to high frequency oscillation because of their extended
frequency response. The zener diodes ZD3 and ZD4 provide a
measure of short circuit protection for the power mosfets by
limiting the gate/source potential difference to 7.5 V, and so
limiting the maximum drain current to a little under 8 amps. This
is usually enough to prevent destruction of the output devices
(prolonged shorts are handled by a fuse).
The Zobel network R22/C18 and the small inductor L1
enable the power amplifier to deal with awkward (that is, heavily
capacitttive ) loads while maintaining stability and low distortion.
The power supply lines are heavily decoupled by
C2/C7/C16/C19 and C3/C8/C17/020. The polyester film
decouplers are necessary because the impedance of large
electrolytic capacitors, while close to zero at low frequencies, is
not low enough at high frequencies.
The overall gain of the power amplifier is set to
approximately 20 by negative feedback via R5 and R17 (gain =
(R5+R17)/R5) while the overall bandwidth (excluding the input
filter) is determined by C14. The values of the various feedback
resistors R5, R17, R19, R20 may be lower in value than those
you are used to seeing (a gain of approximately 20 is often set
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-I IFigure 4: the final op -amp power amp circuit

by a 22k/1k resistor combination), but this is deliberately done
to reduce high frequency distortion. The only penalty for using
low value feedback resistors is the requirement to use high
power devices for the larger resistor in each feedback pair,
because of the magnitude of the ac current that flows around
the feedback loops at high power outputs. In fact the amplifier
would not fry R17 and R19 at full output even if they were the
standard 0.6 W devices, rather than the specified 2 W. although
they would get hot at full power. However, the constantly
changing temperature of the smaller resistors with real
programme material played at high volume would continually
alter the value of the resistor and so modulate the gain of the
power amplifier. Not desirable! Using a higher power resistor
than is strictly necessary is equivalent to fitting a heatsink on a
lower power device, reducing the gain modulation to
insignificant proportions.

will have a component overlay silk screened onto the pcb. Take
care to orient the transistors. zeners, leds, and particularly the
electrolytic capacitors, the correct way round. Electrolytics will
pop open and spread their messy contents all over the place if
they are inserted with the wrong polarity (tantulum capacitors
explode like small firecrackers if you mistreat them in this way,
with all the risks entailed).
Construction is fairly straightforward and follows the usual
customs: solder in the small discrete components first, then
small actives, followed by larger discretes, and finally large
actives. Be careful not to let polystyrene capacitors and active
components get too hot when soldering. I find that the best
kind of soldering iron for delicate (such as small surface mount
parts) and general electronic assembly is a high wattage (50 W)
type with a fine tip. This can get plenty of heat to the soldering
site very quickly and complete a joint in under a second. With a
low wattage iron it takes much longer to get enough heat into
the pcb and component to melt the solder properly, and all the
time the heat is damaging your components.
If you intend to experiment with various types of op -amp
then it is best to solder an 8 -pin IC socket in the IC1 position.
have tried a number of moderately priced op -amps (and some
expensive ones) for IC1 and recommend the TL071 as the best
cost/performance compromise, or the slightly more expensive
OPA604 for the highest performance. IC1 is probably the most
important single component as far as good measured and
audible performance is concerned.
The constant current loads for the op -amp will track

Construction
The prototype for this design was originally made on
stripboard, but I would strongly recommend the use of a glass
fibre pcb, and that is the design given here. If you do use
stripboard it is essential either to solder thick copper wire, or to
run solid solder, along the tracks which carry heavy currents,
such as the power rails, between the drains of the power
mosfets, to the Zobel network, to the output inductor, and so
on. If you make your own pcbs you will need to use the
component layout shown in figure 5 to place your parts. If you
use the boards that I have had commercially manufactured, you

I
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changes in temperature much better if Q1 is in close thermal
contact with LD1, and 03 is in close thermal contact with LD2.
Q1/LD1 and Q3/LD2 are adjacent to each other on the pcb,
and each transistor/diode pair should be clipped together either

with a cable tie or a short length of copper strip. (Cut a 5-10
mm wide hoop from a length of 15 mm copper water pipe, cut
the hoop to make a narrow strip, cut the strip to the correct
length. and wrap the strip around the devices). Alternatively
stick them together with a blob of quick setting epoxy adhesive.
Only fix the devices together with adhesive when you know the
power amplifier works and that you are not going to tinker or
experiment with the constant current loads, as getting the
devices apart without damage once the epoxy has set is almost
impossible. Best performance is obtained if Ql, Q3 and LD1,
LD2 are matched for Vbe/hfe and Vf respectively, but this is
more expensive than using randomly picked parts. You would
need to buy 5 or 10 of each component to be reasonably sure
of getting a match (and even that is not guaranteed). The
performance degradation as a consequence of using randomly
chosen parts is very small, and matching is really only for
perfectionists (like me!).
The quiescent current is most stable with temperature if Q2,
Q4, and Q5 are in thermal contact. This is easily arranged by
putting a suitably drilled aluminium strip (use the pcb as a
template) on the pcb, putting greaseless semiconductor
insulators on top of the aluminium strip, and putting the
horizontally mounted transistors on top of the insulators. The
transistors, aluminium strip, and pcb are then fixed together
with 3 -mm nuts and bolts. Finally the transistors are soldered to
the pcb. The aluminium strip is not a heatsink, as the driver
transistors barely get warm even at high power outputs.
There are various possibilities for Q4 and 05. The cheapest
and most readily available are the MJE340/MJE350
complementary pair which have reasonable hfe, but fairly low ft,

Photo 1: the 100W power amplifier built on a manufactured
printed circuit board

while the less readily available, and slightly more expensive,
2SA968/2SC2238 pair (available from Viewcom or Grandata)
have similar hfe but much higher ft, which leads to better high frequency performance. Using a matched pair of driver
transistors will give the best performance, but once again there
is only a very small penalty for using randomly chosen pairs. If
you use the MJE340/MJE350 pair (T0126), they must be
mounted on the pcb with their metal faces up, followed by the

insulating pads and the aluminium strip on top of the pads. If
you use the 2SA968/2SC2238 pair (T0220), the aluminium strip
goes on the pcb first, followed by the insulating pads, and then
the transistors, with their metal sides down. These different
arrangements are necessary to accommodate the different
pinouts of the TO126 (ecb) and TO220 (bce) transistors.
Q2 need not be a power transistor. I used one as the easiest
way to ensure good thermal contact between Q2, Q4 and Q5.
You can use just about any small signal npn plastic transistor
(such as the BC184L, flat face down) with epoxy adhesive to

Figure 5: the component layout for the 100W power amplifier
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glue it to the aluminium strip between

Maplin order codes are giv
equally acceptable.

04 and 05.

Resistors
R1, R11
R2

R3, R4, R17, R19
R5, R18, R21
R6, R9
R7, R8, R20
R10, R12
R13, R16
R14, R15
R22

Maplin M47K
Maplin D2K2
Maplin M100R
Maplin M330R
Maplin M470R
Maplin M15K
Maplin NI1K0

47k
2.2k 2W
100R

330R
470R
15k
1k
lOR
1OR 3W

Maptin M1OR
Maplin W1OR

Capacitors
C1a,b,c,d
4 x 1uF polyester layer Maplin WW53
C2,C7,C9,C10,C11,C13,C16,C19 100uF 63V electro
Maplin AT81C
C3,C6,C8,C12,C17,C18,C20
100nF polyester film
Maplin DT98G
C4
680 pF polystyrene
Maplin BX34M
C5
220uF 50V HF electro
Maplin JL51F
C14
47pF polystyrene
Maplin BX26D
C15
22pF polystyrene
Maplin BX24B

Semiconductors
IC1

TL071CN

01

2N5401

02, C4

MJE340

Q3

2N5551

05
06

MJE350
ECF10P16
ECF1ON16

Q7

3 mm red led

LED1, LED2
ZD1, ZD2
ZD3, ZD4

15V 1.3 W
7.5V 1.3 W

Maplin RA67X
Maplin UL37S
Maplin QH54J
Maplin UL36P
Maplin W051F
Maplin AY54J
Maplin AY56L
Maplin WL32K
Maplin QF57M
Maplin CiF50E

Miscellaneous
L1

1OR 3W W/W (see text)

RV1

5k cermet trimpot

Heat transfer bracket
TO3 semiconductor insulators
Vertical pcb spade tabs
Lucar push -on receptacle
Push -on recptacle covers
Pcb 2 -way latching plug
Pcb latching socket housing
Pcb terminals
Enamelled copper wire
Heatsinks type MK

Maplin W1OR
Maplin WR41U
Maplin GA29G
Maplin CHO4E

Maplin AS33L
Maplin HF1OL
Maplin FE65V
Maplin RK65V
Maplin HB59P
Maplin YW25C
Maplin BL26D
Cirkit 21-08035

Single Power Supply
T1

BR1

2 x 35V 160VA toroidal mains transformer Maplin YK21X
200 piv 10A bridge rectifier
Maplin AR83E

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6
4700uF 63V snap -in radial electro

Maplin AU31J
Maplin GL64U
Maplin GL64U
Maptin GJ94C
Maplin KCO1B
Maplin CT82D

20 mm 3.15 A time delay glass fuse
FS2
20 mm 3.15 A time delay glass fuse
FS3.FS4
20 mm 3.15 A fast acting glass fuse
Chassis mounting 20 mm fuseholders x 2
Double pole switched and fused mains inlet filter
FS1

Dual Power Supply
T2

2x 35V 300 VA toroidal mains transformer Maplin YK22Y
20 mm 5A time delay glass fuse
Maplin GL65V
20 -mm 5A time -delay glass fuse
Maplin GL65V
arts as per single power supply
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L1 is made by wrapping 10 turns of
0.9 mm enamelled copper wire around
the body of a 3W wirewound resistor
(the square cross-section, white
ceramic body variety) and soldering
each end of the wire to the
corresponding resistor lead.
If you intend to drive low impedance
loads such as 4 -ohm loudspeakers at
high levels with this power amplifier, you
might prefer to use Exicon
ECF2ON16/ECF20P16 power mosfets
with 250W of dissipation capacity rather
than the 125W ECF1ON16/ECF10P16
pair specified. The voltage rating of ZD3
and ZD4 should then be increased to
8.2 V. There are undoubtedly other
power mosfets which would work
reasonably well in this design (such as
BUZ900/BUZ905). I have not tried them
myself, because none have
specifications as good as the Exicon
parts, and all are more expensive.
Exicon mosfets are designed and
manufactured in the UK specifically for
hi-fi audio power amplifiers.
The power mosfets are bolted onto a
pcb-mounting, thermal transfer bracket
which is then bolted onto the heatsink
proper (usually with the case back panel
in between). I would recommend that you
enlarge the holes fixing the thermal
transfer bracket to the heatsink to take
M5 nuts and bolts. Insert the central,
locating M3 nut and bolt first when
mounting the power mosfets onto the
thermal transfer bracket and pcb. Then
insert the power mosfets on top of their
greaseless insulating pads and bolt them
loosely to the thermal transfer bracket and
pcb with M3 nuts and bolts. Put an
ordinary washer (not a lock washer, they'll
chew up the pcb) under each nut on the
pcb side. At this point, check that the
power mosfet cases and pins are not in
electrical contact with the thermal transfer
bracket. This shouldn't be a problem if
you are using a pcb, but extra care is
required if you are using a stripboard
layout. In the latter case, use the thermal
transfer bracket as a drilling template.
When the power mosfets are properly
seated, all the nuts and bolts can be
tightened up. I usually then solder the nuts
in place on the bolts; they often need a bit
of scraping before they will take solder.
Soldering ensures that the nuts and bolts
don't work loose due to the inevitable
thermal cycling of the power mosfets and
thermal transfer bracket. If you ever need
to remove the power mosfets, the solder
on the nuts and bolts can be removed

FS1

3A
FS3
3A

---0-/-0-)+50V

T1 GREY
ORANGE

230V

C3

4700p =I 4700p

4700p
T63V

"Ill 63V 7 63V

>OV

IN

200
PIV
10A
ORANGE

FS2
3A

+

+E=L C2

+111C1

j

+

C4

C5

4700p =14700p
.111.63V

1111.163V

+]C3

4700p
mlul 63V

*--0Y0----> -50V
RED

FS4
3A

160VA

Figure 6a: a suitable power supply circuit for a single power amplifier
with a solder sucker or solder wicking braid. When finally bolting
the power amplifier to the heatsink or case back paneVheatsink,
use heat transfer grease between the thermal transfer bracket and
heatsink, or between the thermal transfer bracket and case back
panel, as well as between the case back panel and heatsink.
Photograph 1 shows a completed power amplifier built on a
manufactured pcb.
The power mosfets can be mounted directly onto a heatsink
and connected to the pcb by wires if desired. Keep the wires as
short as possible. Although not quite as elegant as using the
thermal transfer bracket, direct mounting probably provides better
heatsinking. The heatsinks are usually chosen to fit in with the
power amplifier casing, which is a matter of individual taste, but
should be rated at no more than 2.0 degree,sC/W for domestic use
or no more than 1.3 degree,sC/VV for continuous sinewave use.
I used a 2U 19 -inch rackmount case from Maplin (order code

XM68Y) to house a stereo pair of power amplifiers together with
their associated power supplies and protection circuitry (of which
more later) in conjunction with 1.8 degreeC/W heatsinks from Cirkit
(Stock Number 21-08035) for domestic use. I used white dry transfer paint lettering (available from most good art supply shops),
followed by three coats of water -based spray varnish, to annotate
the power switch and indicator lights on the front panel.
One final point concerns the gain of the amplifier, which was set
to 23 to work with my relatively high -output preamplifier. This may
be a little low for some users and may be increased to 30 by
reducing R5 from 100 to 75 ohms, at the expense of a very slight
increase in distortion.
Figures 6a and b show two suitable power supply circuits The
power supply, loudspeaker protection and testing will be discussed
in the next issue, and the source and price of the professionally
made PCBs will be given. See you next month.
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Figure 6b: a suitable power supply circuit for dual power amplifiers
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Contemporary logic
design for test
The logic system in some modern products is so complex that traditional design
approaches do not work and new tactics must be found, as Andrew Armstrong describes.
ogic design is relatively simple, right? There is
none of that complicated undefined stuff about
analogue levels, biasing, frequency response, and
so on. You can revel in the simplicity of ones and
zeros, where the exact voltage does not matter.
Even so, sometimes logic designs don't work first time. At
least occasionally, you will find that a small logic design with
only a dozen 74HC series chips in it will not work, because
somebody overlooked the result of what would happen if a
clock pulse occurs too close to the clear line going inactive.
Still, it is normally fairly simple to discover what is going
wrong by, for example, finding a short negative glitch in the
signal between IC4 and IC5. In a commercial environment you
might use a logic analyser with glitch capture turned on to
examine a number of signals at once and track down the
problem in one step.

With complicated logic designs, there are at least two major
categories of test requirement. It is necessary to be able to test
large logic devices, both for design verification and for
production test; and it is necessary to be able to test the pcb
on which the chips reside, particularly for production test.

L

Boundary Scan
One important test technology is called Boundary Scan, a
technology strongly supported by JTAG (the Joint Test Action
Group - look at http://www.jtag.com ). This is the application of
a scan path at the boundary (that is, the I/0) of ics so that test
signals can be applied and measured through scan operations.
Figure 1 illustrates this idea. Here an IC is shown with an
application -logic section and its input and output, with a
boundary scan cell interposed between the application logic
and the data input and output pins. Extra connections for test
data input (TDI) and test data output (TDO) are also added.
In normal operation, the BSCs are transparent, and signals
flow through freely. However, during boundary test the
following operations are possible:
A test word can be shifted in and fed out from each
boundary scan cell output (NDO).
A test response can be latched at each boundary scan cell
input (NDI) and shifted out for inspection.
Connecting tracks and neighbouring ICs on a board
assembly can be tested by this means. Also, the application
logic internal to the chip can be tested by applying test
stimulus from the input BSCs and capturing test response at
the output BSCs. This can enable quick and efficient testing of
items which would otherwise be difficult or impossible to
access.
Of course, programming the test signal sequence could
easily turn out to be a major task in itself, but nevertheless it is
much more economic than employing skilled technicians to
spend long periods manually checking signals, and it can find
faults which the technician could not.

A question of scale

What would happen if you could not attach probes to the logic
signals? Clearly you would use a simulator before building
anything. This would help you to avoid the kind of mental glitch
which causes you to overlook things that you know perfectly
well, if only you ask the right question. Still there are problems
which may not be discovered in this way.
An example of this happened to me when using a pulse
resynchroniser designed as part of an AMD MACH -family (big
brother to programmable array logic) chip. Incorrect operation
could occur only when an arbitrarily timed pulse was timed
close enough to the 500kHz clock to set the flip-flop into a
metastable state. An easy mistake to make, I would contend,
even if it looks silly in retrospect. Fortunately there was enough
spare capacity in the MACH to add an extra flip-flop to remove
the problem.
The cause of the problem was not immediately obvious.
Just about the only way to find it was to think through each
step of the operation, and ask what could possibly go wrong.
The flip-flop was not accessible from the outside of
the MACH, though it might have been possible to
design it so that it was. The only reason to do that
would have been as an aid to test - had it been
clear that access to that point would provide a
useful test signal.
Application
NDI
BSC
The above problem occurred in a fairly simple
Logic
piece of logic, at least by comparison with some of
the asics (application specific integrated circuits)
TDI
designed into fancy bits of mass produced
consumer hardware. There, a more advanced test
technology is needed, both for development and
production testing.
Figure 1: the principle of Boundary Scan
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look at the board level design from
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A more vital part of design for test
is to structure the logic of asics, as far
as possible, so that there are no logic
nodes inaccessible to the outside
world which cannot quickly be tested.
So, if a particular logic node inside a
complicated asic can be stuck at 1 or
at 0, and this cannot be discovered
by applying signals to and testing the
response from the ic pins, then we
need either a test connection which
can determine the fault, or a redesign
of the internal logic to minimise the
node -checking test sequence. This is
a very complicated subject, and, in
order to do this in a practical way,
EDA (electronics design automation)
tools incorporate tools to simulate the
logic, and even to generate
sequences of test signals (often called
"test vectors").
In order to bring very complex -logic
controlled products, often containing
one or more processors embedded
somewhere in the logic, to market
while there is still a demand, a
carefully structured design process is
needed. There is a heavy reliance on
various types of simulation, to
minimise the costly and timeconsuming stages of physical
prototyping. Figure 3 illustrates a view
of the modern digital design process.

Figure 2: Boundary Scan architecture

The simple example of figure 1 is the simplest possible
implementation of a boundary scan system. A more useful
example is shown in figure 2. Here data is shifted into
and out of the boundary scan cells, so that an extra test
pin for each input or output is not actually needed, as
might have been implied by figure 1. Figure 2 shows the
IEEE 1149.1 architecture (the IEEE is the USA Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers).
The architecture comprises an Instruction Register, a
Bypass Register, a Boundary -Scan Register (the tinted
area in figure 2), an optional User Data Register, and the
Test Access Port (TAP). The boundary scan register is a
set of serially accessed test cells at the input and output
boundaries of the application part of the ic.
The instruction register and data registers are
separately accessible, so that the test access port can
load instructions and data independently.

Design for test
Another advantage of boundary scan is that, if a
reasonable proportion of the chips on a pcb incorporate
boundary scan, other non -boundary scan chips can also

HDL
It is not practical to design complex logic asics by the
traditional methods used for small arrays of 74 -series
combinational and sequential logic chips. The complexity
would defeat most or all designers' abilities to
understand and check. The favoured design approach in
many cases is to use a hardware design language, or
HDL. This looks rather like computer code, but it is
compiled to logic circuitry rather than to an executable
binary file.
The HDL code can be run on a simulator, to see what it

will do as written. A chip design can be produced, and
that can be simulated to find out what real hardware will
do. Although the HDL code specifies the operation of the
logic, it is possible that timing constraints on the actual
chip will prevent it from functioning as first designed. The
procedure then is the rewrite the relevant part of the HDL
code into something which will compile to a different logic
structure - one which will avoid the particular timing
problem identified by the asic simulation. The HDL and
asic simulation processes continue in parallel until all
works correctly in simulation.
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Timing requirements identified during this simulation
phase will very likely impact on the layout of the pcb,
which will be carried on in parallel because of the need to
bring products to the market swiftly. EDA tools now in use
in this sort of design environment can simulate the effects
of delays in tracks, signal coupling between tracks, and
suchlike electromagnetic phenomena. This area of concern
is often referred to as signal integrity, and it is closely
related to the requirements of electromagnetic
compatibility mandated by European law. In effect, proper
attention to signal integrity issues will take care of many of
the requirements for a pass at the EMC testing stage.
As an aside, it is strange to note that hardware
designers are being obliged to work more in the manner of
programmers. I would hazard a guess that this may limit
the design flair which, for many engineers, seems to arise
from visualisation of the problem. It is a strange irony that,
as hardware designers start to use what looks like
computer code (perhaps because the design tools are
written by programmers), some programmers are starting
to use diagrammatic programming, because it is more
intuitive, and easier to see what is happening.

Even that imposes some problems. because connecting
such a load to the bus outputs of the processor
constitutes adding an unterminated transmission line. At
the high frequencies at which modern processors work, it
is necessary to view connections as transmission lines.
unless they are extremely short.
To make this approach work. space must be
deliberately left to permit the interface to be connected to
the processor. With conventional surface mount packages,
approximately 10mm around the processor will normally
permit connection to the debug port and the bus by
means of a probe adaptor designed for the purpose. The
outputs from this can be connected to logic analysers,
oscilloscopes, or whatever is needed.
In some cases it is better to design in a processor
connection, in which case it must be decided in advance
which pins need to be accessible. Usually the debug port,
address bus, data bus, and control/status lines will need
to be available. This can be used both to debug the code
at the system integration phase, and as an aid to test in
production.

In conclusion

Processor testing

You may wonder why all this test complexity is needed. In
Development and test of complex processor based
complex logic designs, the effect of certain faults can be
designs adds extra requirements. Emulators have long
very subtle and hard to find rapidly by other means. In one
been used as an aid to code development. An emulator
batch of nominally identical PC motherboards, there was
generally offers many useful aids to debugging, such as
one which would run any operating system correctly
real time trace, and breakpoints set in to the code without
except Window 95, and would run Windows 95 in safe
interfering with execution. The ability to single step
mode only, while all the others worked correctly with any
through a program, and to change the contents of a
system. Perhaps these advanced test technologies could
register then continue, can also be valuable.
have identified and eliminated this problem before the
The increasing speed of processors has made it more
motherboard wasted over half a day testing the installation
difficult to build emulators. It is relatively easy to make a
before identifying the motherboard as the source of the
dil-pluggable module which can run all the problems of a
problem.
simple 8 -bit 4MHz processor
in real time, while allowing
break points to be set and
sending information up the
cable to the main body of the
Development Environment
emulator. To do that for a
Simulated
Real world
processor running at well
over 100MHz is much more
difficult, not least because
the shortest connection
ASIC Design & Development
Ask
available between the
FAB
Ask Simulation
1-11X
emulator module and the pcb
Design
is likely to add too much
1-1D1 Simulation
delay for it to work at full
PCB
PCB Layout
speed.
FAB
0
Many fast modern
AC,
O
Po
a.
processors now have a
cS.5
debug port, by means of
which some of the functions
of an emulator can be carried
out by the chip itself. It is still
Software Simulation
In -target debug
necessary to have a module
Software design and development
which connects to the
processor connections on
the pcb, but now the
0
100%
processor is connected, and
the module communicates
with the debug port and
monitors bus activity etc.
Figure 3: an ASIC development timeline
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Timing (a

Mectronles
Part 2: More about astables
Timing signals are used in many electronic systems, and can vary from the very
accurate to the approximate. Here Owen Bishop moves from RC oscillators of
limited accuracy to much more accurate and stable crystal oscillators.
+V o
R1

4

OUTPUT o
D2

555

D1

R2

T
OV o

-I.--- CHARGING
---0- DISCHARGING

Figure 1: a pair of diodes are used with the 555 ic for obtaining
mark:space ratios of 1 or less

the low output. We saw last month that the basic 555 astable
circuit necessarily has a mark -to -space ratio greater than 1.
Now we can examine ways of obtaining different ratios.
The reason the basic astable has a ratio greater than 1 is
that the capacitor charges through two resistors (with output
high) but discharges through only one of them (with output
low). We can avoid this situation by using diodes to direct the
current through different resistors, depending on whether the
capacitor is charging or discharging. Figure 1 shows a circuit
that does this. When the capacitor is charging, current flows
through R1 and D1 to the capacitor C1. The duration of the
high period thus depends only on R1 and C1. To be more
precise. t.p = 0.69RIC,.
When the capacitor is discharging, current flows from the
capacitor through R2 and D2 to pin 7 of the ic. The duration of
the low period depends only on R2 and C1. The duration of
the period is the same as for the simple astable, that is, tlow =
0.69R2C1. The values of R1 and R2 can be chosen
independently, making it possible to obtain any mark:space
ratio, whether greater or less than 1.

If you remember, our old and dear friend the 555 was used in
the first episode of this series last month to illustrate the two
basic types of timing circuit:

INS <1

M/S )1

3

o OUTPUT

555

Monostables for producing a single output pulse of precise
length.

Astables for producing a pulse train of precise frequency.
The monostable circuit is limited for many purposes because it
is difficult to produce a pulse several seconds or minutes long
with reasonable precision. For timing long periods, it is usually
easier to use an astable to produce a train of pulses, and then
count the number of pulses. We will look into circuits of this
type in the next episode. For now, we will examine variations of
the astable circuit, look at another monostable, and build an
astable which operates on a different principle.

Figure 2: another way to obtain mark:space ratios of less than 1 is
to use an inverter

«V
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0
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OUTPUTS
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555
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Duty cycle
The 'duty cycle' of an astable describes the relative lengths of
the periods during which its output is high and low. This is also
known as the mark:space ratio, where the 'mark' is the
duration of the high output, and the 'space' is the duration of

Figure 3: a flip flop converts a signal with any mark:space ratio to
a signal at half the frequency and a ratio of exactly 1
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TIMER
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collector of Q1 is passed through the capacitor, holding Q2
OFF even though the trigger pulse has ended.
The next stage is that current flows through R3, gradually
charging C1 and raising the voltage at the base of Q2. Figure
6 clearly shows the exponential rise of voltage across the
capacitor. As soon as this reaches about 0.7V, Q2 begins to
turn ON again, pulling down the voltage at its collector, which
turns 01 OFF, which raises the voltage at its collector, and
turns Q2 more fully on. The effect is cumulative and results in
the circuit rapidly returning to its original state. The output falls
to zero.
Summing up, a low level on the trigger causes a high
output pulse, the length of which is the time taken for the
current through R3 to charge C1 from -8.3V to 0.7V The
length of the pulse depends on the values of R3 and C1,
approximately:

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

OF

FLIP-FLOP

LOW

Figure 4: the waveforms of the circuit in figure 3

Another approach to obtaining a mark:space ratio of less
than 1 is to invert a signal that has a ratio that is greater than

1. This is particularly convenient when working with digital
circuits, as there is often a spare INVERT, NAND or NOR gate
that can be used for the inversion (figure 2). The main snag of
this is that a logic gate sources or sinks much less current than
the 555 timer. For example, a standard TTL gate can source
16mA and sink only 0.4mA . Gates of other logic families sink
or source less than this. This compares very unfavourably with
the 555, which can sink or source 200mA (100mA for the
cmos versions). However, this is not a problem if the inverter is
being used to provide input only to subsequent logic circuits.
Often we need a mark:space ratio of 1 exactly. This can be
done using the circuit in figure 1, with resistors of equal values,
but a simpler way is to use a toggle flip-flop (figure 3). Toggle
flip-flops, as such, are not manufactured, but can be made
from a D or J -K flip-flop, as shown in the figure. Figure 4
shows the waveforms; the flip-flop changes state (toggles) on
every rising edge of the astable, and therefore has a
mark:space ratio of 1. The frequency of its output is half that of
the astable, so the astable is set up to run at twice the
frequency required.

t=
With the values shown in figure 5, the pulse length is:

0.7 x 5.6k x 100u = 590 ms
Note that this monostable produces an inverted output from
the collector of Ql, a feature that may be useful in some
applications.
Taking this circuit apart, it can be seen as a pair of inverting
sub -circuits based on the two transistors. The inverters are
cross -coupled. The output of one inverter (Q2) is coupled
through the R4 to the input of the other (01). The output of the
01 inverter is fed through a capacitor to the input of Q2. This
configuration can be used to build monostables from other
types of inverter. But if we are going to start using logic gates
or op amps to provide these, we might just as well go back to
the 555, which gives precision, and freedom from the effects of
power supply variations.
Astables too may be built from pairs of logic inverters by
coupling each of them to the other one with a capacitor, as in
figure 7, which uses transistor switches as inverters. The
circuit now has two capacitors. A trigger input is not needed
because, owing to slight asymmetries in the circuit caused by
slightly differing values of nominally identical components, the
circuit will always go straight into one of its two states at
switch -on, with one transistor fully ON and the other fully OFF.
From then on it continues indefinitely, alternately charging and
discharging the capacitors.
The charging time for each capacitor depends on the value
of the capacitor and the resistor through which it is charged.
The two capacitors and resistors may be made equal in value
to obtain a mark:space ratio of 1, or may be unequal if a
mark:space ratio greater or less than 1 is required.
Output is high while Q2 is OFF and C1 is charging through
R2, so that:

Other timing circuits
The 555 is purpose -designed for precision timing but there are
other ways generating reasonably good single pulses or chains
of pulses. Figure 5 shows a monostable built from two cross connected transistor switches. The transistors operate so that
when one is ON the other one OFF. Beginning with Q1 OFF
and 02 ON, the output is low. The trigger input is normally high
(figure 6) but a short negative -going trigger pulse momentarily
turns 02 OFF, by making its base voltage fall rapidly from
about +0.7V to about -8 V Turning off Q2 makes the output at
its collector rise to +9V The increase in voltage at the collector
of Q2 also causes 01 to be turned ON, so pulling down the
voltage at the collector of 01. The low -going pulse at the

= 0 .7R2C,

Conversely output is low when Q2 is ON and C2 is charging
through R3, so that:
to. = 0.7R3C2

Combining these two equations we obtain:
Figure 5: cross -connected transistor switches are used to build a
monostable

f = 1.4/(R,C,+ R,C2).
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pendulum swinging, (2) counts the number of
swings, and (3) displays the result on a dial, in
terms of the elapsed time. In a purely mechanical
clock there is an escapement to release the
energy stored in the hanging weights or in a
coiled spring, swing by swing. The energy is also
used to drive a system of gear wheels. The gears
have hands attached and move them over a
circular dial. A mechanical watch has much the
same mechanism, but with a balance wheel
rotating to and fro instead of a pendulum. The
energy to keep this in motion comes from the
mainspring. Another spring, the hairspring,
attached to the balance wheel, alternately stores
and releases the rotational energy of the balance
wheel as it continually rotates in one direction and
then reverses. Such mechanisms can be coupled
to electronic circuits, usually by electromagnetic
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8 0000

Trigger
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6 0000
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2 0000
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Figure 6: the voltage levels in figure 5 following a triggering pulse

Figure 8 is another astable based on inverters. This time we
have only one capacitor because the action of this circuit is to
charge the capacitor in one direction, then discharge it and
recharge it in the opposite direction. This circuit is a very useful
one for producing clock pulses to drive logic circuits. R1 and
C1 are the timing components and the period is 2.2RC. R2
should be approximately ten times the value of R1. Its function
is to counteract the effects of the diodes that protect the gate
inputs from static charges. Without R2, the frequency of the
astable is more dependent on supply voltage and the output
has rounded corners. The third gate is not an essential part of
the astable. It is used as a buffer to prevent the driven circuit
from loading the astable and altering its timing.

Crystal oscillators
All the timing circuits we have described so far rely on the
timing of one particular physical process, the charging and
discharging of capacitance. This is a convenient process to
use because it can be directly coupled to electronic counting
and display circuits. The period of swing of a pendulum is
physical process that has been used by clockmakers for
centuries because a long pendulum can be made with
sufficient precision for accurate timing. Thermal contraction
and expansion can be compensated for in various ways. It only
remains to couple the pendulum to some kind of mechanism
which (1) provides a regular input of energy to keep the

+9V

Another mechanical device for timing is the
tuning fork. A tuning fork is used by musicians as
a convenient and portable way to produce of note
of precisely known frequency. A tuning fork may be used as
the basis for timing in a clock or watch. The fork is made to
vibrate continuously by supplying it with energy, usually by an
oscillating electromagnetic field. The fork vibrates at its own
natural frequency (not necessarily in the audio range) which is
detected electromagnetically and used to drive a counting
circuit and hence a display.
For present-day clocks, except for those of the highest
precision, pendulums, balance wheels and tuning forks have
been replaced by another more compact and more convenient
mechanical device, the crystal. This is usually a crystal of that
very common and durable material, quartz. A quartz crystal
consists of atoms of silicon and oxygen arranged in a regular
three-dimensional lattice. Forces exist between the atoms, and
some of these are electrical forces of attraction and repulsion.
The total effect of these forces is very strong. They hold the
atoms of the crystal into a firm and solid shape. All matter is
known to consist of relatively small atoms with large amounts
of empty space between them, but this may be hard to believe
when one has just accidentally hit one's head on a low branch
of a tree.
The inter -atomic forces in a quartz crystal hold the atoms in
position in the lattice, but the lattice is not completely rigid.
There is some elasticity, and they are free to move a certain
amount, like a three-dimensional trampoline, when the crystal
is subjected to mechanical force from outside. A sudden force
will set the crystal vibrating for a while. Compression of the
crystal squashes the atoms closer together. The result is an
imbalance of the electrical fields within the crystal which
causes a potential difference to develop between opposite
faces of the crystal.

R4
1k

C3
00n

I-0 OUTPUT
01
BC54 8

0 OUTPUT

W 02
BC54 8

R
R2

OV

ci

Figure 8: an astable may be built from two logic inverters, with a
third inverter as an output buffer

Figure 7: two cross -connected transistor switches form an
astable. Compare this with figure 5
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Temperature coefficient
The frequency of a crystal is dependent on
temperature, the tempco (temperature
coefficent) usually being of the order of 30
OUTPUT
ppm per degreeC. The average tempco of
the crystals used in cheap watches is about
200 ppm. This is usually of no concern, as
the tempco varies with temperature and is
almost zero at about 25 degreesC, which is
close to the temperature at which most
digital clocks and watches are called upon to
operate. For lowest tempco and minimal
resonance at harmonic frequencies the best
quality crystals are those cut at an angle of
31.35
degrees from the axis of the lattice.
Cl
C2
This is known as the AT -cut and most
crystals (except those used in most clocks
OVo
0
and watches) are cut in this way. For the
highest precision the crystal is cut as
accurately as cutting techniques allow, then
put thorugh a sealing process in a
Figure 9: the astable of figure 8 is used here with a crystal to control its
frequency. This is the parallel circuit
thermostatically -warmed container or 'oven'.
This eliminates the effects of tempco, and the
This is known as the piezo-electric effect, and it the basis of
best of such clocks have an accuracy of 0.0003 seconds
the action of crystal microphones and similar transducers. It is
detected by evaporating a thin metal film on opposite faces of
the crystal and measuring the changes in the potential
difference between them. Mechanical energy is converted to
electrical energy by this means. Perhaps the simplest example
is the piezo-electric gas -lighter, which produces a spark when
we press the trigger lever.
The piezo-electric effect operates in the reverse direction
too. If we apply a voltage between opposite sides of the
crystal, we reinforce some of the intermolecular forces and
weaken others, causing the crystal to change shape. Electrical
energy is thus converted to mechanical energy. This effect is
used in piezo-electric sounders, including some used in
security sounders capable of emitting ear -piercing shrieks.
The piezo-electric effect is widely used in electronic timing
devices. The heart of these is a small quartz crystal, cut from
a larger synthetic crystal of pure quartz to such a size and
shape that it will vibrate most strongly at one particular
frequency. This is equivalent to adjusting the period of a
pendulum by carefully adjusting its length. Fortunately, it is
easy to machine a crystal with a very high degree of
precision. Inexpensive crystals are readily available with
tolerances as small as 15 parts per million. In a cheap digital
watch or clock, this is equivalent to about 40 seconds a
month, far surpassing the performance of a mechanical
watch or clock of comparable price.

a year.

Reference to clocks and watches raises the matter of
finding a suitable frequency of vibration. All crystals vibrate
at high frequencies, usually several megahertz, so a timer
requires a digital frequency divider to produce a signal
capable of driving a display. For the majority of
timekeepers we use a crystal cut to vibrate at 32.768 kHz.
The significance of this figure becomes apparent when we
realise that 32768 is equal to 215. The signal from the
oscillating crystal is passed through a 15 -stage binary
divider and emerges as a 1 Hz signal, all ready for timing
in seconds. Below we describe a practical project which
uses this system. Two further stages of division, both by
60, give us minutes and hours. An alternative time source
is a 4.194304 MHz crystal followed by a 22 -stage divider.
Many other crystal frequencies are available off the shelf,
including 6.5522 MHz for driving TV video circuits and a
range of crystals with high frequencies used for driving
microprocessors and timing the operations of their
peripherals, and other crystals generating accurate carrier
frequencies for radio transmitters.
Crystals are cut for operation in one of two different

R1

OUTPUT

Co

Figure 10: this network is the electrical equivalent of a piezoelectric crystal

Figure 11: the series circuit for a crystal oscillator
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Figure 12: a 1Hz clock module deriving its frequency from a digital watch crystal

modes. Crystals for parallel operation are used in circuits
such as figure 9. This circuit makes use of two logic
inverters and is very similar to the oscillator in figure 8.
The values of R2, C1 and C2 are chosen so that the
circuit resonates at the specified crystal frequency. The
essential point is that the output of the resistor -capacitor
network being fed back to the input of inverter 1 is exactly
180 degrees out of phase with the input to the network
taken from the output of the inverter. The output of the
inverter is always 180 degrees out of phase with its input
so there is resonance. Without the crystal it is an oscillator
in its own right, but at a frequency dependent on the
rather imprecise values of the resistor and capacitors. The
addition of the crystal forces the circuit to resonate at the
crystal's own natural frequency. It is rather the same as
jumping on a trampoline. You can leap higher if you time
your actions to its natural frequency. The oscillations of the
circuit cause the crystal to vibrate but it will only vibrate
strongly at a frequency very close to its natural frequency.

We say that the crystal has a very high Q.
To explain the matter of Q. figure 10 shows the
electronic equivalent of the crystal. There is a capacitance
C, between its leads and between the electrodes on
opposite faces of the crystal. Then there is the equivalent
of a series RCL resonant circuit due to the response of the
crystal lattice to mechanical deformation. In this, C is low
but L is high and, since:
Q = 0.)cL/R

where (t), is the resonant frequency of the crystal (high
too), we obtain quality factors up to 100000. High Q
results in high selectivity, that is, strong resonance at a
given frequency and a sharp fall -off at frequencies on
either side. The result is that the crystal dominates the
circuit, forcing it to resonate at the crystal's own
frequency. If C2 is a variable capacitor, it is possible to use
it to tune the circuit more finely and compensate for

Figure 13: the stripboard layout of the clock module
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Figure 14: the reverse of the stripboard layout, showing the cutouts

tolerance errors in the crystal, but only small deviations
from the crystal's frequency are possible.
The parallel circuit is suitable only for use with high impedance devices such as the cmos gates we use in our
project below. Its main disadvantage is that it takes an
appreciable time (a second or more) after power -up for
oscillations to build up to maximum amplitude. This does
not matter in a digital watch or clock which runs for years
once powered, but there are applications in which almost
instant oscillation is essential, for example, a
microprocessor clock should be active at switch -on. For
this purpose we use the series circuit (figure 11). This
takes more current than the parallel circuit.

A Practical Crystal Clock
This is a 1 Hz clock (figure 12) based on dividing the
output of a 32.768 kHz crystal by a 15 -stage binary
counter. A convenient way of doing this is to use the
CMOS 4060 which has a built-in oscillator circuit and 14
stages of division. A 4013 flip-flop is added to this as the
fifteenth dividing stage (figure 12). The clock circuit is
uses an inverter which is inside the is and has its terminals
at pins 10 and 11. R1 provides feedback so that the
inverter snaps sharply from
one state to the other. The
drive to the crystal goes by
way of R2. It may be
necessary to use a resistor of
lower or higher resistance
than 56k. If the resistor has
too low a value the oscillator
may not start, so try other
values if your oscillator
produces no output. Cl and
C2 provide with XTAL1 a
tuned circuit. C1 should be
around 15pF normally,
depending on the load
specified for the crystal. The
circuit works best if C1 has
the specified value, but we
have found that it works well
enough with a value
reasonably close to this. C2
should be two or three times

the value of C1. If you
prefer you can substitute
a miniature variable
trimming capacitor here
(maximum of 65pF), to
allow fine tuning of the
frequency. Pin 12 of the is
is the reset pin which
must be held at OV for the
divider to run.
The output of IC1 is
taken from the fourteenth
stage, and runs at 2 Hz.
This is fed to a D -type
latch (there are two in IC2)
wired with its Q -bar
output fed back to its
data input. This converts
it to a toggle flip-flop,
which changes state on every rising edge of the signal
from IC1. The output at pin 13 of IC2 is a 1 Hz signal. A
small part of this is shunted off through R3 to switch an
LED. This is optional but it is often helpful to have an
indication that the timer is working properly.
Figure 13 shows a suggested stripboard layout. The
components of the oscillator are soldered close together
and with short leads to minimize lead capacitance. The
capacitors used in this circuit were both sub -miniature
ceramic types with NPO dielectric. This has a tempco of
zero, so the effect of temperature is limited to the tempco
of the crystal which is about -0.04 ppm/degreesC when
ambient temperature is 25 degreesC. This is small enough
to be ignored. Note that the strips beneath the board are
cut at various places, but NOT at F8. There are important
cuts at H23 and J22. Solder blobs are used to make
connections beneath the board, particularly where pins 2
to 8 of 102 are all grounded by solder to inactivate the
unused flip-flop. The parts are all straightforward to get
hold of.
In this and the previous parts we built two astable
modules. In the next and subsequent parts we will build
them something to drive.
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AQUAPROBE
Politically correct, environmentally sound and kind to green growing things: Bob Noyes'
aptly -named Aquaprobe lets you know when your potted plant is gasping for water.
he Aquaprobe was designed in response to a
local school's request for a low cost project that
would be both useful and the focus of some
electronics lessons on understanding the
principles. There were other conditions as well: the
project must not be sexist or have anything to with gambling or
religion; and to cap it all, if it were to fail (not totally unknown
with school -built projects!) there must be no health or safety
implications. Oh yes ... and it had to be an all -year-round
project, because different groups of pupils would be building it
throughout the year.
After a few days of head scratching and furrowed brows
Aquaprobe was born. It is a device that detects when a potted
plant needs watering. Aquaprobe sits in the soil, minding its own
business, until it detects that the plant requires water, which
Aquaprobe indicates by a pulsing sound and a flashing LED.
Because of the financial limitations, the good old PP3
power source was ruled out. This had me thinking: one of the
reasons that projects become expensive is the box; the bigger
the box the bigger the bill just to house the battery; so ... we
can make the battery small, but this will mean changing it too
often. To keep battery life to an acceptable level the residual
current consumption had to be minimal; this meant CMOS in
order to work at low voltages well below 9V and have a long
battery life.
It also meant that for most of the time nothing in the way of
sound or light could be produced - no ON LED. When
anything happened, it had to be low power in terms of watts
but high in terms of volume. This meant PIEZO. A piezo
sounder can be loud but it consumes minimal power. Because
the sound would have to be given out in very short bursts with
a long break in between, to keep power consumption low the
problem of having several of these things going off and

wondering which plant is in distress lead me to include a LED
(sorry!). Although LEDs can consume significant amounts of
power, if they pulse with an extremely low duty cycle,
consumption can be made acceptable. So now we had a
device producing very short pulses of sound and light.
As can be seen, the constraints of cost, size and power
consumption set the design - and that is what electronics is all
about.

Cost strikes again
When starting the design I noticed that there is a specialist
chip on the market designed as a water detector; this chip has
two disadvantages: the cost, which is well out of our price
range and the need for a stable supply of above 10V. So, back
to the drawing board.
In the end a standard CMOS nand Schmitt was chosen, the
4093, which has an extremely low current consumption as well
as the capacity to be configured into the design blocks
required to function as a dampness detector. And all it was
cheap.

The supply then had to be finalised. To keep the size down
hearing aid batteries were chosen. These are reasonably priced
and at about 500 mAh each, will give an acceptable battery life
as well as being quite small.
The next thing to sort out was the box. On many occasions
cheaper boxes could have been used if the dimensions of the
PCB had been slightly different, so in this project the PCB has
been designed to fit the box, rather than the other way round.
The box chosen was 75 x 56 x 25mm, costing around El
(cheaper if bought in bulk).
Now we had the box, the supply and method of sound and
light output, and all we needed was the circuit. Figure 1 gives
the full circuit, comprising basically three stages:
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Figure 1: the circuit of the Aquaprobe. The probe sleeve and tip apply if a jack plug is used as the probe.
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Figure 2a: the Probe in high resistance mode. In dry soil IC1 a
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The principle used in this project is that damp soil conducts
electricity more readily than dry. To sample the soil a probe is
required; the easiest and cheapest is the humble jack plug
which is normally made from some sort of brass material that
will not rust. It is pushed into the soil, and the resistance of the
soil is taken between the sleeve or screen and the tip. This soil
resistance is then used in a potential divider with RV1 to
determine if the soil is moist enough. DI and D2 are used as
protection devices to ensure that stray electrical interference,
such as nearby mobile phones and any electrolysis, do not
interfere with the circuit's operation. R1 prevents any possibility
of a direct short across the supply if the probe is shorted out
and RV1 is at minimum setting.
The junction of the potential divider, soil resistance RX and
RV1, is fed into the input of a NAND Schmitt gate. ICla pins 1
and 2, as with all Schmitt devices, have two threshold trigger
points, rising edge 60 percent and falling edge 40 percent.
With RV1 set at about 1 meg (about half way) the resistance of
the soil must rise above 1.5 meg to active the threshold point
of 40 percent high to low and when watered must fall to below
666K or 60 percent low to high threshold. See figures 2a and

OUTPUT
WAVEFORM
OV

Figure 3b: oscillator waveform: modified mark to space

2b. As can be seen, these resistance figures change if RV1 is
altered.

Assuming the soil is dry and above 1.5 megohms, the input
to IC1a will be read as a low and the output pin 3 will be a
high, enabling the mark to space generator. If the soil is damp,
that is, below 666 kilohms, the input will be read as a high,
consequently the output pin 3 will be low, not enabling the
mark to space generator.

Mark to space generator and inverter
From the previous stage we now have a digital output low if
the soil is damp, high if dry, that is, make a sound and light
output.
The problem is that both sound and light (LED) outputs
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to charge CA as well as discharge it. This charging
and discharging is only between the two trigger
points of 40 percent and 60 percent of rail. If two
resistors could be used, one to charge CA and one
to discharge it and they were of different values then
the mark to space would alter accordingly.
This is basically what is happening in figure 3b. Cl
is charged only by R2. 4M7. R3 cannot pass charge

PIEZO MOUNTED ON BOLTS ABOVE PCB

MALE PCB SPADE
CONNECTORS

PROBE TIP

PROBE SLEEVE
WATCH BATTERIES

Figure 4: the component layout

current because D3 is reversed biased, but when C1 is
charged both R2 and R3 help discharge it. R3 is much
smaller than R2, so it is discharged much more quickly.
This is how the output waveform is generated and, in
this case, has a duty cycle of around 40:1. Because of
the PCB layout of the circuit this waveform is inverted
to the one required by the output devices. This inverted
waveform is brought back to the correct orientation by
IC1 d, an inverter (both input pins 12 and 13 connected
together). The waveform, when triggered by dry soil, is
normally low pulsing high with a duty cycle of around
40:1.

consume power and with two small hearing aid batteries we
have a limit on the length of time this can be maintained. The
solution is to pulsate the outputs; if a 1:1 mark to space output
was used the outputs would be off for as long as they were on
(in dry conditions only), effectively doubling the active output
life. The trouble is that even this would not be enough, so a
duty cycle of around 40:1 is used. This increases the output life

Output sound and light

The sound output consists of an oscillator built around 101c.
This time the mark to space ratio required is 1:1, so only one
resistor, R4, is used to charge and discharge C3. The sound
output device is a passive piezo sounder which comes in a
range of sizes and styles. In this project, because it is going to
be mounted above the PCB, a piezo with wire leads is used. It
can be connected directly to the output of 101 pin 10 which
approximately 40 -fold.
most of the time is high (while the soil is damp). Sound is only
The heart of this mark to space generator is ICI b, see
produced when this point goes low at a frequency set by R4,
figures 3a and 3b. Figure 3a shows the basic oscillator
C3. The value of R4 can be changed either up or down; down
circuit, which gives a 1:1 mark to space ratio as RA is used
increases the frequency and
increasing R4 decreases it. This
is a little hard to judge. because
it is on for such a short period of
HOLE TO SUIT
time. If the +ve of C1 is
JACK PLUG PROBE
PCB
temporarily shorted to the +ve
rail with a link and the probe
connections are open, the
LED MAY BE MOUNTED ON FRONT
PIEZO MOUNTED ABOVE PCB ON 2 5mm OR 6BA BOLTS
OR REAR OF PCB (MOUNT TO SUIT BOX)
oscillator will operate
PIEZO LEADS
IF ON THE FRONT IT WILL REQUIRE LONG
M3 CAN BE USED IF PIEZO IS DRILLED OUT
LEGS TO REACH THE FRONT PANEL
continuously, making it easier to
select an alternative value for R4.
While this is being done, it is a
good idea to remove LED1 from
_ _ ICI MAY BE MOUNTED
the circuit as this draws
IN A HOLDER
significant current if left on.
Remember it will be on
continuously while the oscillator
is on. Once a better value has
MALE PCB SPADE CONNECTORS
HOLD WATCH BATTERIES AND
been found for R4 that effectively
ACT AS CONTACTS
makes the output sound louder,
SMALL ELASTIC BAND MAY BE
PCB CUT TO
USED TO HOLD BATTERIES IN
that is, nearer to its resonant
FIT BOX
PLACE. THIS ALSO KEEPS
PRESSURE ON THE CONTACTS
frequency, the temporary link
from C1 +ve to +ve rail can be
SMALL LINK MAY BE REQUIRED
2 x ZINC AIR BATTERIES
removed and the LED re -fitted.
TO CONNECT PIN TO TIP
SMALL SURFACE VE. METAL CASE +VE
CONNECTION
This adaptation is purely optional,
as 22k will work for R4.
SOLDER SLEEVE (OUTSIDE) TO PIN
DRILL AS TIGHT AS POSSIBLE
The light indicating that the
SECURE WITH GLUE GUN GLUE
JACK SLEEVE
soil is dry is also powered from
the mark to space generator but,
JACK TIP
as it draws more current,
requires a transistor 01 to
Figure 5: the built PCB mounted in the box
provide this boost. The best type

0
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ETI can supply printed circuit boards for most of our current projects - see the list
below for boards available. For recent boards not listed, check the constructional
article for an alternative supplier.
Please use this order form or a copy of it. Check that all relevant information is
filled in, including the Unit Order Code, and that you have signed the form if sending
a credit card number. Overseas customers please add postage appropriate to the
number of units you are ordering. Make cheques/POs/money orders, in £ sterling
only, payable to Nexus Special Interest Limited. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Access/Visa orders may be made on 01442 266551 (ask for Readers Services).
Only boards listed here are available from our PCB Service. For past issues of
magazines, or binders, please see page 74 or contact Readers Services for
information. This department remains at Hemel Hempstead until further notice.

Name and issue of ro ect

Unit

The 10 Tester
Fake Flasher
DC Motors (Part 2)
Valve Tester - Main Board
Valve T
ket Board

egulator
e Tester'boirds

Valv

e IQ Tester (previous10/897/2

E/1097/1
EJ1097/2
E/1097/3
E/1097/4
E/1097/5
E/1097/6

E/1097/4/5/6
E/1097/7

£5.64
£5.09
£6.77
£21.22
£5.09
£5.09
£30.30
£5.64

E/997/1
E/997/2
E/997/3
E/997/4

£16.49
£5.09
£5.09
£10.11

E/897/1

£5.09

E/897/3
E/897/4
E/897/5
E/897/3/4/5

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£11.50

En1sautL91997

Eprom Emulator
The Power Supply
Electronic Door Chimes
Digital Power

Fl issue LaIS1/4-

PIC 16C74 Development Board
Surface Mount Diagnostic I
Surface Mount Logic
Mains Monitor

e Light Tester
Motors (3 experimental
DC Motors: The first Control URie
DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit :'*
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit
All three DC Motors boards

boar

Aqua
F

PIC Developme
Signal Generator
Headlight Delay Unit
6 -Interval Garn9*4

men: PSU board

(double sided): E797/3
09; two modules: £7.90; three
modules: £19.75; All six modules:

Ellissitar_fs

;;Transmitter (DS)

whch Eprom modules you recraire Modules are for 2716, 2732, 2
Ore order code/overseas pastas charge applies whether a
as ordered.

tom` Transmitter Encoder
UHF Receiver Front End (DS)
UHF Receiver IF stage (DS)
Fridge Thermometer
AVR Controller
27C16 Eprom Programmer
Guardian Light

:

£11.85;
27128,

E1797/4

E/797/5

We woof suppy credit actors, txx MI supply a protonna invoice I
boards are marufactinad from the foils
anti
-lent s receked
Piease check that ar MS we suable for the
fia the
carrot supply =Mod bards a repooe boards that
before
you Herd
Vie Wed nits. Scary we carrot creak arts. Prices
Bowcis ae
been monied a
stock bled ei this roue supersede cores and stcd(
stock may be
prbr notice,
not be fable fa ay
tiereets and thee'
awe. ETE Nexus
dam tceres or other
n cot
i with the apt*
howsoever ansno c
goods cc services
thee reploSertalmle
services by En, News
nor
or rekind the purchaser
Tarns

Ell Issue 4 1998
ED Voltmeter

payment

MI rot

ntheEflFob-

498/2
E/498/3
E/498/4
E/498/5

B Ra
Ra

-Up

Medium Wave Loop
AA Cell Eliminator
PIC Based Double Bass Tun
5 Range Capacitor Meter
MIDI Drum Pads

Eli issue 2 1998
Smartcam main board
Smartcam opto-sensor board
Both smartcam boards
Switched Mode Internal Power Supply
Auto Cupboard Light
E.7.71/aSiAW

£13.32
£5.64

mmer: Min board (double si

£5.50
£5.09

£5.84
£7.32
£5.64

E/3
E/3
F_/3

Please supply:

Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

E/3
E/3

E/298/1
E/298/2

Prices are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit
Name

I

SecE/0198/2

Control Centre Desk-To
Control Centre Main

0198/1

£8.
£7.87

oard
4 -Go Rocket Launcher 4 -Go Rocket Launcher - relay board
Mighty Midget

E/1397/1
E/1397/2
E/1397/3

£5.64
£6.22
£9.54

Ell issue 12 1997
PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon only
Minute Minder
Medium Wave Receiver - RF board
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board

E/1297/1
E/1297/2
E11297/3
E11297/4
E/1297/5
E11297/6

£6.22
£13.98
£11.76
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77

Eli Issue 11 1997
Total Harmonic Distortion Meter
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey

E/1197/1
E/1197/2

£13.43
£5.09

Address

Z7-7 Issue 13 1997

I enclose payment of £
Sterling only) to:

(cheque/PO/money order in £

PCB Service, READERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT, Nexus Special Interests Ltd.,

Nexus Hann. Bcx.ndary Way, Hemel Hempstead. Harts HP2 7ST UK.

Signature

Card expiry date:
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HOLE FOR LED
DIRECTLY ABOVE

O

0

0

0

O0000
O

0
0

2mm HOLES TO
LET SOUND OUT

PROBE

size, care being taken not to damage any of the tracks. When
the PCB fits, the position of the hole for the probe can be
found, directly below the holes in the PCB for the probe
connections. Remember to allow enough room for the PCB
when marking the hole position; a little too near the lid is better
than pushing into the PCB. Remove the PCB before drilling.
Ideally the hole should provide a snug fit for the jack plug
probe; it if is a little loose a couple of blobs of glue gun glue will
hold it in place. The lid of the box is drilled to expose the top of
the LED and a few holes drilled over the piezo to allow the
sound out. One tip is to use a scrap piece of Veroboard to
position the holes in a pattern (figure 6). Keep these holes
small, 2mm, as they look neater and do not let in leaf debris
and so on.
This project has proved very popular, with some students
making more than one Aquaprobe for other members of the family.

Figure 6: the front of the Aquaprobe case. Tip: you can use
an old piece of Veroboard as a guide to get the holes lined
up

of LED is the clear plastic type. These come in red or green,
and normally can be found in bulk buy offers. The normal red
or green ones only brighten up when on and always retain their
colour when not on, but the type I suggest change from clear
to red or green when they light up, making it easier to see
when they are ON under low current conditions.

Construction
When the PCB has been built (figure 4) and tested and the
piezo mounted on 2.5mm bolts above the PCB it can be
installed in the box (figure 5); it may need to be filed down to

When it is built and the batteries are fitted it will bleep and
the LED will flash. A jack socket can be used with the tip and
sleeve connections shorted, which will stop the output until
required. When required the jack socket is removed and the
Aquaprobe should bleep and flash because the probe is only in
contact with the air, which has a very high resistance. Once
you have confirmed that it is working the probe can be pushed
into the soil in such a way that the body of the device is just
above it. If the soil is damp Aquaprobe will stop bleeping and
the LED stop flashing.
We noticed that with very sandy soil Aquaprobe worked
better with RV1 set to higher than mid way (more anticlockwise), and with peaty soil the setting should be a little
lower, that is, further clockwise. Some soils "hang onto" damp
better than others; this is found by trial and error.

NEW FROM NEXUS!
An Introduction to Robotics

A fascinating and unique book that
breaks new ground by exploring the
exciting world of robotics in a clear
and concise way. Both the theoretical and practical aspects are presented in an uncomplicated fashion using
everyday English, which makes this
an ideal book for the amateur.
Divided into two sections, the first
part explains how and why robots
work and are controlled, while the

plywood - and all parts are easily
available in the UK and the USA.
This is a book that will be of interest
to modellers and everyone with a
fascination for things mechanical and
electronic.
This is the way of the future, stay one
step ahead and order your copy
today!
Only f 1 1.50 UK & f 1 2.50 Overseas
(Includes Postage & Packing).

second shows you how to make a
simple two legged humanoid robot

that can be programmed to walk.
There are no complicated formulas
or equations to grapple with or
incomprehensible circuit diagrams to
decipher, - this robot can be built on
your kitchen table and can be run
from any personal computer! All you
need are model aeroplane servos, a
controller, a power supply and some

Telephone orders: 01442 266551 and ask for Nexus Direct

I enclose my cheque/PO for f
please debit my Access/ Visa.

Expiry date

*N INTRO`

copies of NB299

Please send me

ROBOTICS

made payable to Nexus Special Interests OR

Signature

Name

Address

Post code

Telephone No

Complete details and return coupon to: Nexus Direct, Nexus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST. If you do not wish to receive mailing from other companies, please tick box.
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Mains Monitor
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Surface Mount Serial Diagnostic Interface

PIC 16C74 Development Board

Surface Mount Logic Probe

Aquaprobe
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MarkColyer

01322 660070

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department. Nexus. Nexus House.
Azalea Drive. Swanley, Kent BR8 8HY
Lineage: 85p per word (+VAT) (minimum 20 words)
Semi display: (minimum 3cms)
£12.50 + VAT per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

INPUT 2 i,240V AC 50.S0
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price

aHHOUDED
E6.00 (E47.00 inc VAT)
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max E34.013
0.00 (E62.57 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max
E46.25
£8.501E86.36 MC VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max
C65.00
£1.58 (C111.63 inc VAT)
£86.50
3KVA 15 amp max
£158.111 Plus Carriage & VAT
5KVA 25 amp max
C380.N Plus Carriage & VAT
10th/A 45 amp max
6KVA 3 PHASE Star £211&1111 Plus Carriage & VAT
Btry diced from the Improars. Kamera ernes the thorny

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
1110240V Auks transfer either caw wet Ammar socket and
mars Bed of open bane type. Available tor immediate lathery.
500hhe ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
mane seeks C Cos' tor:cakes, OM top pate xre 64A,

A
0240VAC enn, 5-1.71,f1.2i0 d Saw
Cr DOD 1'41,vi
Sae 109511.x135nre

ovine:bens

ex -warehouse Carnage on request.

0 75mrn &and New Prne £7.63 incl. P&P and VAT
240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
TT2 Mod 1 fiat. 1 MAs stroke 1/4 in. Base mourning 112m.
stroke Sibs ook approx. TT6 Mod 1 Rat 2 Max stroke 1/8

in. Front mounting 1/2in Front mounting 1/2 in. stroke

:lur hits Are Also Available
ully Assembled And Tested

151be pull approx. Price Incl. p&p & VAT TT2 BAB TT6
£8111. SERIES 400 £7.64.
AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120rnm square x 38rnm 3 blade 10 wan Low
Noise fan. Price E7.29 old. P&P and VAT Other wattages
and sues available from stock. Please reiephone your

646 Ott Wei WORLD-WM AND

*Cain MAJOR ailEllfT CARDS

anguineS

Contact Us N OW For A Free Brochure

510

RANGE OF XENON FLASNTUBES

WHt&Phone your enquires

INSTRUMENT CASE

Brand new Mont by Imhof L31 x H18 x 19crn 0869.
Rernave,8916 front and rear Dane) to easy assembly of
components. Grey losh complete with case feet
PRICE E16 45 INCL. P&P &VAT 2 oft E28 20 Inclusrve.

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

S WC

lOmm long. 6 RPM anh cw £9.99 rid p&p & VAT
20 RPM anti cw Depth 40mm Ell i6 tncl p&p & VAT
SOLID STATE ENT umrr

Sensrbvo apphcellons.

Input 23(1240V AC, depot approx 151(V. Producing Omm
10 sec timer. Easily mmalled for 2Dsec, 30
spark.
sec to continuous. Deigned for bolter gnibon. Dozens of

Please telephone your en:wines
400 WATT BLACK UGHT BLUE UV LAMP

GES Mammy Vapour lamp suitable /or use
wall a 400W P.F. Beast

uses in the Mid ol physics and electroncs. eg supplying
neon or argon tubes etc. Price less case
f8.50 £2.40 p&p (£12.81 inc VAT) NMS

£39.95 INCLP&P & VAT

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS

EPROM ERASURE KIT

Builc you. own EPROM ERASURE to a traction of the
once of a rnade.t.ip unit lot of parts less case includes 12.,

8 watt 2537 Angst Tube &Mast unit pair of bi-pin leads
neon indicator. cavort switch, safely microswecn and
orcutt £15.00 £2.00 p&p (£19.98 inc VAT)

(62.28 inc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB
TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN, ORDER £10

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KH2 -

100 MHZ at low cost. Full list

available and technical advice.
Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181-

Amod
Paddem Spore

391-5258.

Broadcast
are Ouse

11.ILY £84.99 i KIT FORM I

ic

1;'

FM radio kits. Prebuilt kits. Custom built and Professional
FM broadcast equipment. In use by broadcasters worldwide.
We also ship worldwide and accept major credit cards.
Equipment hire and R.S.L. consultation service available.
All equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months.

check out our products online

VISA

PHONE / FAX: 0181 2880192

Gerber 1 HPGL 1 !Draw and many others
ASSEMBLY & TEST AVAILABLE

TELEPHONE 01232 738897
do -DONATION& '44 'Pat 738897

=agar

ray - 01232 7;48E397

agar oorgnwe chat

!!..MCMCIAS

aciingWeitiLEEteegniglOx

VALVES

,\awes

WILSON
PROP JIM FISH. 64!,11i1

2000 different types,
vintage. military. audio. etc.
Fast service. Send SAE for list
VALVES WANTED FOR CASH
28 Banks Avenue. Golcar, Huddersfield.
namm
West Yorks HD7 4LZ
VISA
Tel: 01484 654650
Fax: 01484 655699

I

Email: wilsonvalvesesurflink.co.uk

PLANS

TRANSMITTERS . AMPLIFIERS. STEREO, R.D.S.. ANTENNAS & MUCH MORE

FM TRANSMITTERS & ACCESSORIES

call for your free brochure. et

PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
FAST TURNROUND AVAILABLE
PCBs DESIGNED FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
ALMOST ALL COMPUTER FILES ACCEPTED
EasyPC Anes r VuTrax r CadStar

Over 50,000 valves stocked.

2405 AC. fan cooled Can be used to a winery
£3.00 pap (£31.73 nc VAT) Brand new
or Ma Pnce inciucles p&p &
ncluding Hy -Light and m. at purposes Inlet 1' sin outlet 1
VAT £11.20 each Or 2 for £20.50 mcluswe

SERVICE TRADING CO
Monday/Friday

Fkaitemd.8013 1AR

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Brans new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors
H 85mm x W 55rnm x D 35rnrn Awn die shaft x

Pao f£8.75 Inc VAT)

Ord,

18 Victoria 00. Gumeneesury

SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS

230V AC BALLAST KIT

SUPER NY -LIGHT STROBE KIT
Desided for Deco, Theatrical uses Mc.
Appro. 16 joules Adjuster,* speed (50.00. E3.00 pap

email veronicaaiegencl.co.uk
www legend.co td -veronica/

loci

The above Tubes are 35004000 angst (350400An) ideal for delechno securrhe markmos. &lads
bghting & Chem..) applicabons
Other Wave 1.0,1, of U.V. TUBE avananie

SOO GPel 150 head 3 amp £19 98
750 GPH 158 head 9 awe e34.56
Mao new available 24V D.C. 1750 Wei 155 heed 5 amp (35.55
Al emigres to be used etenerdsd PRICES INCLUDE PAP & VAT

Tel 01274 883434 Fax 01274 816200

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX
with internal PCB guides Internal size 265 x 165
50mrn deep Prates £9.93 inch pap & VAT 2 oil £1780

For erMer 6m. em or 12in tubes C13.05 e £1.40

Case and reRactor E24.00
SAE for lather clet4is
channel Strobe Kits

,:,ur Product Range Includes
Transmitters from 0.06W to 220W
FM Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limners
Antennas RF Power Amps
Link Transmitters and Receivers

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR

Type 3TH8022 08 2 x NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A
contacts Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120 x W 45 x

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES
(£16.45 inc VAT)
eft 40 well £14.00 (callers only)
(£10.56 inc VAT)
21. 20 wall £9.00 (caws only/
1£6.52 Inc VAT
'tin El watt £450 e 75p p&p
(£524 Inc VAT)
9,n 8 watt C3.96 e 50p p&p
(5.24 .1 VAT)
bit A was £3.96 509 P&P

for GerrneCicled a

All Our Kits Include
Detailed Instructions with Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
High Quality Components

£120.00 ...VAT

P&P

h_IOUNTING
PANEL MOUNTING
E6.011 (C45.83 inc VAT)
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £33 00
£7.00 (E61.39 inc VAT)
110VA 5 amp max
E45.25

New

Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits

SKVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex-equgment futy shrouded Line Norse
Suppressor. Ultra Isolation Transformer with terminal
covers and Knack -out cable entries. Primary 120/240V
Secondary 120240V 50160 Hz 005 OF Ce0ealance
Sae L 37 x W 19 x H.16cm Weigh: 42 Kilos_ PRICE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

www.broadcast-warehouse.com
ROBBY. COLLEGE. HOSPITAL AND PROFESSIONAL RADIO

ee....eireed..

ELECTRONIC PLANS,
and
solar
designs,

laser
wind

generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150
projects. For catalogue. SAE to

Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Ledbury,
Dymock Road,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

TRANSFORMERS

VV I

Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

TRANSFORMERS
For valve and transistor circuits
HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design
large and small quantities
Unit 24E, Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road. Cowes. Isle of Wight P031 7LP

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593
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All adverts must be prepaid.
Cheques payable to:

Nexus Special Interests Ltd.
Name

Address

ETI

Daytime Tel: No:

20 words lineage

£19.97inc vat

Signature
Date
3x1

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD No.

£44.06inc
vat

EXPIRY DATE
FOR SALE

COMPONENTS

PLANS

OTHER-PLEASE STATE

Please ring the required heading.

ELECTRONIC TODAY INTERNATIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

ATTENTION ALL

NORTH AMERICAN
READERS!
Did you know that you can
order an annual subscription
to this magazine direct from
our official U.S. subscription
representative?
For more information and
rates contact:
Wise Owl Worldwide
Publications
4314 West 238th Street,
Torrance, CA 90505 4509
Tel: (310) 375 6258

CHELMER VALVE COMPANY
If you need Valves/Tubes or RF
Power Transistors etc. ...then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources
and 35 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.

Tuned to the needs of the Radio Amateur
Chelmer Valve Company. 130 New London Road.
Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG. England.

Tel: 44-01245-355296/265865
Fax 44-01245-490064
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02.50
£1.75

Amiga genlock pcb (uncased) id taring videos it has a 23pin Sub C with solder lags
D lead to plug into the computer and pcb pins for compceite AAA (HP161180mAH

CONTROL & from
Milfordtrum

£1.95
video at and out. When no video rota is connected the 113 AA with tags 1philpsCTV)
nom. computer display le shown Sc de MVOS. video out Nickel Metal Hydryde AA ceas high capacity with no memory
when the video input is meted the white deed on the Weld B charged at 100ma and discharged at 250we or less

ROBOTICS Insents

are replaced by the video image. The pcb is powered trod ate 1300mAH capacity flower capacity for high discharge retest

£295

...Peer. £19.98

Spacer offers please check for availabilay
slick Of 4 42 x 16rnrn mead battens. 17tn..416ern dos with
£5.95
quality colour tv camera. composite veleo output with a BNC button cell 6V 28OrnAh battery with wires IVerte 5x250DKi
OAS
plug. In very good condrhon with few signs of use E108.00
Ciroael 866 battery pack 12v 1.60A1400019010 10 sub C cells
Board cameras all with 5120582 pads 4 403.3rnrn sensor with solder raga (the see most commonly used In cordless
wan concosrte video out. All need to be housed in your own screwdrivers and dais 22 dia x 42rnrn talbil a easy to cm&
enciceure and have (regas expoaed surface mount parts and open and was manufactured in 1994. Can eacot Or 11050
require 10 to 12vdo power supply 47MIR size 60x38x271rn Per box of 141301 box 190x106x50n. cosh slots to 1101ree a
wan 6 infra red lads Cowes Me same illumination as a small pcb the id contains an edge connecter (12 way 8Wirn pads)
and scree. terminals to conned Or wires and 5 slide at cable
torch would) £50 00-i-vat = MI5
blanks £2.96
40MP size 39.39x23rnin spy camera wrth a fixed tows par 7 segment common anode led display 12rnm £0.46
hole lens for hiding behind a very small hole £57.at = GaAs FET Ow leakage current 58873 £12.95 each £9.95 10.
7.95 100.BC547A transetor 20 for [1.00
£68.911
WATCH SLIDES ON TV

'Liesgang diary" automatic slide viewer with bud in high red & black bads 480

SL952 UHF Lindero amplifier LC

16 surface moutting

BASIC Stamps-

Scenix

Re -Programmable
BASIC language
RS232 Serial ports

Fastest 8 -bit micro
50M1PS
Flash Eprom

8 or 16 I/O lines
SPI/DTMF
Fast development

18/28 pins
PIC16C5x
pin replacement

£1.95
mount lens this gives package cosh data sheet
40MC size 39x3812ernm Camera for
DC.00 convertor Rellabeny model V12P5 12v in 5v 200ma
a much clearer picture Man wen the sonar *flees £68.79

out 300v input to output Isolation with data £4.95 each or
mount lens F1.6 16mm for 40MC C26.43vet = peck of 10 £39.50
Airper A82903 -C kirge stepping motor 14v 7.5' step 270hrn
68rnm dia body 63mrn shall £8.95 or 0200.00 fora box of 30
Polyester captiortors box type 22.5nun edit Pilch orm
waterproof camera with sheet. tat & sr., case
250vdc lap each 14p 100. 9p 1000.10 250Vdc 20p
£92.76 . vat = £109.00 or 194 £99.32 . vat = £104.95
each.15p 100..10p 1000.Polypropytene rut 400vilc (Mae
MKP10) 27.5mm pitch 3.2729x17rtirn case 75P each 608
DTA30 Hand held transidor analyser a seas you which lead
the base, the collector and emitter and 8 a is NPN or PNP or 10O.Phips 123 series sold aluminum add leads 331.4 10v
terty HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser iderades gate & 2.20 40v 40p exh. 25p 100. SolklearbOn reSrelors very
drain and source and a P or N dwinel DTA30 8 Hk4A20 kw reluctance ideal for RF worts 27ohm 2W. 68ohrn 2W
£38.34 each DCASO component analyser with lcd readout 25p each 15p ea& 100. we save a range of 0.25w 0.5w 'v.
centres transistors meshes doles & LEDs lead connections and 2w sold carbon reSISIOnt please send SAE tor let MX180

Serial LCDs

standard

01.06

RS232 Serial interface

2x16 to 4x40
Simple 3 -pin connection
Integral Keypad option
Large Numerics option
Driver chips available for OEM use

Robotics
Humanoid
5 -Axis Arm
Walking Insect

0.9081 rreallmeter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vac 2Morirn 200rnA

£69.95

transistor Hte 9v and 1.5v battery test £9 95 Hand held
Seedier cabinets 2 way Weaker systems with motorola ultrasonic remote control 4:295
CV2486 gas relay 30 x teem die wen 3 wire terminals .11
tweeters
8'
15"
17
speaker did
175WRMS
100WRMS
power rating
250WRMS
Bohm
Bohm
impedance
Bohm
45h7-20knz 60hy.20khz
frequency range 401,2-201M7
92013
9445
97013
wansitivity(lW/11.4)
50057200340 450x640x345 31504601230
size in mm
7.4kg
21.1kg
16 i3kg
weight
Price each for dadsvr.

coating
grey felt coating

£139.96
£159.97..

£99.99

£54.94
£64.99

3 -Axis Machine
Stamp 2 based

also work ass bed, light acv each or £9.50 per 100 Varbatleu
14300N11 Streamer tape commonly used on nc rrechnes and
phriling presses etc it lode late a nomad cassette with a slot
art out Cl me top C4.95 each (C3.75 100.)
Heats., COmPOund tube 00.45
HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 5OrnA regulator o 03-264080 input 8 Oro
DIL paesede 03.49 each (100+ 2.25)

Drills PCBs
3 -Axis movement
Stepper drive

4 thou resolution

an products advertised are new and unused &Wm otherwise

Win 3.1

dated wide range or CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear

T,ansetors kle rechergabte ballenes capacitors rods etc
f119.97always m stock
(.. = not normaly In stock allow I week for dewerc,
Please add £1 95 towards P&P (enders from the Sweet,
Power enviable 19' rack mount with gain controls
£202.11 Highiands. Northam Ireland Isle of Man. Iste of Wight and
STA150 2x t6OWnne (dot. load) 1409
1339.00 oventees may be ...I to higher P&P for heavy Sews).
STA300 2x190Wme (tarn load) 11kg
£585.00 vet inckided m all prices
STA900 2.90Venns fad. lead) 15kg
LEN 3mm or bens, red or green 7p each yellow 11O each JPG Electroocs 276-278 Chatsworth Road Chesterfield S40
2BH
cable lies 1p each ts.96 par 1000 £49.50 per 10.000
(01246)211202 fax 550953
Recharge,. Batten.
io 5-30pm Monde. lc Sar_r1s.
Cu'.
AA(HP7) 500mAH
£0.99
AA 50OrnA11 with solder tag
AA 950rnAH
C(HP11) 1 2AH
C 2AH wIth solder tags

D(HP2) 12AH
D {Art with solder tags
PP3 840 11OrnAH
1.2AA with solder tags

£1.55
£1.75
£2.20
£3.60
£2.60
£4.95
£4.95
£1.55

)1 it

software

Control up
to 8 servos

RS232

IR Decoder

Command,

Uses any remote

7

digital outputs
Toggle/momenta 1,,
Re -Programmable

-ii

ETI 276-278
Chesteitekt Set( 201-1

Milford Instruments 01977 683665 www.milinst.demon.co.uk

Access Visa Orders 1012461 211202 lax 550959
7i IICIS Welcome 9 30am-5 300m MandaySalmor,

ADVERTISERS INDEX

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

Servo Controller

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Bum in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Agar Circuits
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Mauritron
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Ambyr Ltd
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Milford Instruments
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B.K. Electronics

37

NCT

32

Broadcast Warehouse

70

No Nuts

32

Plancentre Publications

70

71

Scientific Wire Co.

70

Confidential Communications 45

Service Trading Co

70

Crown Hill Associates

45

Stewarts of Reading

26

Display Electronics

25

Telnet

46

Bull Electrical

18, 21

Chelmer Valves

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point Bessemer Drive. Stevenage HERTS SG1 2XT

WAUGH INSTRUMENTS LTD
REPAIR & RECALIBRATE
OSCILLOSCOPES
ALL MAKES AND MODELS
NATIONWIDE
COLLECTION & DELIVERY

EPT Educational Software
EQT

Equinox

IFC

Variable Voltage Technology Ltd
70

72
IBC

Veronica FM

70

ESR Electronic Components

38

Wilson Valves

70

JPG

72

Van Draper

17

FREE ESTIMATES

Llangollen, Clwyd, N. Wales LL2O 7PB

PHONE: 01691 718597

Labcenter Electronics
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PRACTICALLY SPEAKING
TERRY BALBIRNIE
ast month we were
looking at the topic of
fuses, and I shall
continue with it here.
It is very important
to choose the right fuse for the
application.

L

Choose your fuse
If you are selecting a fuse for a new
circuit, you must first determine the
maximum current which will flow
through it. This can often be found
by calculation, but otherwise it will
need to be measured. A suitable
fuse is then chosen to have a value
slightly greater than this figure. If
there are components which
introduce a significant current surge
when the circuit is switched on,
On the left is a panel tusehoidel. mounted through a hole in the case and changeable
such as transformers, large value
without opening the case up. On the right is a pcb-mounted fuseholder.
capacitors, motors and filament
absolutely essential when the fuse is used in the mains
lamps, it may be necessary to use a time delay (slow supply.
blow) fuse rather than the ordinary quick -blow type.
Some fuses do not require holders at all - they are
You will also need to decide the physical size of fuse
simply
"wired in" directly like a resistor. These are useful
and whether it is to be of the glass or ceramic tube type.
where
space
is at a premium and, of course, where it is
The high -rupture ceramic type must be used where it is
not
expected
that they will blow very often. These are
to be wired directly into the mains. This is because, under
available in values from around 100mA to 10A and may
short-circuit conditions, a current of several hundreds of
be purchased in standard and slow -blow variants. A panel
amps could flow for a short time. This would result in the
fuseholder is mounted through a hole drilled in the case,
fuse blowing very violently, and a glass tube would
allowing the fuse to be removed from the outside. The
shatter. The most convenient fuse length for amateur
end can be removed either by turning with the fingers or
circuits is 20mm. Such fuses are used throughout Europe
by using a coin or small screwdriver to allow the fuse to
and are available in a wide range of values from about
be replaced easily.
50mA to 10A. They are also manufactured in standard
and quick -blow variants and with glass or ceramic tube
Inherently safer
construction. In some pieces of equipment you will find
When a fuse is used in the mains supply, it is always
1.25 -in (31mm) fuses with a diameter of 0.25in (6.35mm).
connected in the live wire. This is to ensure that, when
These are popular in the USA and Canada.
the fuse blows, it is the live that will be disconnected, and
this is inherently safer than if the neutral was the
Fuseholders
disconnected one. A further point is that when wiring up
You will also need to choose a fuseholder. There are three
the mains supply to a panel fuseholder, the bottom
main types - chassis, pcb-mounting (which looks very like
connection is soldered to the incoming wire and the side
a chassis fuseholder, but has downward -facing pins) and
connection is taken on to the circuit. Of course it would
panel -mounting. These are available to suit 20 -mm and
work if it the connections were interchanged, however,
31 -mm fuses. A chassis type is used when the fuses are
this method is safer because if someone was foolish
mounted on the circuit board or fixed inside the case.
enough to probe a metallic object such as a screwdriver
However, the lid of the enclosure must be removed to
into the fuseholder while the mains was connected it
replace it, and this will be inconvenient if the fuse blows
would be more likely to touch the side contact first. Also,
more than occasionally. Some chassis and pcb
if the object was pushed right in. it would probably cause
fuseholders are of the self-contained (fuse block) type.
a short-circuit and a fuse further down the line would
Others consist of a pair of clips, which are soldered on to
blow. However, the rule is this: before replacing a mains
the PCB the correct distance apart. Clips save money and
fuse always unplug the circuit from the mains socket
some space but are less convenient than fuse blocks.
(do not just switch off) first.
Fuse blocks can accept an insulating cover, which is
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s I write this, a lawsuit has
just been announced against
Microsoft, and there are
many opinions as to what it
will mean in the long run. My
immediate reaction was that if the Windows
development path is seriously derailed, it
will make my life more difficult. In fact,
shall start to be mildly inconvenienced as
soon as my beta test version of Windows
98 reaches its valid time limit.
This is not to comment on the rights or
wrongs of the situation, simply the knock -on
effect of what is now a widespread standard
in personal computing.
No doubt there are alternative and better
ways to design an operating system. Users
of Macs and other Apple machines think
that Apple have just thet-HOwever, the fact
remains that there is more electronics
software available for the PC than for other
personal computers. Most new software is
being written to run on a 32 -bit version of
Windows, which means Windows '95 or NT.
From the user's point of view, a prime
significance of Windows is that it is a
standard. If one program can use your
monitor at full resolution, so can all others,
without the need for a custom video driver
for each program to run on each available
graphics card. Been there, done it. Not in a
hurry to do it again.
Even the user interface is similar, which
speeds up the learning process on a new
program.
The case against Microsoft has been
compared to the break-up of AT&T, the aim
of which was presumably to open up a
monopoly to competition. Competition is
known to drive improvements in service and
cost reductions.
However, to get people using new
technology in meaningful numbers,
standards are needed. The ownership of
VCRs rose after it became clear that VHS
was likely to stay the dominant system. I
personally thought that V2000 and Betamax
showed more technical promise at the time,
I

but I believe that it is more useful to most
people to have one video system which
works pretty well, than to have a multiplicity,
some of which are superb, but with
recorded and blank tapes expensive and
limited in availability.

With VCRs, many manufacturers can
make compatible tapes and recorders, so
this is a standard without a monopoly. It has
simply been selected from several
competing standards by quick marketing
and public preference.
Digital cellular phones are another
example of a situation where a good
standard is more useful than many
competing ones. The standard is determined
by an official body, and the result to date is
that most cellular telephones can operate
anywhere in Europe.
In the United States there are more
different systems, and compatibility poses
more of a problem. If AT&T, with its massive
research resources, had not been broken
up, the monopoly might plausibly have
introduced standard cell 'phones across the
United States. The benefits of improved
competition probably outweigh a few
compatibility problems, but a high grade of
technical standards body might have been
able to work round this downside to the
company being broken up. A melee of
competing standards is certainly better than
a poor technical standard designed by
bureaucrats proud of their lack of technical
knowledge, but we do have examples of
sensible standards which are largely
beneficial. (I am hoping that the final digital
television broadcasting system turns out
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well.)

Meanwhile, back on the question of
Microsoft, I do not know what the right
answer is, but I hope that the principle of
standardising on a system which people find
easier to learn is retained. Perhaps it will all
be resolved by the time this reaches the
newsagents, but equally it could take years.
Will it affect most of us significantly? Yes!
How? I doubt that anyone knows.
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Next Month

19

Volume 27 no. 8 of Electronics Today International will be in your newsagents on 17th
July 1998 ... Stephen Fleetwood has a practical Programmable Logic Control application
to describe, along with the basics of Ladder Logic and programming ... Bart Trepak's
digital electronic security lock keeps unauthorised users out of your equipment ... A sine wave generator by Mark Roberts that plugs into your PC printer port gives you an onscreen display ... Terry Balbirnie's micro-trafficlights circuit can be fitted nearly anywhere
... plus all the regulars and more surprises.
Contents are in preparation but are subject to space and availability.
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MICRO -PRO DEVICE PROGRAMMER

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

The complete programming solution!

IAR
SYSTEMS

Supports:
MICROCONTROLLERS
Atmel 89C,89S, 90S(AVR),
Generic 87C, Dallas 87C520
FLASH MEMORY

59,

A",

IAR Microcontroller Development Tools

Only...

Atmel 29C, 49F
SERIAL/PARALLEL EEPROM

4

Atmel 24C, 25C, 59C, 93C, 28C

1

CONFIGURATORS

C -Compilers, Assemblers, Simulators

Atmel 17C, Xilinx XC17

8051, Atmel AVR, Hitachi H8

Order Code: MPW-PLUS

Not all devices may be supported within each family

*I!

PROFESSIONAL AVRTM MICROCONTROLLER STARTER SYSTEM
System Contents
ULIC3100

Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 8, 20 & 40 -pin DIL devices
In -System Programming (ISP) Cable

Serial Programming
Atmel AVRTM &

Integrated Windows" Development Environment
AVR'" Basic LITE (1k bytes code) Compiler

PC Serial Cable (Connects to PC COM Port)

'CD

Figure 1

Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
One AT90S1200 DIL Microcontroller

Order Code: AVR2-ST

FLASH 8051 Professional
Starter System

WRITE IN BASIC RUN IN A FLASH

AV

families

Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 20 & 40 -pin OIL devices

Typical In -System Programming (ISP)

Supports: Atmel 89S, 89LS, 90S(AVR)
Proof !POW=

PC

In -System Programming (ISP) Cable

10 -Way IDC Cable

Keil PK51-2K Integrated Windows" Developmen,
Environment (2K code limit). Includes C -Compiler,

Compiled BASIC generates
tight AVRTM machine code

Target Vcc LED

la pet V

Macro Assembler, Linker, Hex Creator, Editor & Simulator

Order Codes:

liglerg-terP

Mains Power Supply Adaptor

AVR-BAS-LITE

%Idol

PC Serial Cable

AVR-BAS-8K

mth assembler
Breaks the cost barrier for

I

Scenario shown below:

System Contents

NO code overhead!
Target speeds comparable

ME

895 microcontroller

AVR" Assembler
Mains Power Supply Adaptor

Not a Run -Time Interpreter;

-Ammaim-

System for the

Port

Atmel CD-ROM Datbook
One AT89S8252 40 -pin DIL Microcontroller
System layout shown in Fig I above

small projects

deal for educational, hobbyist

Only...

Serial
Programmer

Target Power LED
ISP 10 -Way Header

.

Order Code: EO-8051-ST1

3nd professional use

E ULTIMATE 8051 TOOL SET

--'11.GIMIL-

,7 SOFTWARE

pvision

Optimising Ansi-C

Integrated Development
Environment for Windows"

Macro Assembler

Order Code:

****441)

UISP-S3-SYS

CE

Compiler
Linker

Software Simulator
Integrated Editor

ilososiLL

F

=. =

Pal

rp

P

19g111.41M11.1141=RI
CEJ

dScope
Software Simulator &
Target Debugger

rrryrr

err-

Hex Creator
Starter Systems supplied with 2K
Toolset & Development Systems
supplied with 8K Toolset are
available for Atmel, Dallas,
Siemens, Temic 8051

microcontroller derivatives
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Schematic Capture

New Features
Component Auto -Placer
Pinsvmp/Gatestvap Optimizer
Background Regeneration of Power Planes
Enhanced Autorouting with Tidy Pass
Full Control of Schematic Appearance
Extensive New Component Libraries
[.

Available in 5 levels - prices from £295 to £1625 + VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.

*Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines.

PCB Design

*Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. *Hierarchical Design. Full
support for buses including bus pins. *Extensive
component/model libraries. *Advanced Property Management.
*Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.

Simulation
ape.,2*
_

ust
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UltOP,
RN
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*Automatic Component Placement. Rip -Up & Retry
Autorouter with tidy pass. Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer &
Backannotation. 32 bit high resolution database. Full
DRC and Connectivity Checking. *Shape based gridless
power planes. *Gerber and DXF Import capability.

PPIT
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WARNER

SOMME
PROBE
TAPE

3ENENATCP
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Non -Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. *Event driven
Digital Simulation with modelling language. *Partitioned
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & digital
*Graphs displayed directly on the schematic.

FREE
SOFTWARE

SHAREWARE VERSIONS
AVAILABLE TO DOWNLOAD

ISIS & ARES Lite

FROM OUR WEBSITE

Schematic & PCB
Design

http://wwwlabcenterco.uk
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Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit.
EMAIL: Infogabcenterco.uk
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857.
53-55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA. WWW: http:ilvvnv.labcenter.co.uk

Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted,
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturer's trademarks acknowledged
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